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Preface
Product design is a comprehensive process related to the creation of new products. 
It starts from a set of ideas and concepts, and finally results in marketable products 
that meet specific requirements related to functionality, manufacturing, mainte-
nance, reliability, ergonomics, efficiency, and, last but not least, cost. The design 
and manufacture of a product, whether new or existing, is a permanent concern 
and challenge. The ability to design and develop efficient products are key to success 
in today’s dynamic global market.
This book is an open platform designed to establish and share knowledge developed 
by scholars, scientists, and engineers from all over the word about the product design 
process and its applications in various fields, especially those in engineering. The 
book is a forum for original and innovative research studies dealing with any relevant 
aspect of product design. It is especially dedicated to the most recent techniques for 
successful product design as well as to the most suitable software applications. 
The book contains seven original chapters that provide a comprehensive overview 
of the current state of the art and modern trends in the field, reflecting the multidi-
mensionality of the applications related to product design. Topics covered include 
development of new product design methodologies, implementation of effective 
methods for integrated products, development of more visualized environments 
for task-based conceptual design methods, development of engineering design 
tools based on 3D photogrammetry, adaptation of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) tools for improving the construction site management process, 
and the use of virtual prototyping software platforms.
The book was edited by a group of scientists from the Department of Product 
Design, Mechatronics and Environment, Faculty of Product Design and 
Environment, Transilvania University of Brașov (Romania), namely, Professors 
Cătălin Alexandru and Codruța Jaliu and Associate Professor Mihai Comsit.
Prof. Dr. Eng. Cătălin Alexandru, Codruta Jaliu and Mihai Comşit
Department of Product Design, Mechatronics and Environment,
Faculty of Product Design and Environment,
Transilvania University of Brașov,
Brașov, Romania
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A novel task-based conceptual design method introduced around a decade ago has
been presented from its most characteristic points including the general idea, usage
and modification of previous art, usage and modification of independent sets of
functional and mechanical means for implementation of those functions, creation of
intermediate mechanical-functional sets supporting the development of new struc-
tures like models, visualization of the design process, and so on. The current paper
aims to reveal a non-computerized graphically visualized set of actions covering all the
above-mentioned major steps of the suggested methodology. The success of synthe-
sizing action greatly depends on the method of creation submechanisms or virtual
mechanisms, which are making possible visualization and consideration intermediate
structures helping to identify and implement a necessary function. The method of
creating of such subcategories and application of elementary movements or set of links
for explaining or satisfying demanded set of functions could be considered the main
methodical novelty and strength of proposed conceptual design method. Two exam-
ples are included: the first reinvention of a known tool—Locking Pliers from database
and second synthesis of a novel hand tool—Adjustable NutWrench.
Keywords: conceptual, design, task, structure, modification
1. Introduction
The conceptual phase of design still remains as the most challenging and less
understood steps of general mechanical design. The difficulties of its description and
formulization are coming from first the nature of conceptual design, implying search
of a novel structure with novel properties among theoretically large number of
candidate solutions, and secondly from the individual nature of designing process,
depending on design tradition, skill, and experience of the designer. Design process
being very attractive and creative by its definition may bring the designer more
results and satisfaction if organized in a way to free the designer from the routine task
of checking a large number of options with necessary efforts of visualization. The
designer will greatly win if only decision-making duty from a limited number of
candidate solutions will be left on his side. Combinational methods widely used for
novel structure solution search are effective for the automatic organization of search
process with minimum human involvement; however they are providing solutions
for a key or major function, only suggesting modifications within fixed topology with
randomly generated accompanying functions with a high probability of negative
functions among them. The fact of single or key function consideration in
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combinational search dramatically lowers its methodical strength because any design
process is valued for providing a multifunctional solution but not valued for the fact
of generation from a single topology. A novel conceptual design is generally preceded
by an act of making a decision which is possible after managing large data of previous
knowledge and search of candidate solutions of the current design process. The
success of large data management depends on the success of turning large data into
small-sized easily manageable portions of information or models. From category
point, the models should serve both categories involved, namely, functions and
mechanism to provide interdependence and simultaneous consideration of those two,
and from application point, they need to serve both classic actions of design—syn-
thesis and analysis—including such segments of design as database analysis and
creation of supplementary virtual mechanisms with the latest further update into
structures, satisfying the given design tasks. That’s practically an impossible task to
understand and manage a designer’s own plan during his or her efforts to create a
novel mechanism. Commonly a designer who puts an aim to create a new mechanical
structure or to update an existing one relies on proved by own practice and experi-
ence approaches and scenarios which could be basically different from each other and
normally not shared with designers’ community. For the past few decades, due to
growing demand on fresh products with advantageous proprieties and because of
wider application of digital technologies, the challenge of better organization of
conceptual design process becomes more actual, and this demand was satisfied by
several approaches and methodologies. The task-based design methods can be con-
ventionally divided into methodologies based mostly on human participation or on
computer-aided methods with minimum involvement of human factor. Some exam-
ples for the second group of task-based design methodologies are quite successful
when directing a designer to organize a new product development with novel prop-
erties [1–3]. Very popular and classical methods [4, 5] of splitting mechanical com-
ponents from functional ones have clear abstraction and visualization means and
require consideration of a large number of candidate solutions in an attempt to isolate
a workable and optimal one. A fundamental publication [6] is using analyses of the
vast engineering database as a source for a novel product design, where the search
trend implies consideration of either combination of various movements of basic
links or direct search of solutions among existing solutions. Insufficient level of
abstraction and visualization narrows the opportunities of processing and getting
optimal results among mechanical means, having required functions and properties.
Any design methodology can be evaluated by the number of essential design tasks
considered during a mechanism synthesis process and distribution of those tasks
along with steps of conceptual design: more tasks involved provides wider and full
satisfaction of design aim with a maximum number of demanded properties of a
novel product. When following [4, 5] methodologies, there is a great risk of missing
and/or canceling consideration of essential features on one side and necessity of
implementing of an exhausting search of candidate solution on the other. The largely
popularized method of Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ/TIPS) is quite
effective for finding solutions of conceptual design and resolving invention tasks
[7, 8]. A contradiction matrix and set of 40 creative/inventive tools are used for
developing special auxiliary structures—VEPOLS (a Russian abbreviation of sub-
stance + field)—as a model of future novel product for revealing new and neutraliz-
ing the harmful functions. That’s very common in mechanical engineering practice
that an innovative solution surfs out once a limited set of various requirements are
considered simultaneously, thus facilitating the creation of a decision-making situa-
tion. In the TIPS case, the fact of usage of a cumbersome set of 40 tools and no
necessary relation of this set to the essence of the main problem generally may lead to
comprehensive search with a broad number of possible results.
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A task-based methodology of conceptual design [9] developed as a result of
long-term engineering experience has proven its efficiency in the development of
numerous and various mechanical devices based on interdependent and direct
consideration of two sets of components—mechanical and functional—in a state
when those components are processed to design models, facilitating their applica-
tion or further modification for satisfying a current design task, while the remaining
ones are planned to be satisfied by similar modification actions. Work models are
developed at consecutive steps of the design process which may have different
contents depending on the step, level, and scale of the design task.
In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, flat graphs are used for describing key mechanical and
functional models; then the same graphs are used for visualizing modification
(expansion and squeezing) of those models for serving different design needs. In
Section 2.3 the development of local mechanical and functional models is presented;
Section 2.4 covers developments for a solution means, namely, resources of data-
base and resources of synthesis tools and similar developments for functional sets.
Section 3 is, for example, relating to the reinvention of a known tool—locking pliers
—from patent database, and finally, Section 4 is for the set of design cycles of
conceptual design for a specific hand tool: self-adjustable nut wrench.
1.1 Tasks and objectives
The task of this paper is to provide clear graphical presentation and visualization
for steps of the proposed approach of conceptual design methodology through
mechanisms, functional-mechanical graphs, and set of hierarchized functions to
control and manage the process of conceptual design, starting from the task on it
and finishing with novel structure satisfying the pre-given tasks on development.
2. Main ideas of conceptual design method described by
mechanical-functional graphs
2.1 Key models containing mechanical and functional categories
For mechanical categories the graph (Figure 1) has two vertices for links L1 and
L2 related to each other by an edge as a kinematical joint in general or as another
relation R12 in a way that this relation may satisfy or plan satisfaction of demanded
function F12. In fact, the links L1 and L2 are connected through two paths, firstly
the edge F12 represents the function as a subject of satisfaction, while the edge R12
represents the mechanical or physical means needed for satisfying the demanded
function. At the implementation stage, F12 could be replaced by a physical kine-
matical joint shown in square symbol as R12.
For functional categories the graph (Figure 2) visualizes the step of getting a
translated function F2 from function F1, where edge T12 stands for a translating
operator, while the physical implementation of function F2 is supposed to be done
through mechanical means M12, represented by the second edge in the graph
(Figure 2). That’s easy to notice the topological analogy between Figure 1 and
Figure 2. Vertices of graph in Figure 2 also are connected through two paths, firstly
by the edge representing the translating operator T12 providing a child function F2
which may be implemented in contrary to function F1 and secondly including
second edge M12 representing the mechanical mean for such implementation. R12
in square symbol in Figure 2 stands for the type of relation between functions F1
and F2.
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It is worthy to note that both models include two initiating components, which
in the mechanical model can be interpreted as a necessity of two links for getting a
movement between them to implement a function. Analogously in the functional
model, the presence of two functions can be interpreted as a necessity for having at
least a function next to the initial function to provide its implementation by
mechanical means. Generally, a single function also may serve as a task for devel-
opment; anyhow a two-function model is considered to keep topological similarity
of two basic models and also for presenting the translator operator which has the
analogy to the relation of the links in the mechanical model in Figure 3.
The graphs in Figures 1 and 2 are confirming the main idea of the proposed
method of direct interdependence between mechanical and functional means for
the fact of the presence of a functional edge in mechanical graph and presence of a
mechanical edge in the functional graph. By the progress of the design process, the
edges for functional graphs should be gradually substituted by physical relations
between the links, and thus a novel mechanical structure should be generated at the
end of design.
Structurally both design components’ links and functions are centrally located in
both graphs, leaving the left cells for relations between components and the right
cells for the purpose of the means of implementation of those relations.
Other characteristic properties of the concept design method—interdependence
of mechanical and functional categories and therefore possibility of combined con-
sideration as a condition of target-oriented organization of conceptual design pro-
cess—can be topologically visualized by the insertion of functional contents from
Figure 1.
Graph model for mechanical set.
Figure 2.
Graph model for functional set.
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Figure 2 into the functional edge in Figure 1, thus getting combined mechanical
functional graph (Figure 3), and correspondingly by inserting mechanical contents
of the graph (Figure 1) into the mechanical edge of the functional graph (Figure 2),
thus getting combined functional-mechanical graph (Figure 4).
2.2 Models describing modification of mechanical and functional categories by
means of expansion and squeezing
Once model graphs (Figures 1–4) are setting contents (centrally located) and
relation (located on the left and right sides) of components of mechanical and
functional matrices, expansion and squeezing actions aim to set synthesis prepara-
tion step. Those actions aim to establish the necessary scope of the search in a
manageable way, avoiding exponential growth of components which leads to an
exhausting search of sought solution. For the case of mechanical graph (Figure 6),
the action of expansion results in necessary multiplication or addition of number of
links in the central graph with an indication of mutual relation presented by a
generalized symbol of R18 (Figure 5). For the case of a functional graph, the same
similar action leads to necessary multiplication or addition of the number of func-
tions generated in an attempt to have the chance of their satisfaction by mechanical
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Figure 2 into the functional edge in Figure 1, thus getting combined mechanical
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functions F1 and F8. Graphs (Figures 5 and 6) can show the expandable and
squeezable nature of both mechanical and functional entities by a simple modifica-
tion—multiplication of number of links and multiplication of the number of func-
tions. Along with multiplication, the edges of graphs should provide connections for
both links and functions, thus confirming the function-based modification for the
mechanical graph case and confirming the generation of new functions in the
functional graph case. The opposite action of subtracting the links and functions
will relate to squeezing case.
The combination of edges F12 from Figure 5 and M12 from Figure 6 helps to
compose combined expanding-squeezing model as shown in Figure 7.
Represented modifications of both mechanical and functional means have the
ability to disclose the hidden functional resources of the mechanical side and hidden
ways of mechanical implementation of the functional side. Accordingly, both
models have the ability of concentration of a limited number of links for mechanical
side, creating local mechanical models and for a concentration of a limited number
of functions for creating a local set of functions subject to implementation.
The case when the mechanical set consists of just one link may be interpreted as
the squeezed down the state of set of links which were initially connected by a set of
relations and then unified into a single link after consideration and implementation
of those functional requirements. The mechanical set (Figure 5) can include the
entire set of concept design components when the generalized function is
substituted by its contents from Figure 6.
Figure 6.
Graph model for expansion and squeezing of functions.
Figure 5.
Graph model for expansion and squeezing of mechanical means.
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2.3 Development of mechanical and functional models as preparation for
synthesizing action
The modification of mechanical and functional sets is following different design
goals: search and disclosure of hidden resources—in case of expansion and localiza-
tion of the task and in case of squeezing. In both cases, interdependent portions of
mechanical means and functions are being isolated. Those portions are easily man-
ageable for analyzing the function implementation scenarios and for building a new
structure with new properties. As described above isolated portions of mechanical/
functional sets are called models which are concentrating the main problem at a
current design state, separating the problem from the general design process.
Localization and isolation of a problem are a widely practiced [3, 6, 7] action in
mechanical design, supporting the task concentration, task targeting, and finding a
solution. Anyhow the approach based on freedom and possibility of management
and modification of two sets of mechanical and functional means in a direct and
interdependent way, which opens a large-scale opportunity for finding an optimal
solution; avoiding a large-scale exhausting search makes the proposed approach
advantageously and effectively different from the abovementioned task localization
approaches and design procedures. Thereby, two fragments of links L3… L6 and
functions F3… F6 from Figure 8 are separated and localized from general mechan-
ical (M) and functional (F) sets. The isolated fragments thus are containing a low
number of links and functions, and they are isolated in a way to focus designer
attention on a finding of a solution of an isolated or targeted objective function. The
isolated fragments of mechanical means contain links which either have the ability
Figure 7.
Graph for combined expanding-squeezing mechanical-functional model.
Figure 8.
Graph representation of two localized fragments (models) in mechanical and functional sets.
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to satisfy the sought function or may gain this ability after proper modification,
adding links, chains, grouping links, etc.
Localization of mechanical and functional fragments relates not only to neighbor
components as it stated for convenience and simplicity but to any combination of
components from Figures 5 and 6.
2.4 Database modification and usage as a means for synthesizing action along
with other synthesizing tools
The model presented in Figure 8 serves the formulation of the problem and
setting objective of synthesis which should be searched or prepared, depending on
its availability in database or by satisfying challenging function by an initiated
movement of a link. In other words, the first action relates to the search and to the
usage of a confirmed function from database, which in wider interpretation can be
considered as known mechanisms or fragment of mechanisms, and for the second
case, setting a movable link originated from the basic one in a way to provide one of
the common mechanical primitive functions (cam, screw, lever, gear, etc. mecha-
nisms). The second action relates to a donation of degree of freedom action, where
the movement of the novel originated link relative to the basic link may be
interpreted in a wider range of functions than normal, in which it is interpreted by
the designer. It is worthy to emphasize that same modeling techniques for mecha-
nism and function (Figures 1 and 2), modification (Figures 5 and 6), and modeling
(Figure 8) combined as a task block of conceptual design are identically applicable
for a solution means. Corresponding models (Figures 1, 2, 5, 6 and 8) are valid for
solution block, and those models could be developed using the same above-
described procedure and modification techniques. Once a solution block is devel-
oped upon requirements of conceptual design, then this block could be aggregated
with links of the preparation and task setting block. Graphically this aggregation is
shown in Figure 9where two identical per-content and per-development procedure
blocks stand on the left and right sides relative to centrally located aggregation
symbols AMD (A for aggregation, M for mechanical block, D for database or
solution block) which are representing edges of the graph, connecting
corresponding links from task preparation block and solution block.
3. Application task-based conceptual design method on analyses and
reinventing of a locking pliers (US patent, 1970)
3.1 Eight sets of design cycles
Eight sets of design cycles below track the concept design or redesign of a
known tool locking pliers patented in the USA in 1970. The process starts with
Figure 9.
Model for aggregation graph connecting task solution preparation block on the left and database or solution
block on the right.
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setting of objectives for design and ends with the structural diagram. Each design
cycle is provided by explanations cited in Figures 10–17. Each design cycle
shows the degree of implementation of design goal starting from 0 and ending
with 1 (100%).
Figure 10.
This is a task for synthesis; four basic functions are set as subject for implementation. Lock an object, provide
adjustable thickness of locked object, develop necessary pressure for locking, and release the object if necessary.
Functions are weighed by proportional values. Each design cycle shows status of a specific function
implementation. Zero means function is planned but not implemented, empty cell means function is not
planned, and the presence of a numerical value shows implementation.
Figure 11.
This design cycle is for planning such feature on convenient usage as holding in one hand while locking an object
and releasing the object upon necessity.
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4. Conceptual design example for a self-adjustable nut wrench
4.1 Task of conceptual design
The presented example of conceptual design refers to the search and finding a
solution for a unique structure hand tool—a self and fast action adjustable socket—
nut wrench [10]. According to its features, it replaces a large socket set for both
metric and English sizes, differs in its features and outer look from any similar
Figure 12.
Adjustable feature as well the object locking feature are provided by pivoting Jaw1 against Jaw2, an action
which can be explained also by an action of granting DOF.
Figure 13.
Property of developing pressure is implemented by an action of inserting a fragment of four bar mechanism,
which at the region of end point is able to generate high force by lower amount of movement; a special virtual
mechanism is developed (b, c) for explanation and confirmation of high transmission ratio feature.
12
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purpose hand tool in the market, and serves as a frequently used tool for a house-
hold user. A comparison list of two products is shown in Table 1.
Two features of this new creative hand tool are planned and structurally
implemented. Novel features of self-adjustable nut wrench are quick- and self-
adjustment and one-hand operation. The disadvantage is lower level of torque
ability. The adjustable nut driver (known product) has slower adjustment action,
high torque, and the necessity of two-hand operation for adjustment of the distance
between the jaws. It has no self-adjustment feature and human control is needed for
adjustment.
The original stage of design includes situation when one of the main features of
one hand operation should be revealed and described by virtual mechanisms. For
that reason, the palm and three fingers of human hand namely little finger, index
Figure 14.
Development of virtual mechanism for explaining the locking-fixing function of locking pliers. The virtual
mechanisms provides confirmation and positive usage of locking force and neutralization of a force that
attempts to release and cancel locked condition of locking pliers.
Figure 15.
A slider is provided for connecting rod, allowing to achieve the adjustable feature of locking pliers.
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finger and palm of human hand are described by granting one-degree movements
duplicated by drive chains each of them attached to the future handle of future tool
to implement four functions: holding, adjustment, screwing, and releasing opera-
tions by a single hand. So the model at this stage of conceptual design includes
human hand, handle of the tool, nut, bolt, ground floor, human feet, human body,
and the chain, which is closed at the already mentioned human hand.
The next set of functions lying in the model for action synthesis of the mecha-
nism responsible for fast, not reversible, and secure adjustment holding the nut
head during screwing operation needs to be inserted in a block located between the
first set of functions. The third set of featured relates to the portioned rotation of
Figure 16.
A new link L13 is arranged between the lower handle and connecting rod to allow the mechanism to be released
from a locked state when the release button is triggered.
Figure 17.
This design cycle is revealing the inconvenience of using the locking pliers for release function; so far two hands
are needed for this operation.
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screw or the nut head that leads to the accomplishment of ratcheting function.
Implementation of the ratcheting feature is missing in the current set of design
cycles. Detailed implementation inside each set of functions is based on building of
an open chain or elementary set of sliders and rotational links denoting specific
functional meaning to each of them and then continued by attempts to accomplish
those movements by the synthesis tools of grating degrees of freedom, by freezing
of movements, duplicating by parallel chains, and conditioning by drives.
4.2 Ten sets of design cycles for conceptual design of self-adjustable nut
wrench
Below 10 steps of conceptual design for the novel tool per predefined features
are listed. Explanations for each step are cited in Figures 18–27.
Adjustable nut driver: known product Self-adjustable nut wrench: new product
Two-hand usage One-hand usage
Not so convenient Convenient
Adjustable Adjustable
Slow adjustable Quick adjustable
Heavy duty Light duty
Ratcheting Ratcheting
Higher torque Lower torque
Not convenient to release Convenient to release
Not easy ratchet adjustment Easy ratchet adjustment
Range of adjustment: wide Range of adjustment: narrow
Two-hand adjustment is needed Self-adjustable
Table 1.
Feature list of existing and new nut wrenches.
Figure 18.
The first design cycle is setting objectives of design, listed red highlighted in the section state of function. The links
involved in the design are connected in a way to plan implementation of required functions.
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5. Conclusions
1.The study is devoted to the development of a more visualized environment for
conceptual design, based onmechanical diagrams, mechanical-functional graphs
and models, and concept design result evaluation based on weighted functions.
Figure 19.
The second design cycle is for modeling nut rotation operation, including necessary functions of nut rotation and
axial sliding because of screw movement.
Figure 20.
The third design cycle serves for building a virtual mechanism, providing convenience of usage due to holding of
the tool in one hand and providing full control during nut tightening and releasing operations.
16
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2.Mechanical diagrams are broken down and equipped with virtual mechanisms
for detailed revelation of hidden functions for a more comprehensive
consideration of functions and finding ways for their satisfaction.
3.Mechanical and functional graphs are built in a way to express both structural
contents of mechanism and functions subject to implementation in both the
planning state and implementation state.
Figure 21.
The fourth design cycle is for providing convenient usage of the tool when adjusting opening between the jaws by
pressing on the tool by right hand thumbwhile holding the body of toll by palm and two fingers of the same right hand.
Figure 22.
The feature of adjustable size for a nut is planned in this design cycle. Jaws are separated from the socket base to
allow adjustable feature. Still unknown connection between the jaws and socket body is symbolized by parallel
lines urging to touch each other and belonging to neighbor links.
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Figure 23.
The design cycle shows an implementation step of planned function (adjustable). Jaw L12 is linked rotationally
to the socket base L3. The graph shows this rotational connection by R312 symbol continued from symbol of
planned function F3.
Figure 24.
The mechanical set is expanded by means of a sleeve L13 being in proper connection with the socket base and jaw
which provides necessary functions of locking a nut, irreversible lock, self-adjustable feature, and still keeping




At this design step, the four functions planned previously (design cycle 7) are implemented. Physical kinematical
joints marked in square symbols are connecting links L3, L12, and L13 to provide required functions F15, F16,
F17, and F18.
Figure 26.
The design cycle provides necessary connections between human hand finger socket base and sleeve for convenient
control over jaw opening.
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4.An exemplary set of design cycles is presented for serving needs of reverse
engineering or reinventing of a known product, demonstrating, analyzing, and
explaining possibilities of the method applied to a known product.
5.A hierarchical set of the traditional presentation of functions and its evaluation
is upgraded into a matrix formatted table, allowing to track step-by-step
implementation of tasks, still keeping hierarchical relations and numerical
evaluation of conceptual design tasks at each step of the design cycle.
6.The same visualized approach is applied for structural synthesis of a novel
product based on novel advantageous features and based on property
comparison with a competitive product.
Figure 27.
Physical implementation of functions planned in design cycle 9 by duplicating functional edges of the graph with
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and some of them are implemented as a design activity in some manufactures [4]. 
Various methods have been developed to help collect, organize, analyze, synthesize, 
and display the information used in the design process [5]. According to Sakao [4], 
various design guidelines have been developed, while a large number of individual 
design methods and tools have been generated, of which some were implemented as 
a standard part of design activities.
2. Design on engineering perspective
Design based on an engineering perspective is the application of scientific, 
mathematical, and creative concepts that are imagined into structures, machines, 
and systems that display the functions of an engineering perspective. In the process 
of designing consumer products in addition to the form and function of the prod-
uct, engineering and industrial design are very important in the development of 
these products depends on the engineer and industrial designer, where the engineer 
functions as a determinant of the product function and the industrial designer 
functions to add aesthetic value in the design.
The company’s ability to design, develop, and produce products that customers 
want efficiently is the key to success in today’s dynamic global market. Among these 
capabilities is the ability to design products that meet the demands of competitive 
and cost-effective products and are ready to be marketed on time. So, companies 
need to develop strategic goals based on achievement, which creates a competitive 
advantage in the market. However, these efforts often have limitations in establish-
ing a systematic and consistent set of methods.
3. Product design & development
Product design is the process of developing practical and effective ideas for 
producing new products, encompassing all the engineering and industrial design 
work used to develop products, from initial concept to production [6]. In this phase, 
important decisions are made that affect other activities. The general product 
development goal has not changed much over time: design a product that sale lots of 
the right margin. Another way to say this is: design the right product the first time, 
while designing the product right the first time. Product design has been widely 
studied in order to create methodologies that are generic enough to develop new 
products. The systematic method developed by Ulrich and Eppinger [7] structures 
the product development process according to four stages (see Figure 1).
This product-oriented approach defines the design process as a sequence of dif-
ferent phases. The transition from the task to the solution takes place in a succession 
of different stages. Many academic practitioners and researchers have proposed 
many design principles and methods to improve the quality of design, and some 
design methods are implemented as part of the design activities of some manufac-
turing companies. Each of these phases makes it possible to detail a result. Thus the 
Figure 1. 
Product development process [7].
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specifications of the design problem are determined when the issue is clarified and 
defined. These specifications are then used during the various stages of the devel-
opment process. Then comes the definition of the structure of the functions, the 
principles of solution, the structural model, technical plans and then production 
documents.
4. Integrated of product design methodology
The ability to quickly identify the required method is an essential priority in 
product achievement and design process [8]. Any company that meets the specifica-
tions and requirements of the customer will usually be more competitive than the 
others [9]. The ability of a company to efficiently design, develop, and manufacture 
customers’ favorite products is key to its success in today’s dynamic global market-
place. Among these capabilities is the ability to design products that meet customer 
needs at a competitive cost and are ready to be marketed promptly [10]. So, com-
panies need to develop strategic goals based on achievements that create a competi-
tive advantage in the market [11]. However, these efforts often have limitations in 
establishing a systematic and consistent set of methods.
There are many cases where it is difficult to find a product by merely relying on 
today’s technology, such as technical innovation, and the identification of available 
technological collections in other sectors or areas will be a crucial factor. Therefore, 
a company must be able to innovate to meet customer needs [12]. A key factor in 
product innovation creativity methods is the development of design methodology 
methodologies that have been developed for product development [10, 13–15].
Lance and Bonollo [16] argued that the design method was about procedures, 
engineering, and design process. The development of design methodology includes 
research on design principles, practices, and procedures. The main focus on devel-
oping a product requires a deep and practical understanding of the design process 
and how it can be modified to be more productive.
Many academic researchers have proposed various principles of design ethics 
to improve the quality of design, some of which have been implemented as part of 
design activities in some manufacturing companies [4]. As a paradigm for simulta-
neous engineering design processes, it is possible to adopt various design theories 
and methodologies commonly used in designing a product [17].
4.1 Quality function deployment method
QFD has been recognized as an effective method for integrated products. 
QFD is a structured approach for integrating customer voice into product design 
and development [18]. The introduction of the QFD into the Americas and the 
European Region began in 1983 and today, and QFD continues to provide strong 
inspiration worldwide in the academic and manufacturing world. It is widely 
used in many industries such as the automotive, electronics, construction, and 
services sectors [19]. QFD is a multifaceted process, offering the greatest potential 
for significant benefits [20]. QFD is recognized as an effective method for the 
development of integrated processes and products [21]. The QFD aims to increase 
customer satisfaction based on their needs and also to enhance the profitability of 
the company [22]. In other words, QFD is a way of transforming the customers’ 
desire into product design [23]. Further, Lai et al. [24], stated that QFD is a general 
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desire into product design [23]. Further, Lai et al. [24], stated that QFD is a general 




QFD is a systematic approach that determines consumer demands or requests 
and then translates these demands accurately into technical, manufacturing, 
and appropriate production planning. Revelle [25] argued that QFD was created 
to help an organization improve its ability to understand its customers’ needs as 
well as to respond to those needs effectively. It means that QFD is created to help 
organizations improve the organizational capacity to understand customer needs, 
and respond effectively. QFD method is used because it can identify the customer 
needs and provide solutions to the existing problems. QFD described by house of 
quality contributes to the company about the attributes that need to be prioritized, 
improved and meet the customer needs.
Bouchereau and Rowlands [26], argued that the starting point of the QFD is cus-
tomer preference, though often cited but measurable. These requirements will then 
be converted to technical specifications. Each phase of the QFD matrix represents 
a more specific aspect. However, only one of the essential aspects is moved into the 
next matrix.
Various names know the QFD matrix; the most common is the quality house 
(HoQ ). HoQ introduces cross-linking between customer needs and design change 
and between the design variants themselves. Each customers’ requirement is con-
verted into one or more technical specification at all levels of the structured project 
with interrelated matrix [24, 27, 28] (see Figure 2).
QFD is a method for developing design quality that aims at customer satisfaction 
and then translates these needs into design goals and quality assurance points to be 
used at all stages of production. QFD has been recognized as an effective method 
for integrated products. QFD is a structured approach to integrate customer voices 
into product design and development [18]. QFD continues to provide strong inspi-
ration in the academic and manufacturing worlds [19]. QFD is recognized as an 
effective guide to the development of integrated processes and products [21]. The 
objective of QFD is to increase customer satisfaction of product fulfillment require-
ments and to increase the company’s profit [22].
In other words, QFD is the method to change the customers’ needs in product 
design [23]. Furthermore, Lai et al. [24] argued that QFD is a general concept that 
provides methods for translating customer needs into technical specifications. QFD 
is implemented as a multi-phase process, offering the greatest potential to realize 
significant benefits [20]. Bouchereau and Rowlands [26], also argued that the start-
ing point of QFD is the customers’ wishes, although often referred to but measur-
able. These needs will then be changed to the technical specification. Each QFD 
matrix phase represents a more specific aspect. However, only one of the essential 
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4.2 QFD: it’s advantages and drawbacks
Generally, QFD facilitates the organization in (1) understanding the needs, 
(2) prioritizing customer needs, (3) communicating between team experts to 
ensure decision making and reducing data loss, (4) designing a product that meets 
or exceeding customer requirements, and (5) strategic product. Hales and Staley 
[30] stated that using QFD can produce better product development at a cost paid 
by the customer. Also, based on its customer in different company, the benefits 
and the advantages of some of the research done, such as customer satisfaction 
and reduced product production time [31], improved communication through 
teamwork [32] and better design [33]. Also, Bicknell in Chan and Wu [34] reported 
that significant benefits when QFD were used a 30–50% reduction in engineering 
change, a 30–50% shorter design cycle, 20–60% lower startup cost, and a security 
claim 20–50% less.
Lai et al. [24] recognized that QFD has great benefits that can help companies 
provide a better product, enhance their competitiveness in the market, and increase 
customer satisfaction. Poel [35] showed that the main objective of QFD is to 
translate customers’ wishes as a goal for product specification. However, QFD is not 
always easy to implement, and some companies have problems using it, especially 
in large numbers, as well as complex systems. The problem is conventional QFD is 
not optimal because it’s every stage of the process is subjective and qualitative dur-
ing data collection to meet customer desires and to obtain technical specifications 
and critical parts when conducting analysis.
On the other hand, the various problems faced at various stages of QFD imple-
mentation have been widely reported in the study, in particular the traditional QFD 
method [36, 37]. First, the methodological framework of the conventional QFD 
method is no longer suitable to meet the design and product development require-
ments [4, 34, 38, 39]. Second, The QFD matrix is too large, and Third, the time 
required for the matrix sequence deployment is too long, and the product time to 
be marketed is not acceptable [8]. Then fourth, QFD is difficult to meet the needs 
of different customer groups or segments [40]. Fifth, the customers’ voice is still 
qualitative, cannot be measured, and often misleading, it is not systematic, and the 
terms of product function too complicated (in this case, engineering process) are 
not easily determined [36]. Sixth, the customers’ requirement translated into engi-
neering terms (technical specifications) obtained from the company is still vague, 
too subjective, difficult to verify, and expressed in the linguistic form [40, 41]. 
These problems or drawbacks prompted the need for other approaches to be added 
when applying the QFD method. There are many different methods for generat-
ing new ideas and selecting the ideas to create a new design or to improve existing 
ones. Combining QFD with other techniques helps to address these drawbacks and 
can form the basis of future research. The integrated innovation method, which 
combines QFD with another technique tool, can precisely solve main contradictory 
problems in the process from the product demand analysis to the product design, 
production, and application.
4.3 An integrated model of QFD and TRIZ for product design
Although QFD has many advantages, there are still some general implementa-
tion problems in QFD. Many investigators have shown that the first phase and the 
second phase of QFD have many specific limitations and need to be combined 
with other technical norms. Kazemzadeh and Behzadian [42], have analyzed 650 
articles about QFD and grouped them into four broad categories, namely general 
 introduction, functional areas, refinery applications, and literature development. 
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Their findings show that some of the limitations of QFD, which need to be com-
bined with particular applications to break QFD restraints.
QFD not only deals with product functions but also quality specifications. 
QFD can be accomplished by considering the adverse effects and evaluating the 
repair options. The TRIZ methodology can support better designers to find 
improvement solutions. Therefore, it is used in conjunction with QFD, because 
TRIZ methods, based on integrated innovation methods, can be organized in many 
ways. An essential element of TRIZ is conflict [43]. The essential aspects of TRIZ 
are discrepancies, 40 principles of creation, matrices, and scientific implications 
[21]. Also, the design of discrepancy matrices is useful for detecting the adverse 
effects of technical specifications under other improvements [44].
The synergy achieved between the four phases of QFD and TRIZ is a power-
ful tool for enabling product development in improvement as it emphasizes error 
prevention practices [10]. The synergies achieved can detect issues such as char-
acteristic conflicts in goal specification as well as negative interactions between 
product structure, materials, manufacturing processes, and production control 
specifications.
Many researchers have worked on QFD and TRIZ combination and deployed 
TRIZ to address QFD problems and shortcomings. For example, Wang et al. [44] 
identified contradictions within TRIZ by defining methods based on HOQ (House 
of Quality) in QFD. Various main parameters can be extracted and used to resolve 
conflicts and contradictions in QFD [45]. Regazzoni et al. [46] pointed out that 
taking an innovative, active, and prospective approach is much more effective than 
showing passive reactions in preventing product collapse during its initial designa-
tion stages. TRIZ instrument was implemented to resolve these conflicts by translat-
ing the technical requirements into 39 designation parameters.
In the contradiction matrix, ameliorating parameters in rows and deteriorat-
ing parameters are arranged in columns. As QFD reveals the “what’s” of required 
operations, the TRIZ instrument determines the “how’s” of the required procedures 
[5]. Sakao [4] presented TRIZ as a set of technology trends related more to qual-
ity control. The purpose is to help designers to become more efficient in making 
improvements changes to their designs. The designers need only to focus on more 
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influential components to improve the quality aspect of a product. This is because 
QFD reveals “what” of the required operations, while TRIZ instrument determines 
“how” of the required operations. Farsijani et al. [5] addressed the combination of 
QFD and TRIZ as in Figure 3.
The TRIZ method focuses on solving problems and constraints inherent in 
QFD. For example, Wang et al. [44] identified contradictions in TRIZ by defining 
quality-based home methods in QFD. Regazzoni et al. [46] showed that innovative 
approaches, more active and prospective. The correlation matrix at the top of the 
quality house is the key QFD integrated with TRIZ [47]. Table 1 shows a list of some 
relevant literature on sectors and areas related to TRIZ integration with QFD [27–33].
As shown in Table 1, various previous studies have integrated the TRIZ model 
into the QFD process, mainly in defining the optimum technical specification 
priority in product design. Numerous previous studies have systematically inte-
grated QFD with TRIZ and enabled effective and systematic technical innovation 
for new products. TRIZ was developed to help engineers find innovative solutions 
during the technical product development process. Some case studies show that 
the proposed model enables designers to find solutions that are simple, innovative, 
and customer-centric. Therefore, researchers conclude that TRIZ can help QFD 
quantitatively identify technical requirements and critical section with inventive 
principles 40 and 39 parameters.
Year References Variables Applied in
2002 Yamashina et al. [14] Customer requirements and 
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Design of washer
2004 Marsot and  
Claudon [48]
Customer requirements and 
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2009 Rau and Fang [49] Technical specifications and 
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2010 David et al. [50] Customer requirements and 
technical specifications
Design a message change tool
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machines
2011 Yeh et al. [10] Customer requirements and 
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Design a laptop computer
2012 Yihong et al. [6] Product details Material design/construction
2013 Melgoza et al. [52] Customer requirements and 
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Design of biomedical 
equipment (stent tracheal)
2013 Shihdan Chen [53] Product specifications, 
product details and costs
Design of mobile health tools
2013 Farsijani and 
Torabdaneh [5]
Customer requirements and 
technical specifications
Design of power transformers
2016 Patel and 
Deshpande [54]
Customer requirements and 
technical specifications
Total performance excellence 
design
2016 Dos Santos et al. [55] Customer requirements and 
technical specifications
Design of lego foam toys
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Their findings show that some of the limitations of QFD, which need to be com-
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influential components to improve the quality aspect of a product. This is because 
QFD reveals “what” of the required operations, while TRIZ instrument determines 
“how” of the required operations. Farsijani et al. [5] addressed the combination of 
QFD and TRIZ as in Figure 3.
The TRIZ method focuses on solving problems and constraints inherent in 
QFD. For example, Wang et al. [44] identified contradictions in TRIZ by defining 
quality-based home methods in QFD. Regazzoni et al. [46] showed that innovative 
approaches, more active and prospective. The correlation matrix at the top of the 
quality house is the key QFD integrated with TRIZ [47]. Table 1 shows a list of some 
relevant literature on sectors and areas related to TRIZ integration with QFD [27–33].
As shown in Table 1, various previous studies have integrated the TRIZ model 
into the QFD process, mainly in defining the optimum technical specification 
priority in product design. Numerous previous studies have systematically inte-
grated QFD with TRIZ and enabled effective and systematic technical innovation 
for new products. TRIZ was developed to help engineers find innovative solutions 
during the technical product development process. Some case studies show that 
the proposed model enables designers to find solutions that are simple, innovative, 
and customer-centric. Therefore, researchers conclude that TRIZ can help QFD 
quantitatively identify technical requirements and critical section with inventive 
principles 40 and 39 parameters.
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product changes
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Design a message change tool
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Design a laptop computer
2012 Yihong et al. [6] Product details Material design/construction
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equipment (stent tracheal)
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4.4 A novel of QFD combined TRIZ methodology
At this phase, the identification of technical specifications and important parts 
objectively uses the technique of Brainstorming. The next step is to design the 
proposed concept of an appropriate integration method in dealing with the times 
that occur in the QFD process of the first and second phases, especially in address-
ing the contradiction between the technical specification variable (phase one of 
QFD) and the critical part variable (phase two QFD). This integration built through 
a combination of the QFD framework with the TRIZ method in a systematic and 
more integrated manner. Stages of the proposed Integrated QFD (IQFD)-TRIZ 
methodology framework can be seen in Figure 4.
The proposed QFD-TRIZ integration methodology in Figure 5 which is used to 
develop the QFD model combined with a more integrated TRIZ can be described in 
fourteen stages in the followings:
1. To determine and establish research objects.
2. To identify product variables that will be used as question items for the 
 questionnaire.
3. To identify customers’ complaints through a questionnaire survey to obtain 
information related to what customers complained.
4. To identify customers’ desires by distributing open questionnaires based 
on  information obtained from customers’ complaint questionnaires and to 
 identify customers’ needs.
In this phase, customers need to identify product variables uses a questionnaire 
with a Likert scale.
5. Test the content validity and reliability of the questionnaire through the crite-
rion related validity test, and test reliability with Alpha Cronbachs’ coefficient 
test technique.
Figure 4. 
Novel Integration model of QFD-TRIZ.
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6. Establish relationships among technical specifications (correlation matrix) 
uses a questionnaire with weight 9,3,1,0
7. Determine the phase of the relationship between customer requirements and 
technical specifications, uses the survey, submitted to the company, weighing 
9,3,1,0
8. Define and define the planning matrix
9. Define technical specification priority and targets
10. Design improvements to phase one QFD uses TRIZ methods
11. Determination of critical parts is done with the Alerting method
12. Establishing relationships among critical sections (correlation matrix) by 
analyzing weights 9,3,1,0
13. Determine the phase of the relationship between the Critical Divisions in 
phase two. The calculation is done by analyzing 9,3,1,0 weight
14. Design improvements to QFD phase two use TRIZ methods
15. Product design.
Meanwhile, the existing integration methodology of QFD-TRIZ model by 
Melgoza et al. [52], was used as the development of a Novel integration model 
developed in the study (see Figure 5). The QFD integration methodology steps with 
the TRIZ model have been selected to be compared with the Novel IQFD-TRIZ. The 
stages of the existing model as follows:
1. Identification of customer requirements matrix
In this phase, customer voice recognition to know what customers want in terms 
of product design is done through the product survey. The data are qualitative data.
2. Engineer’s voice matrix identification
In this phase, defining the technical specifications of the existing IQFD – TRIZ 
method is done uses Interviews.
3. Identification of the interest phase of the customer change
This phase uses a questionnaire with the Likert scale.
4. Determine the phase relationship matrix
In this phase, the relationship between customer requirements and technical 
specifications uses the 5,4,3,2,1 scale.
5. Determine the phase correlation matrix
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4.4.1  Discussion of how to use the novel QFD framework compared to existing 
QFD
The main focus of this research is to optimize the performance of the QFD 
process integrated with quantitative design techniques, namely comparing novel 
QFD integration components (novel IQFD) with existing QFD integration (IQFD). 
The combination built into this research is compared to the existing one developed 
by previous research. The components of the novel IQFD methodology framework 
developed in this research maximize product design models efficiently, structurally, 
quantitatively, systematically, and propose new solutions in designing new products 
and company products maximizes the functionality of the TRIZ model into the 
QFD process.
Meanwhile, the weights and scales used in the novel IQFD use the 9,3,1.0 scale 
much better than the existing IQFD uses the + 2, +1, 0 −1, −2, 4, 3, 2, 1 scale, 0 and 
scale 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.0. Besides, to identify customer requirements, technical specifi-
cations and critical parts of the novel QFD component use the “Brainstorming” 
method, and the resulting changes are more relevant than the existing QFD use 
“Interview” method that performed by only one person in the company. The 
contribution is used to stimulate open discussion of product creative ideas and 
improvements made to various sources of information, namely, research, specialist, 
marketing, sales, production, and management.
4.4.2 Discussion the difference of novel QFD framework compared to existing QFD
Some previous studies have discussed QFD integration with various quantitative 
design techniques models to overcome the constraints of the QFD process in each 
of its phases. However, there are still limitations in its implementation. This section 
will discuss in stages how to use the novel IQFD framework component in compari-
son to the existing IQFD conducted by previous research.
How to use the novel IQFD-TRIZ framework built in this research in comparison 
to the existing IQFD-TRIZ developed by Melgoza et al. [52], can be seen in Tables 2 
and 3, as follows.
Figure 5. 
Matrix of QFD-TRIZ model by Melgoza et al. [52].
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Table 2 above can be described as follows:
1. Identifying customer requirements of the Novel IQFD-TRIZ and IQFD-TRIZ 
models uses questionnaires to determine product design changes. After 
identifying the customers’ needs, it defines the importance of the customers’ 
requirements. Novel IQFD-TRIZ built on this research, and the existing IQFD-
TRIZ developed by Melgoza et al. [52] uses a Likert scale
2. Identification of technical specifications (phase one), and weighting of 
 interests.
After identifying customer requirements, technical specification is imple-
mented with Brainstorming method used in the proposed IQFD-TRIZ, while 
the existing IQFD-TRIZ uses the interview method.
As discussed earlier, it is found that customers’ voice is still qualitative, that is, 
measurable and often misleading, systematic. At the same time, the product 
function requirements are too complex and, therefore, not easy to determine. 
Changing customer requirements translated into technical specifications 
obtained from companies is still unclear, too subjective, difficult to verify and 
only expressed in linguistic form, so the study emphasized that the problem 
is solved mainly in phase one and phase two, then the novel IQFD framework 
component built in this research uses Brainstorming method, compared to the 
existing IQFD that uses the interview method.
Brainstorming methods focus on companies, from top management to middle 
management, are involved in defining technical specifications and critical 
areas, making these changes more objective than those of the incorporation 
rules. Existing QFDs, where technical specifications and critical parts are 
made to one person from the company, the production manager, make the 
changes more subjective. Through the use of Brainstorming, it is possible to 
obtain more specific technical and critical properties than just one person, the 
production division manager. The focus of Brainstorming in defining technical 
specifications and critical parts of the novel QFD framework components is to 
analyze the translation of customer requirements into technical specifications 
in phase one and also technical specifications into critical parts in phase two 
objectively, efficient and accurate translation. Also, the identification of tech-
nical specifications and critical parts with Brainstorming can identify product 
changes that are in line with customer requirements.
Item Novel IQFD-TRIZ Existing IQFD-TRIZ
Customer 
requirements
Conventional QFD Conventional QFD
Technical 
specifications
The burden of suffering Interview method
Relationship matrix Weight 9,3,1,0 Weight 5,4,3,2,1
Correlation matrix Weight 9,3,1,0 Weight 9,3,1
Triz solution Emphasized after analysis of target matrix and 
technical specification priority
Emphasized after correlation 
matrix analysis
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Table 2 above can be described as follows:
1. Identifying customer requirements of the Novel IQFD-TRIZ and IQFD-TRIZ 
models uses questionnaires to determine product design changes. After 
identifying the customers’ needs, it defines the importance of the customers’ 
requirements. Novel IQFD-TRIZ built on this research, and the existing IQFD-
TRIZ developed by Melgoza et al. [52] uses a Likert scale
2. Identification of technical specifications (phase one), and weighting of 
 interests.
After identifying customer requirements, technical specification is imple-
mented with Brainstorming method used in the proposed IQFD-TRIZ, while 
the existing IQFD-TRIZ uses the interview method.
As discussed earlier, it is found that customers’ voice is still qualitative, that is, 
measurable and often misleading, systematic. At the same time, the product 
function requirements are too complex and, therefore, not easy to determine. 
Changing customer requirements translated into technical specifications 
obtained from companies is still unclear, too subjective, difficult to verify and 
only expressed in linguistic form, so the study emphasized that the problem 
is solved mainly in phase one and phase two, then the novel IQFD framework 
component built in this research uses Brainstorming method, compared to the 
existing IQFD that uses the interview method.
Brainstorming methods focus on companies, from top management to middle 
management, are involved in defining technical specifications and critical 
areas, making these changes more objective than those of the incorporation 
rules. Existing QFDs, where technical specifications and critical parts are 
made to one person from the company, the production manager, make the 
changes more subjective. Through the use of Brainstorming, it is possible to 
obtain more specific technical and critical properties than just one person, the 
production division manager. The focus of Brainstorming in defining technical 
specifications and critical parts of the novel QFD framework components is to 
analyze the translation of customer requirements into technical specifications 
in phase one and also technical specifications into critical parts in phase two 
objectively, efficient and accurate translation. Also, the identification of tech-
nical specifications and critical parts with Brainstorming can identify product 
changes that are in line with customer requirements.
Item Novel IQFD-TRIZ Existing IQFD-TRIZ
Customer 
requirements
Conventional QFD Conventional QFD
Technical 
specifications
The burden of suffering Interview method
Relationship matrix Weight 9,3,1,0 Weight 5,4,3,2,1
Correlation matrix Weight 9,3,1,0 Weight 9,3,1
Triz solution Emphasized after analysis of target matrix and 
technical specification priority
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3. Define the relationship (relationship matrix) between customer requirements 
and technical specifications (phase one).
Subsequently, defining the relationship between customer requirements and 
technical specifications, in phase one, and technical specification relationships 
with critical parts in phase two were performed on the Novel IQFD-TRIZ uses 
9,3,1.0. Meanwhile, the existing IQFD-TRIZ model developed by Melgoza et al. 
[52] uses a scale of 5,4,3,2,1.
4. Define the correlation matrix between technical specifications (phase one).
Correlations between technical specifications in phase one of the novel  
IQFD-TRIZ model were performed uses the 9,3,1.0 scale, whereas the 
 existing IQFD-TRIZ model uses the 9,3,1 scale.
5. Resolving conflicting differences between technical specifications.
In this phase, the TRIZ method was applied to resolve conflicting issues that 
occur in phase one QFD. Conflict resolution was performed in various stages, 
namely (1) defining specific problems, (2) defining common problems uses a 
39 × 39 matrix conflict table, (3) identifying joint solving uses 40 TRIZ rules.
6. Define planning matrix (phase one).
After resolving the conflicts in the correlation matrix, then the novel QFD-
TRIZ and the existing perform an analysis of customer requirements and the 
technical specification to prevent design changes in the next phase. In phase 
two of the QFD, by completing the calculation and determination of the 
matrix planning, which defines the planned weight loss, calculates the ratio of 
improvement value to ratio, absolute weight, and relative weight.
7. Define target and technical specification priority (phase one).
The goals and priorities of the critical sections of the novel IQFD-TRIZ and the 
existing IQFD-TRIZ are both defined to assess the importance of which critical 
parts are of the highest weight, the difficulty level in designing the smallest 
product, and the lowest design cost.
Meanwhile, for the differences between the novel IQFD-TRIZ compared to the 
two-phase IQFD-TRIZ can be seen in Table 3 as follows:
Item Novel IQFD-TRIZ Existing IQFD-TRIZ
Critical part Brainstorming method Interview method
Relationship 
matrix
Weight 9,3,1,0 Weight 5,4,3,2,1
Correlation matrix Weight 9,3,1,0 Weight 9,3,1
Triz solution Emphasized after the target matrix and critical 
section priority
Emphasized after correlation 
matrix
Extra space/matrix 1. Brainstorming on critical part Triz solution on correlation 
matrix
Table 3. 
The differences analysis of novel IQFD-Triz vs the existing IQFD-Triz (Phase Two).
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Table 3 above can be described as follows:
1. Identification of critical parts (phase two), and weighting of interests.
The identification of the critical part in phase two of the novel IQFD-TRIZ was 
made uses the Brainstorming method. In contrast, in the existing IQFD-TRIZ 
model developed by Melgoza et al. [52] uses the interview method. Meanwhile, 
the novel IQFD-TRIZ uses the Likert scale.
2. Define the relationship (relationship matrix) between technical specification 
and critical part (phase two).
Defining the correlation matrix in phase two of the novel IQFD-TRIZ model 
uses the 9,3,1,0 scale, and the 5,4,3,2,1 scale built on the existing IQFD-TRIZ, is 
similar to the scale used in phase one.
3. Define correlation (correlation matrix) between critical parts  
(phase two).
After obtaining the variables that are in line with the customers’ needs, the next step 
is to perform a correlation analysis between the variables of the qualitative compo-
nents defined uses the 9,3,1.0 scale in the model developed in this research. Mean-
while, in the model developed by Melgoza et al. [52] used a scale of 5,4,3,2,1.
4. Define planning matrix (phase two).
Subsequent to defines the correlation matrix further performs customer 
requirements analysis and technical specifications to prevent any product 
design changes in the next phase, in phase two or phase three and phase 
four, which is done by calculating and determining the design matrix, which 
defines weight planned interest, calculating the ratio of the value of the 
improvement ratio, absolute weight, and relative weight.
5. Define the target and priority of the critical parts (phase two).
The target matrix and the critical phase priority in phase two are defined just as 
they were in phase one of the novel IQFD-TRIZ or the existing IQFD-TRIZ.
4.4.3 The contribution for knowledge
Discussions on the contribution of new knowledge have been discussed through 
the comprehensive and phases of the QFD matrix. The proof of the contribution of 
this new knowledge is described as follows:
1. The design of an integrated QFD integration development framework that 
is oriented to customer emotional satisfaction, technical specifications, and 
 critical parts.
2. QFD phases become more objective by facilitating the calculation of subjective 
matters.
3. Brainstorming method allow the idea to fill technical specifications in phase 
one QFD and critical phase in phase two QFD.
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Correlation matrix Weight 9,3,1,0 Weight 9,3,1
Triz solution Emphasized after the target matrix and critical 
section priority
Emphasized after correlation 
matrix
Extra space/matrix 1. Brainstorming on critical part Triz solution on correlation 
matrix
Table 3. 
The differences analysis of novel IQFD-Triz vs the existing IQFD-Triz (Phase Two).
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Table 3 above can be described as follows:
1. Identification of critical parts (phase two), and weighting of interests.
The identification of the critical part in phase two of the novel IQFD-TRIZ was 
made uses the Brainstorming method. In contrast, in the existing IQFD-TRIZ 
model developed by Melgoza et al. [52] uses the interview method. Meanwhile, 
the novel IQFD-TRIZ uses the Likert scale.
2. Define the relationship (relationship matrix) between technical specification 
and critical part (phase two).
Defining the correlation matrix in phase two of the novel IQFD-TRIZ model 
uses the 9,3,1,0 scale, and the 5,4,3,2,1 scale built on the existing IQFD-TRIZ, is 
similar to the scale used in phase one.
3. Define correlation (correlation matrix) between critical parts  
(phase two).
After obtaining the variables that are in line with the customers’ needs, the next step 
is to perform a correlation analysis between the variables of the qualitative compo-
nents defined uses the 9,3,1.0 scale in the model developed in this research. Mean-
while, in the model developed by Melgoza et al. [52] used a scale of 5,4,3,2,1.
4. Define planning matrix (phase two).
Subsequent to defines the correlation matrix further performs customer 
requirements analysis and technical specifications to prevent any product 
design changes in the next phase, in phase two or phase three and phase 
four, which is done by calculating and determining the design matrix, which 
defines weight planned interest, calculating the ratio of the value of the 
improvement ratio, absolute weight, and relative weight.
5. Define the target and priority of the critical parts (phase two).
The target matrix and the critical phase priority in phase two are defined just as 
they were in phase one of the novel IQFD-TRIZ or the existing IQFD-TRIZ.
4.4.3 The contribution for knowledge
Discussions on the contribution of new knowledge have been discussed through 
the comprehensive and phases of the QFD matrix. The proof of the contribution of 
this new knowledge is described as follows:
1. The design of an integrated QFD integration development framework that 
is oriented to customer emotional satisfaction, technical specifications, and 
 critical parts.
2. QFD phases become more objective by facilitating the calculation of subjective 
matters.
3. Brainstorming method allow the idea to fill technical specifications in phase 
one QFD and critical phase in phase two QFD.
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4. The methodology combined with QFD is the same for both phases and facili-
tates learning and application (the same data can be used for QFD phase one 
and phase two (seamless transfer)).
5. House of QFD model more integrated between phase one and phase two than 
existing models for each type of QFD combination.
6. House of QFD on phase one and phase two are different for each type of QFD 
combination where the focus aspects of product design will follow the com-
bined technique.
5. Conclusion
QFD flexibility has facilitated integration with other engineering design tools. 
This research developed a framework of phase one and phase two of QFD combined 
Triz, in which the concept developed in this research based on previous studies. The 
framework components of novel QFD-Triz can effectively overcome the drawbacks 
while increasing QFD analysis in every phase, and also, there is a new procedure in 
product design. A novel of QFD framework developed in this study has the poten-
tial to be the best technique for designing quality from the customers’ point of view. 
It is believed that this study will provide some research opportunities, for example, 
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Sergio Fernandez-Vidal and Severo Raul Fernandez-Vidal
Abstract
Photogrammetry is a technique used for studying and precisely defining the
shape, dimension, and position in space of any object, using mainly measurements
taken over one or more photographs of that object. Today, photogrammetry is a
popular science due to its ease of application, low cost, and good results. Based on
these causes, it is becoming a good alternative to scanning. This has led to its
implementation in different sectors such as the archeological, architectural, and
topographical for application in element reconstructions, cartography, or biome-
chanics. This chapter presents the fundamental aspects of this technology, as well as
its great possibilities of application in the engineering field.
Keywords: 3D scan, reverse engineering, 3D design, point cloud, CAD, virtual
model, 3D reconstruction, virtual assembly, augmented reality, virtual reality
1. Reverse engineering
Reverse engineering is based on the study of certain principles and information
of a product. The main function of reverse engineering is to obtain the maximum
information about an element or device, including its geometry and appearance,
among other things [1, 2]. Its first appearance was aroundWorld War II, in military
operations.
The field of application of this type of engineering is very wide, highlighting the
3D digitalization used mainly for research, analysis, and reasoning of the technology
used by other companies, for the development of elements without making use of
specific information (redesign), and for the tasks of inspection or virtual metrology
of a product in almost every industry [3].
The main 3D digitization technologies are shown in Figure 1, among which
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Abstract
Photogrammetry is a technique used for studying and precisely defining the
shape, dimension, and position in space of any object, using mainly measurements
taken over one or more photographs of that object. Today, photogrammetry is a
popular science due to its ease of application, low cost, and good results. Based on
these causes, it is becoming a good alternative to scanning. This has led to its
implementation in different sectors such as the archeological, architectural, and
topographical for application in element reconstructions, cartography, or biome-
chanics. This chapter presents the fundamental aspects of this technology, as well as
its great possibilities of application in the engineering field.
Keywords: 3D scan, reverse engineering, 3D design, point cloud, CAD, virtual
model, 3D reconstruction, virtual assembly, augmented reality, virtual reality
1. Reverse engineering
Reverse engineering is based on the study of certain principles and information
of a product. The main function of reverse engineering is to obtain the maximum
information about an element or device, including its geometry and appearance,
among other things [1, 2]. Its first appearance was aroundWorld War II, in military
operations.
The field of application of this type of engineering is very wide, highlighting the
3D digitalization used mainly for research, analysis, and reasoning of the technology
used by other companies, for the development of elements without making use of
specific information (redesign), and for the tasks of inspection or virtual metrology
of a product in almost every industry [3].
The main 3D digitization technologies are shown in Figure 1, among which
photogrammetry stands out for its ease of use and low cost.
2. Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is distinguished by the measurement on photographs, allowing
to obtain from any object its real dimensions, position, shape, and textures [4, 5].
These processes or this science emerged in the middle of the nineteenth century,
being as old as photography. The first photogrammetric device and the first meth-
odology were created in 1849 by the Frenchman Aimé Laussedat. He, “the father of
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photogrammetry,” used terrestrial photographs and compiled a topographic map.
This method was known as iconometry, which means the art of finding the size of
an object by measuring its image. Digital photogrammetry was born in the 1980s,
having as a great innovation the use of digital images as a primary data source [6, 7].
The main phases of digital photogrammetry are analysis of the shape of the
object and planning of the photos needed to be taken; calibration of the camera;
image processing with specific software to generate a cloud of points; and transfer
of this point cloud to the CAD software to create a 3D model. The accuracy of the
reconstruction depends on the quality of the images and textures. Photogrammetry
algorithms typically indicate the problem, such as minimizing the sum of the
squares of a set of errors, known as “package fit” [8]. Structure algorithms, from
motion (SfM), can find a set of 3D points (P), a rotation (R), and the camera
position (t), given a set of images of a static scene with 2D points in correspon-
dence, as shown in Figure 2 [10].
Figure 1.
Classification of 3D scanning technologies.
Figure 2.
Structure of the motion algorithm [9].
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Photogrammetric technology is generally based on the illumination of one object
and the inclusion of solutions derived from the measurement of conjugated points,
appearing in two photographic images or measuring the conjunction of points in
multiple photographic images (three or more images). There are different photo-
grammetric techniques. One of them is to ensure that the surface of the object has
enough light and optical texture to allow conjugated dots to be paired through two
or more images. In some cases, optical texture can be achieved by projecting a
pattern over the surface of the object at the time of image capture [11–13].
3. Fundamentals of photogrammetry
The basic mathematical equations underlying photogrammetry, called
collinearity equations, are responsible for unifying the coordinate system of the















where λ = scaling factor; M = rotation matrix; Xo, Yo, and Zo = the position of the
perspective center in the object’s space; and pn = (xn, yn)
T and Pn = (Xn, Yn,
Zn)
T = target n coordinates at the image plane and the space of the object, respec-
tively. The above equation manipulated algebraically produces the well-known
collinearity equations that relate the location of destination nth in the space of
objects with the corresponding point in the plane of the image:
xn � x0 ¼ �c m11 Xn � X0ð Þ þm12 Yn � Y0ð Þ þm13 Zn � Z0ð Þm31 Xn � X0ð Þ þm32 Yn � Y0ð Þ þm33 Zn � Z0ð Þ (2)
yn � y0 ¼ �c
m21 Xn � X0ð Þ þm22 Yn � Y0ð Þ þm23 Zn � Z0ð Þ
m31 Xn � X0ð Þ þm32 Yn � Y0ð Þ þm33 Zn � Z0ð Þ (3)
where mij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) = elements of the rotation matrix M which are functions
of the Euler orientation angles (ω, ф, к), which are essentially the angles of tilt,
rotation and rotation of the camera in the object space (Eq. (4)–(11))
m11 ¼ cos ф cos к (4)
m12 ¼ sin ω sin ф cos кþ cos ω sin к (5)
m13 ¼ � cos ω sin ф cos кþ sin ω sin к (6)
m21 ¼ � cos ф sin к (7)
m22 ¼ � sin ω sin ф sin кþ cos ω cos к (8)
m23 ¼ cos ω sin ф sin кþ sin ω cos к (9)
m31 ¼ sin ф (10)
m32 ¼ � sin ω cos ф (11)
m33 ¼ cos ω cos ф (12)
The plane of the image can be transformed analytically into its X, Y, and Z
coordinates in global space. Photogrammetry is effective and computationally sim-
ple. It should be noted that its algorithm is based on definitions of both interior and
exterior orientations. In a photographic system, if the internal parameters of a
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photogrammetry,” used terrestrial photographs and compiled a topographic map.
This method was known as iconometry, which means the art of finding the size of
an object by measuring its image. Digital photogrammetry was born in the 1980s,
having as a great innovation the use of digital images as a primary data source [6, 7].
The main phases of digital photogrammetry are analysis of the shape of the
object and planning of the photos needed to be taken; calibration of the camera;
image processing with specific software to generate a cloud of points; and transfer
of this point cloud to the CAD software to create a 3D model. The accuracy of the
reconstruction depends on the quality of the images and textures. Photogrammetry
algorithms typically indicate the problem, such as minimizing the sum of the
squares of a set of errors, known as “package fit” [8]. Structure algorithms, from
motion (SfM), can find a set of 3D points (P), a rotation (R), and the camera
position (t), given a set of images of a static scene with 2D points in correspon-
dence, as shown in Figure 2 [10].
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multiple photographic images (three or more images). There are different photo-
grammetric techniques. One of them is to ensure that the surface of the object has
enough light and optical texture to allow conjugated dots to be paired through two
or more images. In some cases, optical texture can be achieved by projecting a
pattern over the surface of the object at the time of image capture [11–13].
3. Fundamentals of photogrammetry
The basic mathematical equations underlying photogrammetry, called
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ple. It should be noted that its algorithm is based on definitions of both interior and
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camera are known, any spatial point can be fixed by the intersection of two beams
of light that are projected.
There are two main factors that induce photogrammetry measurement errors:
System error due to lens distortion and random error due to human factors.
1.System error due to lens distortion. It causes a point in the image in the plane
to move from its true position (x, y) to a disturbed position. The coordinates of
any point in the image can be compensated with Eqs. (13)–(14):
x´n ¼ xn þ dx (13)
y´n ¼ yn þ dy (14)
In the lens, the largest error occurs at the point of the projected image. There-
fore, dx, dy can be broken down by Eqs. (15)–(16):
dx ¼ dxr þ dxd (15)
dy ¼ dyr þ dyd (16)
2.Random error due to human factors. Theoretically, a point captured in two
different photos is enough to set its 3D coordinates. To complete this, this step
requires an identification andmarking of the point in the two images. Any human
can have failures in the marking of points, giving rise to the random error.
4. Evolution from analytical to digital photogrammetry
From the analytical photogrammetry, it is possible to describe the evolution
from photogrammetry to digital, based on physical and mathematical principles.
The main distinction is given by the nature of the measurement of the information
taken in the images [15].
The analytical photogrammetry coordinates the image, and the gray digital
image is evaluated with the digital photogrammetry. In both methods appropriate
Gaussian-Markov evaluation procedures are used. Pertinent relations between
object space models and image space data are obtainable. Radiometric concerns take
a more important role than previously. The data evaluation of the gray value of the
digital image is no longer based on the digital image correlation. As an alternative,
the gray values of an image are projected directly onto the models in the object
space, this being a new principle. However, these numerical procedures in digital
photogrammetry need to be stabilized by adjustment methods. Thus, the original
concept of digital photogrammetry can be pragmatic to images from any sensor.
Considerable advances in digital photogrammetry have been made in recent
years due to the availability of new hardware and software, such as image
processing workstations and increased storage capacity [16, 17].
5. Device and acquisition characteristics
The main camera and photography parameters are focal length, focal point, bias,
distortion, and pixel error; they will allow more accurate calibration [18] and are




Included in the optical part of the camera, it is in charge in projecting the image
that crosses it on the same plane and in outstanding conditions of sharpness.
Therefore, it is a matter of focusing on the objects that are at equal distance on the
focal plane. From certain distance, all the objects will be projected on the same
plane. The light points are transmitted to an element that composes the scenario. As
a result of diffraction, this is shown as a circular point with a halo around it and
concentric rings, named Airy discs. Suppressing them is unfeasible because it is a
physical light effect. Even so, it would be desirable for such rings to be as diffuse
and thin as possible [17, 19].
Its resolving capacity depends on two parameters: aberrations and diffraction.
One of the main functions of the objective is to suppress aberrations. When the
diaphragm is closed, the aberrations are placated, and the only limiting factor is
diffraction. When the diaphragm is opened, diffraction diminishes its significance
in the wake of aberrations, which add up to force [20].
5.2 Focal length
This parameter is measured from the optical center of the lens to the focal plane,
when the camera focused toward the infinity [5, 21]. Normal lenses are those which
have a distance close to the diagonal of the cliché. The representation of the focal
length is shown in Figure 4.
5.3 Relative aperture
Relative aperture (Ab) is the connection of the lens diameter (D) and its focal
length (f) (Eq. (17)).
It is shown by the denominator, known as brightness or “f-number.” In a
different way, the aperture is the span through which light enters to be captured by
the sensor. The more spacious the opening will be, the more light will enter the
sensor as the number becomes smaller [4, 7]:
Figure 3.
Scheme of operation of a camera objective.
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requires an identification andmarking of the point in the two images. Any human
can have failures in the marking of points, giving rise to the random error.
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The main distinction is given by the nature of the measurement of the information
taken in the images [15].
The analytical photogrammetry coordinates the image, and the gray digital
image is evaluated with the digital photogrammetry. In both methods appropriate
Gaussian-Markov evaluation procedures are used. Pertinent relations between
object space models and image space data are obtainable. Radiometric concerns take
a more important role than previously. The data evaluation of the gray value of the
digital image is no longer based on the digital image correlation. As an alternative,
the gray values of an image are projected directly onto the models in the object
space, this being a new principle. However, these numerical procedures in digital
photogrammetry need to be stabilized by adjustment methods. Thus, the original
concept of digital photogrammetry can be pragmatic to images from any sensor.
Considerable advances in digital photogrammetry have been made in recent
years due to the availability of new hardware and software, such as image
processing workstations and increased storage capacity [16, 17].
5. Device and acquisition characteristics
The main camera and photography parameters are focal length, focal point, bias,
distortion, and pixel error; they will allow more accurate calibration [18] and are
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in the wake of aberrations, which add up to force [20].
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This parameter is measured from the optical center of the lens to the focal plane,
when the camera focused toward the infinity [5, 21]. Normal lenses are those which
have a distance close to the diagonal of the cliché. The representation of the focal
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length (f) (Eq. (17)).
It is shown by the denominator, known as brightness or “f-number.” In a
different way, the aperture is the span through which light enters to be captured by
the sensor. The more spacious the opening will be, the more light will enter the
sensor as the number becomes smaller [4, 7]:
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This is the viewing angle of the camera and is closely related to the focal length
and dimension of the sensor [8, 22]. A schematic representation is proposed in
Figure 5.
5.5 Shutter
It is a mechanism that keeps the light passing through the lens into the closed
camera. At certain intervals of time, it has the ability to open, allowing the passage
of light so that the film can be impressed. The opening time can be set [21].
5.6 Focus depth
It is related to the permissiveness that occurred between obtaining a sharp image
with a suitable impression and another less adequate exposure, although also pro-
ducing a sharp image. Depth of focus is altered by lens magnification and numerical
Figure 4.
Representation and focal length types on a camera.
Figure 5.
Focal distances and corresponding angles.
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aperture, and under some pretexts, large aperture systems have more pronounced
depths of focus than low aperture systems, even if the depth of field is small [19].
5.7 Depth of field
Depth of field is the area of sharp reproduction seen in the photograph. In this
one, there are some objects observed which are located at a certain distance, as well
as others more distant or adjacent to them [20].
5.8 Sensor
Its function is to modify the light received in order to obtain a digital systemati-
zation. The sensor is called pixel in its minimum element. A digital image consists of
a set of pixels. The technology based on complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) sensors is the most applied. The sensors consist of a semiconductor and
sensitive material in the visible spectrum, between 300 and 1000 nm [10]. Charge-
coupled device (CCD) sensors are becoming obsolete due to the cost and speed of
processing images.
The comparison reading of the information in the CMOS sensors has the advan-
tage of obtaining enough captures, obtaining readings using less time and with
greater flexibility. Using a high dynamic range of work, high contrasts and a correct
display of objects are achieved. In terms of quality, the physical size of the sensor is
more significant than the number of cells or resolution. A large unit may allow
higher-quality photographs to be taken than another sensor with a higher resolution
but with a smaller surface [23].
As far as color is concerned, it must be seen that color is just a human visual
perception. In order to be able to glimpse the color of an object, it is necessary to
have a light source and something that reflects this light. A color is represented in
digital format by applying a system of representation. The most commonly used is
the RGB system. To represent a color, the exact percentages of primary red, pri-
mary green, and primary blue (RGB, red, green, blue) must be available. By this
way, the color is displayed through the implementation of three numbers [24].
5.9 Diaphragm
The function of this element is to enlarge or decrease the percentage of light
circulating through the target. The diaphragm aperture is related to the percentage
of aperture it has. It is counted in f-numbers. The step is the shift from one value
to the next. The ratio of luminosity, according to the scale of the f, does it in a
factor of 2 [5] (Figure 6).
5.10 Other aspects to be taken into account
5.10.1 Focus
The first step in taking a picture is focusing. The most commonly used types of
automatic focusing are [25]:
• Phase detection autofocus (PDAF). Its management is done by applying
photodiodes through the sensor. The focusing element is moved in the lens to
focus the image. It is a slow and inaccurate system due to the use of
photodiodes.
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aperture, and under some pretexts, large aperture systems have more pronounced
depths of focus than low aperture systems, even if the depth of field is small [19].
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Depth of field is the area of sharp reproduction seen in the photograph. In this
one, there are some objects observed which are located at a certain distance, as well
as others more distant or adjacent to them [20].
5.8 Sensor
Its function is to modify the light received in order to obtain a digital systemati-
zation. The sensor is called pixel in its minimum element. A digital image consists of
a set of pixels. The technology based on complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) sensors is the most applied. The sensors consist of a semiconductor and
sensitive material in the visible spectrum, between 300 and 1000 nm [10]. Charge-
coupled device (CCD) sensors are becoming obsolete due to the cost and speed of
processing images.
The comparison reading of the information in the CMOS sensors has the advan-
tage of obtaining enough captures, obtaining readings using less time and with
greater flexibility. Using a high dynamic range of work, high contrasts and a correct
display of objects are achieved. In terms of quality, the physical size of the sensor is
more significant than the number of cells or resolution. A large unit may allow
higher-quality photographs to be taken than another sensor with a higher resolution
but with a smaller surface [23].
As far as color is concerned, it must be seen that color is just a human visual
perception. In order to be able to glimpse the color of an object, it is necessary to
have a light source and something that reflects this light. A color is represented in
digital format by applying a system of representation. The most commonly used is
the RGB system. To represent a color, the exact percentages of primary red, pri-
mary green, and primary blue (RGB, red, green, blue) must be available. By this
way, the color is displayed through the implementation of three numbers [24].
5.9 Diaphragm
The function of this element is to enlarge or decrease the percentage of light
circulating through the target. The diaphragm aperture is related to the percentage
of aperture it has. It is counted in f-numbers. The step is the shift from one value
to the next. The ratio of luminosity, according to the scale of the f, does it in a
factor of 2 [5] (Figure 6).
5.10 Other aspects to be taken into account
5.10.1 Focus
The first step in taking a picture is focusing. The most commonly used types of
automatic focusing are [25]:
• Phase detection autofocus (PDAF). Its management is done by applying
photodiodes through the sensor. The focusing element is moved in the lens to
focus the image. It is a slow and inaccurate system due to the use of
photodiodes.
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• Dual pixel. This method uses more focus points along the sensor than the
PDAF. This system uses two photodiodes at each pixel to compare minimal
dissimilarities. This is the most effective focusing technology.
• Contrast detection. It is the oldest of the three systems exposed. Its operation
theoretically bases that the contrast of an image is greater, and its edges are
appreciated in a clearer way, when it is focused correctly. The disadvantage is
its slowness.
5.10.2 Perspective
A photograph is a perspective image of an object. If straight lines are drawn from
all points of an object to a fixed point (called point of view or center of projection)
and lines are considered that cross an intermediate surface (called projection sur-
face), the image is drawn on this surface and is known as perspective [1, 26].
The camera is responsible for executing and materializing perspectives of
objects. The projection surface is the flat extension of the image sensor or the
capture surface. Focal distance is the orthogonal distance separating the viewpoint
from the projection surface. Knowing the distance between the point of view and
the plane that contains the points of the object, the focal distance with which the
photograph was taken and the inclination of the plane in which the points of the
object to be measured are located with respect to the projection plane, the reliable
coordinates of the points can be disintegrated, using basic trigonometry (Figure 7).
The orthogonal and the geometric perspectives are the most widely used in
photogrammetry. Using a conventional camera (reel or digital), a geometric per-
spective will be plotted. From a photograph in which the points of the object to be
measured are in a plane parallel to the projection plane or the one on which the
















where f is the focal length, (X, Y, Z) are the actual coordinates of the point, and P
(x,y) are the coordinates on the projection plane of the image or photograph.
It would be in front of more complex expressions if the planes that contain the
points are not parallel to the one of projection, being indispensable to know the
inclination of the plane having as reference the plane of projection. In practice, in
order to avoid complications in the calculation of coordinates, photographs are
usually taken in a way that the planes are parallel.
5.10.3 Exposure
It is based on the capture of a scene by means of a sensitive material. In analog
photography, this corresponds to the film and in digital photography, the sensor.
Exposure is based on three variables to control the entry of light into the focal plane
(sensor) and achieve an adequate exposure [9]:
1. ISO Sensitivity: it indicates the amount of light required to take a picture. The
higher the light, the lower the ISO.
2.Diaphragm opening: it inspects the light reaching the focal plane, along with
the shutter speed, and regulates the depth of field of the photograph.
3.Shutter speed: shutter opening time allows light to reach the sensor. The higher
the shutter speed, the lower the percentage of light reaching the sensor.
When a sensor has the ability to capture as many tones (dynamic range) and
information (light) as its ability allows, the picture is perfectly exposed.
5.10.4 Dynamic range
It measures the amount of light and dark tones that a camera has the ability to
capture in the same picture. It shows the amount of tonal nuances that a camera is
capable of capturing, measurable by contrast and sharpness.
Contrast and sharpness are based on the differentiation of tonality with which a
pair of white and black lines are obtained, captured, or reproduced. It is measurable
of the degree of detail, being 100% when both lines can be perfectly differentiated
as pure whites and blacks. Resolution and contrast are closely related concepts.
Figure 7.
Diagram of the projection of a camera.
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• Dual pixel. This method uses more focus points along the sensor than the
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dissimilarities. This is the most effective focusing technology.
• Contrast detection. It is the oldest of the three systems exposed. Its operation
theoretically bases that the contrast of an image is greater, and its edges are
appreciated in a clearer way, when it is focused correctly. The disadvantage is
its slowness.
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all points of an object to a fixed point (called point of view or center of projection)
and lines are considered that cross an intermediate surface (called projection sur-
face), the image is drawn on this surface and is known as perspective [1, 26].
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from the projection surface. Knowing the distance between the point of view and
the plane that contains the points of the object, the focal distance with which the
photograph was taken and the inclination of the plane in which the points of the
object to be measured are located with respect to the projection plane, the reliable
coordinates of the points can be disintegrated, using basic trigonometry (Figure 7).
The orthogonal and the geometric perspectives are the most widely used in
photogrammetry. Using a conventional camera (reel or digital), a geometric per-
spective will be plotted. From a photograph in which the points of the object to be
measured are in a plane parallel to the projection plane or the one on which the
















where f is the focal length, (X, Y, Z) are the actual coordinates of the point, and P
(x,y) are the coordinates on the projection plane of the image or photograph.
It would be in front of more complex expressions if the planes that contain the
points are not parallel to the one of projection, being indispensable to know the
inclination of the plane having as reference the plane of projection. In practice, in
order to avoid complications in the calculation of coordinates, photographs are
usually taken in a way that the planes are parallel.
5.10.3 Exposure
It is based on the capture of a scene by means of a sensitive material. In analog
photography, this corresponds to the film and in digital photography, the sensor.
Exposure is based on three variables to control the entry of light into the focal plane
(sensor) and achieve an adequate exposure [9]:
1. ISO Sensitivity: it indicates the amount of light required to take a picture. The
higher the light, the lower the ISO.
2.Diaphragm opening: it inspects the light reaching the focal plane, along with
the shutter speed, and regulates the depth of field of the photograph.
3.Shutter speed: shutter opening time allows light to reach the sensor. The higher
the shutter speed, the lower the percentage of light reaching the sensor.
When a sensor has the ability to capture as many tones (dynamic range) and
information (light) as its ability allows, the picture is perfectly exposed.
5.10.4 Dynamic range
It measures the amount of light and dark tones that a camera has the ability to
capture in the same picture. It shows the amount of tonal nuances that a camera is
capable of capturing, measurable by contrast and sharpness.
Contrast and sharpness are based on the differentiation of tonality with which a
pair of white and black lines are obtained, captured, or reproduced. It is measurable
of the degree of detail, being 100% when both lines can be perfectly differentiated
as pure whites and blacks. Resolution and contrast are closely related concepts.
Figure 7.
Diagram of the projection of a camera.
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If the contrast falls below 5%, it is difficult to observe any detail, which is shown
more clearly and distinctly the higher it is. Frequency and modulation are shown in
the way they are altered when light passes through the different optical components
of the lens of the photographed image, thanks to contrast transfer functions. As the
viewer moves away, a substantial loss of contrast begins to be noticed [12].
By performing a contrast correction, different filters are applied to the central
zones instead of the peripheral zones. An example of contrast and resolution is
shown in Figure 8.
5.10.5 Aberrations
One of the most outstanding components of a camera is the photographic lens,
which produces a series of aberrations that distort the images of the photographs,
making difficult to visualize the correct dimensions of the object [27, 28]. There are
different types of aberrations, being the most common in photographic lenses:
1.Point aberrations: housed in the position arranged by the paraxial optics. It is a
“stain” instead of a point. There are also chromatic aberration, spherical
aberration, astigmatism, and coma.
2.Shape aberrations: the point is shown as a point but with a different position to
the one arranged by means of paraxial approximation. This is a systematic
error and can be of two types: field curvature and distortions.
• Field curvature: defect when creating the image, being curved instead of
flat. It is difficult to correct the aberration, but it can be mitigated in a low
percentage.
• Distortion: only affects the shape of the image. It occurs due to the
difference in the scale of reproduction of the image off-axis. If an object
with straight lines is photographed, such as a square, the center lines will
appear straight, and the edge lines will curve inward or outward producing
the so-called barrel or cushion distortions. This aberration is not corrected
by closing the diaphragm. This error affects the tone of the image and needs
to be corrected.
Figure 8.




Stability of environmental conditions must be achieved:
1.Temperature: the ideal temperature for taking a photograph should be
between approximately 18 and 26° in order to avoid dilatation of the lens.
2.Wind: calm wind, to avoid hindrances when taking the photo.
3. Illumination: sufficient light bulb. In most cases, natural light is not sufficient,
and it is necessary to use spotlights or other artificial elements.
Other significant parameters, such as the texture of the element, significantly
help the quality of the 3D reconstruction, and optimal results are obtained with the
highest level of ambient light (exposure 1/60, f/2.8, and ISO sensitivity 100). The
surface of an element should be opaque, with Lambertian reflection and surface
homogeneity. A single point on the surface of the object must be visible from at
least two or more sensors [26, 29].
5.10.7 Image quality
Image quality is a prerequisite for working with it properly. There are two main
characteristics that define it:
1.Resolution in amplitude (bit depth): number of bits per point of an image
2.Spatial resolution: the number of pixels per unit area
Image processing is the transformation of an input image into an output image.
It is carried out to facilitate the analysis of the image and to obtain a greater
reliability of this [30]. Among the transformations, those that eliminate noise or
variation in the intensity of the pixels stand out. There are two types of operations:
individual operations (rectification or binarization) and neighborhood operations
(filtering).
5.10.8 Histogram
This is a visual tool very useful for the study of digital images. With the naked
eye, it is possible to study the contrast or the distribution of intensities, because it
follows the following discrete function of Eq. (20):
f xið Þ ¼ ni (20)
where x is the level of gray or color and n is the number of pixels in the image
with this value. The histogram is normalized in values ranging from 0 to 1. In
Figure 9 it is possible to see their different zones [18, 31].
The most common errors in the image, which prevent good image quality, can
be identified in the histogram and are muted tones, black areas, overexposure or
burned areas, and backlight. In order to know that a good image is acquired, the
best thing is to have a histogram that has the shape of a Gauss bell, that is to say,
that has the most information in the central part and less in the extremes. Another
important point is that the histogram must embrace and reach both ends, so as to
ensure that there are blacks and whites in the photograph.
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1.Point aberrations: housed in the position arranged by the paraxial optics. It is a
“stain” instead of a point. There are also chromatic aberration, spherical
aberration, astigmatism, and coma.
2.Shape aberrations: the point is shown as a point but with a different position to
the one arranged by means of paraxial approximation. This is a systematic
error and can be of two types: field curvature and distortions.
• Field curvature: defect when creating the image, being curved instead of
flat. It is difficult to correct the aberration, but it can be mitigated in a low
percentage.
• Distortion: only affects the shape of the image. It occurs due to the
difference in the scale of reproduction of the image off-axis. If an object
with straight lines is photographed, such as a square, the center lines will
appear straight, and the edge lines will curve inward or outward producing
the so-called barrel or cushion distortions. This aberration is not corrected
by closing the diaphragm. This error affects the tone of the image and needs
to be corrected.
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It is carried out to facilitate the analysis of the image and to obtain a greater
reliability of this [30]. Among the transformations, those that eliminate noise or
variation in the intensity of the pixels stand out. There are two types of operations:
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This is a visual tool very useful for the study of digital images. With the naked
eye, it is possible to study the contrast or the distribution of intensities, because it
follows the following discrete function of Eq. (20):
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where x is the level of gray or color and n is the number of pixels in the image
with this value. The histogram is normalized in values ranging from 0 to 1. In
Figure 9 it is possible to see their different zones [18, 31].
The most common errors in the image, which prevent good image quality, can
be identified in the histogram and are muted tones, black areas, overexposure or
burned areas, and backlight. In order to know that a good image is acquired, the
best thing is to have a histogram that has the shape of a Gauss bell, that is to say,
that has the most information in the central part and less in the extremes. Another
important point is that the histogram must embrace and reach both ends, so as to
ensure that there are blacks and whites in the photograph.
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5.10.9 Binarization
The representation of an image with two values is obtained. The dimensions of
the image are still preserved. The decision threshold must be chosen correctly and
used in a step filter with an algorithm similar to Eq. (21):




f x, yð Þ> k
f x, yð Þ≤ k (21)
where 0/1 represents the black/white values and f is the value of the gray tone of
the coordinates (x,y) [32]. Figure 10 shows a grayscale image versus a binary.
To obtain an image with sufficient quality, the binarization must correspond
with white pixels to the objects of interest, being the blacks of the environment. If
the object of interest turns out to be darker than the environment, a reversal is
applied after the binarization. The most important point in the process is the
calculation of the threshold. There are different methods for this: histogram, clus-
tering, entropy, similarity, spatial, global, and local.
The setting of the threshold value is latent, due to its difficulty, in all methods.
The techniques are supported by statistics applied to the histogram. They are as
follows: carry error method, Otsu method, and Saulova’s pixel deviation method.
5.10.10 Spatial filtering
It is based on a convolution operation between the two-dimensional functions




Grayscale (left) and binary (right).
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the value of a pixel p into the position (x,y), always taking into account the values of
the adjacent pixels. For this operation, a weighted sum of the values of the neigh-
boring points of this point p is required. A mask (h), behaving like a filter, is in
charge of exposing the values of the weighting. The size of the mask varies
according to the pixels used.
5.10.11 Geometrical transformations
These operations modify the spatial coordinates of the image. There are several
operations that are easy to understand and apply, such as interpolation, rotation,
rectification, and distortion correction.
5.10.12 Lens distortion
Due to the geometry of the lens, it reproduces a square object with variations in
its parallel lines. There are three types of distortion: barrel, pincushion, and mus-
tache (combination of the first two) (Figure 11) [25, 33]. This error is negligible in a
photograph of a natural scene, but to take engineering measurements and obtain a
virtual object, it is necessary to compensate for the distortion. There is a mathe-
matical model for the treatment of distortion.
The barrel distortion is centered and symmetrical. Therefore, to correct the
distortion of a certain point, a radial transformation is performed, expressed math-






x� xdð Þ2 þ y� yd




where x̂, ŷð Þ represents the result of the distortion correction at point (x, y), (xd,
yd) represents the center of the distortion which is usually a point near the center of
the image, and finally the radial function L(r) determines the magnitude of the
distortion correction as a function of the distance from the point to the center of
distortion [34].
The radial function L(r) is performed by applying two strategies. The first one
gives rise to the so-called polynomial models (Eq. (23)):
L rð Þ ¼ 1þ k1r2 þ k2r4 þ … þ knr2n (23)
The second one is based on an approach (Eq. (24)):
L rð Þ ¼ 1
1þ k1r2 þ k2r4 þ … þ knr2n (24)
Figure 11.
Types of lens distortion.
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charge of exposing the values of the weighting. The size of the mask varies
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operations that are easy to understand and apply, such as interpolation, rotation,
rectification, and distortion correction.
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Due to the geometry of the lens, it reproduces a square object with variations in
its parallel lines. There are three types of distortion: barrel, pincushion, and mus-
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The values k1–kn are called distortion model parameters. These values, together
with the distortion center coordinates (xd, yd), completely represent the distortion
model. The distortion of the lens is represented by the ki coefficients. They are
obtained from a known calibration image.
5.10.13 Rectification (perspective distortion)
Image correction is necessary because either it is difficult to keep the optical axis
vertical at all points of the shot or the axis is tilted toward the vertical. Vertical
images are obtained free of displacement because of the inclination of the shot but
still have inclinations, product of the depth of the workpiece. Displacements can be
suppressed by applying differential grinding or orthorectification process. In the
original digital image or a scan, the technique is applied pixel by pixel. In a scanned
image, the initial data are the coordinates of the control points. The procedure is
divided into two steps:
1.Determination of the mathematical transformation related to real coordinates
and those belonging to the image
2.Achievement of new image, being aligned to the reference system
After this process, it is necessary to know that all the pixels of the resulting
orthophotography have their level of gray, performing a digital resampling [17, 34].
Figure 12 shows an unrectified (left) and rectified (right) photograph.
Several resamples are made on the initial image. Three resampling methods are
regularly used: bilinear interpolation, nearest neighbor, and bicubic convolution.
The transformations to be applied to the images are [19] Helmert transformation;
affine transformation; polynomial transformation; and two-dimensional projective
transformation.
6. Obtaining a 3D model from 2D photographs
To obtain a 3D model of an object from a 2D one, photographs must be taken
from different views, with adequate quality. From these photographs, the recon-
struction process begins.
3D reconstruction is the process by which real objects are reproduced on a
computer. Nowadays there are several reconstruction techniques and 3D mesh
methods, having a function to obtain an algorithm that is able to make the connec-
tion of the set of representative points of the object in form of surface elements.
Figure 12.
Visual example of photo rectification.
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The efficiency with which the techniques are used will be linked to the final quality
of the reconstruction.
The stereoscopic scene analysis system presented by Koch uses image matching,
object segmentation, interpolation, and triangulation techniques to obtain the 3D
point density map. The system is divided into three modules: sensor processing,
image pair processing, and model-based sequence processing.
Pollefeys features a 3D reconstruction process based on well-defined stages. The
input is an image sequence, and the output of the process is a 3D surface model. The
stages are the following: image ratio, structure and motion recovery, dense
matching, and model construction.
Another proposal is expressed by Remondino. He presents a 3D reconstruction
system following these steps: image sequence acquisition and analysis, image
calibration and orientation, matching process and the generation of points, and 3D
modeling [18].
6.1 From a photograph
It is used in revolutionary pieces. With only one photograph, it is possible to
obtain the axis and dimensions. In 1978 Barrow and Tenenbaum demonstrated that
the orientation of the surface along the silhouette can be calculated directly from
the image data, resulting in the first study of silhouettes in individual views.
Koenderink showed that the sign of the silhouette’s curvature is equivalent to that of
the Gaussian curvature. Thus, concavities, convexities, and inflections of the sil-
houette indicate hyperbolic, convex, and parabolic surface points, respectively.
Finally, Cipolla and Blake exposed that the curvature of the silhouette has the
corresponding sign as the normal curvature along the contour generator in the
perspective projection. A similar result was derived for the orthographic projection
by Brady [35].
First, the silhouette ρ of a surface of revolution (SOR) is extracted from the
image with a Canny edge detector, and the harmonic homology W that maps each
side of ρ to its symmetrical complement is predictable by minimizing the geometric
detachments among the original silhouette ρ and its transformation version
ρ´ = Wρ. The image is rectified, and the axis of the figure is rotated and put in
orthogonal projection (Figure 13).
The apparent contour is first manually segmented from the rectified silhouette.
This can usually be done easily by removing the upper and lower elliptical parts of
the silhouette. The points are then sampled from the apparent contour, and the
tangent vector (i.e., _x sð Þ and _y sð Þ) at each sample point is calculated by fitting a
polynomial to the neighboring points.
For Ψ 6¼ 0, Rx(Ψ) first transforms the display vector p(s) and the associated
surface normal n(s) at each sample point: the transformed display vector is normal-
ized so that its third coefficient becomes one, and the following Eqs. (25)–(26) can
be used to recover the depth of the sample point:
n sð Þ ¼ 1
αn sð Þ
� _y sð Þ
_x sð Þ
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with the distortion center coordinates (xd, yd), completely represent the distortion
model. The distortion of the lens is represented by the ki coefficients. They are
obtained from a known calibration image.
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still have inclinations, product of the depth of the workpiece. Displacements can be
suppressed by applying differential grinding or orthorectification process. In the
original digital image or a scan, the technique is applied pixel by pixel. In a scanned
image, the initial data are the coordinates of the control points. The procedure is
divided into two steps:
1.Determination of the mathematical transformation related to real coordinates
and those belonging to the image
2.Achievement of new image, being aligned to the reference system
After this process, it is necessary to know that all the pixels of the resulting
orthophotography have their level of gray, performing a digital resampling [17, 34].
Figure 12 shows an unrectified (left) and rectified (right) photograph.
Several resamples are made on the initial image. Three resampling methods are
regularly used: bilinear interpolation, nearest neighbor, and bicubic convolution.
The transformations to be applied to the images are [19] Helmert transformation;
affine transformation; polynomial transformation; and two-dimensional projective
transformation.
6. Obtaining a 3D model from 2D photographs
To obtain a 3D model of an object from a 2D one, photographs must be taken
from different views, with adequate quality. From these photographs, the recon-
struction process begins.
3D reconstruction is the process by which real objects are reproduced on a
computer. Nowadays there are several reconstruction techniques and 3D mesh
methods, having a function to obtain an algorithm that is able to make the connec-
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The efficiency with which the techniques are used will be linked to the final quality
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Pollefeys features a 3D reconstruction process based on well-defined stages. The
input is an image sequence, and the output of the process is a 3D surface model. The
stages are the following: image ratio, structure and motion recovery, dense
matching, and model construction.
Another proposal is expressed by Remondino. He presents a 3D reconstruction
system following these steps: image sequence acquisition and analysis, image
calibration and orientation, matching process and the generation of points, and 3D
modeling [18].
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It is used in revolutionary pieces. With only one photograph, it is possible to
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the orientation of the surface along the silhouette can be calculated directly from
the image data, resulting in the first study of silhouettes in individual views.
Koenderink showed that the sign of the silhouette’s curvature is equivalent to that of
the Gaussian curvature. Thus, concavities, convexities, and inflections of the sil-
houette indicate hyperbolic, convex, and parabolic surface points, respectively.
Finally, Cipolla and Blake exposed that the curvature of the silhouette has the
corresponding sign as the normal curvature along the contour generator in the
perspective projection. A similar result was derived for the orthographic projection
by Brady [35].
First, the silhouette ρ of a surface of revolution (SOR) is extracted from the
image with a Canny edge detector, and the harmonic homology W that maps each
side of ρ to its symmetrical complement is predictable by minimizing the geometric
detachments among the original silhouette ρ and its transformation version
ρ´ = Wρ. The image is rectified, and the axis of the figure is rotated and put in
orthogonal projection (Figure 13).
The apparent contour is first manually segmented from the rectified silhouette.
This can usually be done easily by removing the upper and lower elliptical parts of
the silhouette. The points are then sampled from the apparent contour, and the
tangent vector (i.e., _x sð Þ and _y sð Þ) at each sample point is calculated by fitting a
polynomial to the neighboring points.
For Ψ 6¼ 0, Rx(Ψ) first transforms the display vector p(s) and the associated
surface normal n(s) at each sample point: the transformed display vector is normal-
ized so that its third coefficient becomes one, and the following Eqs. (25)–(26) can
be used to recover the depth of the sample point:
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6.2 From two photographs
This section is based on an investigation using a practical heuristic method, for
the reconstruction of structured scenes from two uncalibrated images. The method
is based on an initial estimation of the main homographies of the initial 2D point
coincidences, which may contain some outliers, and the homographies are recur-
sively refined by incorporating the point and line support coincidences on the main
spatial surfaces. The epipolar geometry is then recovered directly from the refined
homogenies, and the chambers are calibrated from three orthogonal vanishing
points, and the infinite homography is recovered.
First, a simple homography-guided method is proposed to fit and match the line
segments between two views, using Canny edge detector and regression algorithms.
Second, the cameras are automatically calibrated with the four intrinsic parameters
that vary between the two views. A RANSAC mechanism is adopted to detect the
main flat surfaces of the object from 2D images. The advantages of the method are
that it can build more realistic models with minimal human interactions and it also
allows more visible surfaces to be reconstructed on the detected planes than tradi-
tional methods that can only reconstruct overlapping parts (Figure 14).
6.3 Though more than two photographs
6.3.1 Reconstruction of geological objects
This is one of the fields where photogrammetry is most applied nowadays. In
this specific point, the reconstruction is carried out applying Delaunay’s triangula-
tion and the tetrahedron. Many data models based on tetrahedron mesh have been
developed to represent the complex objects in 3D GIS.
Figure 13.
Harmonic homology of the figure and its transformation to orthogonal projection [35].
Figure 14.
The matching results of the line segments in four main planes [36].
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The tetrahedron grid can only be used to represent the geometrical structure of
geological objects. The natural characteristics of geological objects are reflected in
their different attributes, such as different rock formations, different contents of
mineral bodies, etc. It is defined that the attribute value of the internal point can be
linearly interpolated from the attribute values in four vertices in a tetrahedron. But
the attributes could change suddenly between different formations and different
mineral bodies. To cope with sudden changes, interpolation of the tetrahedron is
needed that can only be applied to six sides of a tetrahedron. Those interpolated
points are only used as time data for the following processing [37].
6.3.2 Reconstruction of objects with high surface and texture resolution
This section presents a robust and precise system for the 3D reconstruction of
real objects with shapes and textures in high resolution. The reconstruction method
is passive, and the only information required is 2D images obtained with a camera
calibrated from different viewing angles as the object rotates on a rotating plate.
The triangle surface model is obtained through a scheme that combines the octree
construction and the walking cube algorithm. A texture mapping strategy based on
surface particles is developed to adequately address photographic-related problems
such as inhomogeneous lighting, lights, and occlusion [38]. To conclude, the results
of the reconstruction are included to demonstrate the quality obtained (Figure 15).
The scheme combining octree construction and isolevel extraction through
marching cubes is presented for the problem concerning the shape of the silhouette.
The use of octree representation allows to reach very high resolutions, while the
method of fast walking cubes is adapted through a properly defined isolevel func-
tion to work with binary silhouettes, resulting in a mesh of triangles with vertices
precisely located in the visual object.
Calibration is performed on the camera and rotary table. One of the problems
found is the discontinuity of the texture due to the nonhomogeneous lighting in
different parts of the element due to shadows.
Next, the octree is represented. An octree is a hierarchical tree structure that can
be used to represent volumetric data in terms of cubes of different sizes. Each octree
node corresponds to a cube in the octree space that is entirely within the object. This
opens up different possibilities: voxels, particles, triangles, and more complicated
Figure 15.
Flowchart to the reconstruction of objects.
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that it can build more realistic models with minimal human interactions and it also
allows more visible surfaces to be reconstructed on the detected planes than tradi-
tional methods that can only reconstruct overlapping parts (Figure 14).
6.3 Though more than two photographs
6.3.1 Reconstruction of geological objects
This is one of the fields where photogrammetry is most applied nowadays. In
this specific point, the reconstruction is carried out applying Delaunay’s triangula-
tion and the tetrahedron. Many data models based on tetrahedron mesh have been
developed to represent the complex objects in 3D GIS.
Figure 13.
Harmonic homology of the figure and its transformation to orthogonal projection [35].
Figure 14.
The matching results of the line segments in four main planes [36].
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The tetrahedron grid can only be used to represent the geometrical structure of
geological objects. The natural characteristics of geological objects are reflected in
their different attributes, such as different rock formations, different contents of
mineral bodies, etc. It is defined that the attribute value of the internal point can be
linearly interpolated from the attribute values in four vertices in a tetrahedron. But
the attributes could change suddenly between different formations and different
mineral bodies. To cope with sudden changes, interpolation of the tetrahedron is
needed that can only be applied to six sides of a tetrahedron. Those interpolated
points are only used as time data for the following processing [37].
6.3.2 Reconstruction of objects with high surface and texture resolution
This section presents a robust and precise system for the 3D reconstruction of
real objects with shapes and textures in high resolution. The reconstruction method
is passive, and the only information required is 2D images obtained with a camera
calibrated from different viewing angles as the object rotates on a rotating plate.
The triangle surface model is obtained through a scheme that combines the octree
construction and the walking cube algorithm. A texture mapping strategy based on
surface particles is developed to adequately address photographic-related problems
such as inhomogeneous lighting, lights, and occlusion [38]. To conclude, the results
of the reconstruction are included to demonstrate the quality obtained (Figure 15).
The scheme combining octree construction and isolevel extraction through
marching cubes is presented for the problem concerning the shape of the silhouette.
The use of octree representation allows to reach very high resolutions, while the
method of fast walking cubes is adapted through a properly defined isolevel func-
tion to work with binary silhouettes, resulting in a mesh of triangles with vertices
precisely located in the visual object.
Calibration is performed on the camera and rotary table. One of the problems
found is the discontinuity of the texture due to the nonhomogeneous lighting in
different parts of the element due to shadows.
Next, the octree is represented. An octree is a hierarchical tree structure that can
be used to represent volumetric data in terms of cubes of different sizes. Each octree
node corresponds to a cube in the octree space that is entirely within the object. This
opens up different possibilities: voxels, particles, triangles, and more complicated
Figure 15.
Flowchart to the reconstruction of objects.
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parametric primitives, such as splines or NURBS. Voxels are used to represent
volumes but can also be used to represent surfaces. A related primitive is a particle
that is defined by its color, orientation, and position. By marching the cube trian-
gulation of the octree, the white and black points denote the corners of the cube that
are inside and outside, respectively, while the gray points are the points of the
triangle’s vertex on the surface (Figure 16).
The application of the isolevel function calculated by means of the dichotomous
subdivision procedure allows for the construction of a faithful model of the object.
The triangular vertices that make up the object’s mesh are placed precisely on the
surface of the digitized model even at low resolutions. This creates an efficient
compromise between resolution and geometric accuracy. The octree construction
followed by the walking cube algorithm generates a triangular mesh consisting of an
excessive number of triangles, which must be simplified.
6.3.3 Object reconstruction
The reconstruction of objects is mainly based on the archeological field. The
process to obtain the 3D model will be governed by Figure 17.
First of all, corresponding or common characteristics must be found among the
images of the object. The process occurs in two phases:
1.The reconstruction algorithm generates a reconstruction in which dimensions
are not correctly defined. A self-calibration algorithm performs a
reconstruction equivalent to the original one, formed by a set of 3D points.
2.All the pixels of an image are made to coincide with those of the neighboring
images so that the system can reconstruct these points.
The system selects two images to set up an initial projective reconstruction
frame and then reconstructs the matching feature points through triangulation.
Then a dense surface estimation is performed. To obtain a more detailed model
of the observed surface, a dense matching technique is used. The 3D surface is
Figure 16.
From cube to triangulation, adapted from [38].
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approached with a triangular grid, to reduce geometric complexity and adapt the
model to the requirements of the computer graphic display system. Then construct
a corresponding 3D mesh by placing the triangle vertices in 3D space according to
the values found in the corresponding depth map. To reconstruct more complex
shapes, the system must combine multiple depth maps. Finally, it is provided with
texture.
6.3.4 3D reconstruction of the human body
It is used for medical purposes in many cases, as a base for implants, splints, etc.
The process consists of the following parts: acquisition and analysis of the image
sequence; calibration and orientation of the images; matching process on the sur-
face of the human body; and generation and modeling of the point cloud. Once the
necessary images have been obtained from different points of view, the calibration
and orientation of the images are carried out.
The choice of the camera model is often related to the final application and the
required accuracy. The correct calibration of the sensor used is one of the main
objectives. Another important point is image matching [40].
To evaluate the quality of the matching results, different indicators are used: an
ex post standard deviation of the least squares adjustment, the standard deviation of
the change in the x-y directions, and the shift from the initial position in the x-y
directions. The performance of the process, in the case of uncalibrated images, can
only be improved with a local contrast enhancement of the images.
Finally, 3D reconstruction and modeling of the human body shape is performed.
The 3D coordinates of each matching triplet are calculated through a forward
intersection. Using collinearity and the results of the orientation process, the 3D
paired points are determined with a solution of least squares. For each triplet of
images, a point cloud is calculated, and then all the points are joined together to
create a unique point cloud. A spatial filter is applied to reduce noise and obtain a
more uniform point cloud density. Figure 18 shows the results before and after
filtering (approximately 20,000 points, left); a view of the recovered point cloud
with pixel intensity (center); and a 3D human model (right).
The system is composed of two main modules. The first one is in charge of image
processing, to determine the depth map in a pair of views, where each pair of
successive views follows a sequence of phases: detection of points of interest,
correspondence of points, and reconstruction of these. In this last phase, the
Figure 17.
Steps to obtain the 3D model, adapted from [39].
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parametric primitives, such as splines or NURBS. Voxels are used to represent
volumes but can also be used to represent surfaces. A related primitive is a particle
that is defined by its color, orientation, and position. By marching the cube trian-
gulation of the octree, the white and black points denote the corners of the cube that
are inside and outside, respectively, while the gray points are the points of the
triangle’s vertex on the surface (Figure 16).
The application of the isolevel function calculated by means of the dichotomous
subdivision procedure allows for the construction of a faithful model of the object.
The triangular vertices that make up the object’s mesh are placed precisely on the
surface of the digitized model even at low resolutions. This creates an efficient
compromise between resolution and geometric accuracy. The octree construction
followed by the walking cube algorithm generates a triangular mesh consisting of an
excessive number of triangles, which must be simplified.
6.3.3 Object reconstruction
The reconstruction of objects is mainly based on the archeological field. The
process to obtain the 3D model will be governed by Figure 17.
First of all, corresponding or common characteristics must be found among the
images of the object. The process occurs in two phases:
1.The reconstruction algorithm generates a reconstruction in which dimensions
are not correctly defined. A self-calibration algorithm performs a
reconstruction equivalent to the original one, formed by a set of 3D points.
2.All the pixels of an image are made to coincide with those of the neighboring
images so that the system can reconstruct these points.
The system selects two images to set up an initial projective reconstruction
frame and then reconstructs the matching feature points through triangulation.
Then a dense surface estimation is performed. To obtain a more detailed model
of the observed surface, a dense matching technique is used. The 3D surface is
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From cube to triangulation, adapted from [38].
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approached with a triangular grid, to reduce geometric complexity and adapt the
model to the requirements of the computer graphic display system. Then construct
a corresponding 3D mesh by placing the triangle vertices in 3D space according to
the values found in the corresponding depth map. To reconstruct more complex
shapes, the system must combine multiple depth maps. Finally, it is provided with
texture.
6.3.4 3D reconstruction of the human body
It is used for medical purposes in many cases, as a base for implants, splints, etc.
The process consists of the following parts: acquisition and analysis of the image
sequence; calibration and orientation of the images; matching process on the sur-
face of the human body; and generation and modeling of the point cloud. Once the
necessary images have been obtained from different points of view, the calibration
and orientation of the images are carried out.
The choice of the camera model is often related to the final application and the
required accuracy. The correct calibration of the sensor used is one of the main
objectives. Another important point is image matching [40].
To evaluate the quality of the matching results, different indicators are used: an
ex post standard deviation of the least squares adjustment, the standard deviation of
the change in the x-y directions, and the shift from the initial position in the x-y
directions. The performance of the process, in the case of uncalibrated images, can
only be improved with a local contrast enhancement of the images.
Finally, 3D reconstruction and modeling of the human body shape is performed.
The 3D coordinates of each matching triplet are calculated through a forward
intersection. Using collinearity and the results of the orientation process, the 3D
paired points are determined with a solution of least squares. For each triplet of
images, a point cloud is calculated, and then all the points are joined together to
create a unique point cloud. A spatial filter is applied to reduce noise and obtain a
more uniform point cloud density. Figure 18 shows the results before and after
filtering (approximately 20,000 points, left); a view of the recovered point cloud
with pixel intensity (center); and a 3D human model (right).
The system is composed of two main modules. The first one is in charge of image
processing, to determine the depth map in a pair of views, where each pair of
successive views follows a sequence of phases: detection of points of interest,
correspondence of points, and reconstruction of these. In this last phase, the
Figure 17.
Steps to obtain the 3D model, adapted from [39].
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parameters that describe the movement (rotation matrix R and translation vector T)
between the two views are determined. This sequence of steps is repeated for all
successive pairs of views of the set.
The second module is responsible for creating the 3D model, for which it must
determine the total 3D points map generated. In each iteration of the previous
module, the 3D mesh is generated by applying Delaunay’s triangulation method.
The results obtained from the process are modeled in a virtual environment to
obtain a more realistic visualization of the object [16].
The number of detected minutiae is related to the number of reconstructed 3D
points and the quality of that reconstruction (higher number of details). Therefore,
the higher the number of points on the map, the more detailed areas are obtained. In
some cases this does not apply, due to the geometry of the object, for example, in a
cube, more points can result in a distorted object.
7. Conclusion
The technological development of 3D photogrammetry makes it a real option in
the various applications of 3D scanners. Among the different benefits it brings are
faster raw data acquisition, simplicity, portability, and more economical equipment.
Different studies have verified the accuracy and repeatability of 3D photogramme-
try. These investigations have compared the digital models of objects obtained from
2D digital photographs with those generated by a 3D surface scanner. In general, the
meshes obtained with photogrammetric techniques and with scanners show a low
degree of deviation from each other. The surface settings of photogrammetric
models are usually a little better. For these reasons, photogrammetry is a technology
with an infinite number of engineering applications.
In this chapter the basic fundamentals, the characteristics of the acquisition, and
the aspects to be taken into account to obtain a good virtual model from photo-
grammetry have been explained.
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The second module is responsible for creating the 3D model, for which it must
determine the total 3D points map generated. In each iteration of the previous
module, the 3D mesh is generated by applying Delaunay’s triangulation method.
The results obtained from the process are modeled in a virtual environment to
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The chapter deals with the description of a virtual prototyping platform that 
facilitates the design process of the mechanical and mechatronic systems. The 
virtual prototyping stages are defined and then integrated in a block diagram, 
highlighting how the data are transferred between these stages in order to finally 
obtain a valid and optimal virtual model, close (as structure and functionality) to 
the real one. The whole process is guided by the basic principle for successful virtual 
prototyping: as complicated as necessary and as simple as possible. The real model-
ing case, the specific simplifying assumptions, and the validity (viability) fields of 
the simplifying assumptions are discussed with reference to the main components of 
a mechanical or mechatronic system (bodies, connections between bodies, actuat-
ing elements). The purpose is to manipulate the simplifying assumptions in a way 
that reduces the complexity of the virtual model, but without altering the accuracy 
of the results. The basic types of analysis/simulation are depicted by considering 
their particularities, highlighting their role in the process of designing mechanical/
mechatronic systems, and then the optimization is conducted by the use of paramet-
ric design tools. Finally, a case study is developed following those mentioned above.
Keywords: virtual prototyping, mechanical and mechatronic systems, modeling, 
simulation, optimal design
1. Introduction
In the process of product development, as in many other fields, using the computer 
is no longer just a useful alternative to classical instruments, but it has become a real 
need. The computer is currently used from the concept elaboration stage until the 
manufacturing and implementation. Designers now have access to very sophisticated 
and high-performance working tools, based on software solutions dedicated to the 
various stages of product design and development. The traditional computer-aided 
design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) approaches are now being 
addressed through computer-aided engineering (CAE) integrating platforms, which 
allow the evaluation and improvement of the product at the system level and not 
separately on its parts or subsystems, such an approach being reflected in increasingly 
efficient and competitive products [1, 2].
As the complexity and the competitiveness requirements of the products (in 
this case, mechanical and mechatronic systems) increase, the design and develop-
ment times must be reduced, conditions in which the development and testing of 
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physical prototypes become major impediments. Thus, it is necessary to implement 
design techniques based on modeling, simulation, and optimization in virtual envi-
ronment, which can ensure a higher performance and quality of the products using 
only a fraction of the time and cost required in traditional approaches. Virtual 
prototyping is a computer-aided engineering-based discipline that entails modeling 
products, simulating and optimizing their behavior under real-world operating 
conditions. Through the use of various types of software solutions for evaluating 
the form, functionality, and durability of the products in an integrated approach, 
complex digital prototypes can be created and then used in virtual experiments 
(lab and field tests) in a similar way to the real cases [3–5].
In this context, the chapter proposes to present the integrated concept of 
 modeling, simulation, and optimization of the behavior of mechanical and mecha-
tronic systems through the use of a virtual prototyping software platform. The 
platform integrates specific software solutions for evaluating the form, assembly, 
functionality, and durability of mechanical and mechatronic systems. The compo-
nents of the virtual prototyping platform are depicted by mentioning their particular 
role, as well as the mode in which they are integrated within the platform and com-
municate (data transfer) with each other. Then, the virtual prototyping stages are 
discussed starting from a flowchart reflecting the mode in which the data are trans-
ferred from one stage to another, to obtain a valid and optimal virtual prototype, 
these being the two attributes that the virtual prototype must have in order to be a 
truly useful/viable one. Finally, a case study is developed by considering a complex 
product, namely, a suspension system for motor vehicles, which is approached in 
mechatronic concept, by integrating the two main subsystems (the mechanical and 
actuating and control devices) at the virtual prototype level.
2. The software platform for virtual prototyping
In the general case, the virtual prototyping platform of the mechanical systems 
integrates three basic software solutions (Figure 1a): computer-aided design, mul-
tibody systems (MBS), and finite element analysis (FEA). In addition, in the case of 
mechatronic systems (mechanical systems with controlled actuation), the virtual pro-
totyping platform integrates a design for control (DFC) software solution (Figure 1b), 
in the concurrent engineering concept (for the purpose of co-simulation).
Firstly, with the help of CAD software, the geometrical (solid) 3D model of the 
mechanical system is developed, with the purpose to determine the mass and inertia 
properties (moments and products of inertia) of the bodies (rigid parts). The 3D 
model is then transferred to the MBS software, which is intended to analyze and 
optimize the behavior of the mechanical system (in terms of kinematics, statics, 
and dynamics, by case). The data transfer from CAD to MBS is performed using 
Figure 1. 
The virtual prototyping software platform for mechanical (a) and mechatronic (b) systems.
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standard geometry file formats, such as STEP, IGES, Parasolid, stereolithography, 
and others. From this point of view, there are no rules, but only certain recom-
mendations of the software producers regarding the file format. For example, the 
recommended geometry transfer formats from the main CAD software to the MBS 
environment Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems (ADAMS) of 
MSC Software (which is a global leader in virtual prototyping software and ser-
vices) are presented in Table 1. With such file formats, the import into ADAMS is 
done through the general ADAMS/Exchange transfer interface. At the same time, 
specialized modules (interfaces) for geometry transfer were developed, which 
perform a customized transfer between the CAD and MBS ADAMS environments, 
as it is also presented in Table 1 [6].
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) format represents the first 
standard of interchangeability, being designed in American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange (ASCII) code. IGES reduces the CAD model to a list of 
entities, each entity being associated with a number. Drawing Exchange Format 
(DXF) is also based on graphical entities, for each data type, which is ASCII 
encoded, being allocated a line. Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data 
(STEP) format describes the data at the product level and not the entity, through 
a specialized language (Express) that establishes the correspondence between the 
STEP file and the CAD model. Stereolithography (STL) format is a neutral format 
based on stereolithography, being used mainly in rapid prototyping devices (laser 
printing). Parasolid format is a geometric modeling kernel that allows transferring 
the entire 3D solid model through a single file, while in the case of the other for-
mats, the transfer is done part by part (one file for each part).
The mass and inertia properties of the bodies are automatically calculated by the 
MBS software (ADAMS, in this case), depending on the 3D solid model imported 
from CAD and the associated material (defined by the well-known characteristics/
properties: Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and density). Most MBS software 
solutions (including ADAMS) have their own solid modeling library, the modeling 
principles being the same as in CAD (elementary solids, composite solids using 
Boolean operations (union, extraction, and intersection), solids obtained by 
extrusion and, respectively, rotating surfaces), but for bodies with more complex 
geometry, the use of specialized CAD environment is required.
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Based on the results of the dynamic analysis performed in the MBS environment, 
the system loads by forces and torques are determined, representing input data for the 
analysis with finite elements within the FEA software. Subsequently, the deformabil-
ity state of the components is returned in the MBS software, thus making possible the 
dynamic analysis of the mechanical system with deformable (flexible) parts, which is 
more realistic (closer to reality) than the analysis with rigid parts [7, 8]. Through the 
analysis of compliant models, the stress and vibration states can be determined with 
the purpose to evaluate the functional and durability performances of the mechani-
cal system. The data transfer from ADAMS to the main FEA environments (such as 
ANSYS, ABAQUS, or NASTRAN/PATRAN) is done through FEA Loads type format, 
from the general ADAMS/Exchange transfer interface. The FEA to MBS connec-
tion is usually made through the modal neutral file (MNF) format. In ADAMS, the 
data import from FEA is managed by the ADAMS/Flex interface. It should also be 
mentioned that ADAMS software package integrates a specialized module, called 
ADAMS/AutoFlex, which can be used for the conversion of rigid bodies into deform-
able equivalents, but with certain limitations in the case of more complex geometry 
bodies, for which it is still necessary to use specialized FEA software.
Finally, regarding the communication between ADAMS and the DFC software 
environments, in the case of mechatronic systems, the ADAMS package integrates 
the plug-in ADAMS/Controls through which the data transfer with one of the 
following DFC software is carried out: MATLAB/Simulink, MATRIXX, and EASY5. 
Basically, ADAMS/Controls manages the input and output plants of the controlled 
process (as mentioned above, the outputs from the MBS are inputs into DFC and 
vice versa respectively), allowing to perform the co-simulation (in-parallel run-
ning/processing) of the two main subsystems of a mechatronic system, namely, the 
mechanical device and the actuating and control device. The information related 
to the input and output plants are saved in a specific file having the extension .m 
(for MATLAB) or .inf (for EASY5 and MATRIXX). At the same time, a command 
file (.cmd) and a data file (.adm) are generated, which are used during the co-
simulation process. The files thus generated by ADAMS/Controls are then imported 
into the DFC application, where the ADAMS interface block is subsequently set and 
the control block model is designed. It should be mentioned that ADAMS provides 
some facilities for control system design, which are integrated into the Controls 
Toolkit module, but obviously not up to the level of complexity offered by dedicated 
DFC software.
By integrating the mechanical device and the control system at the virtual 
prototype level, the two models/subsystems are simultaneously tested and veri-
fied, thus simplifying the experimental testing process and eliminating (or at least 
minimizing) the risk that the control law is not accurately tracked (complied) by 
the mechanical device [9, 10]. Such a mechatronic concept approach is known as 
concurrent engineering. The simulation algorithm for mechatronic systems involves 
the following steps:
1. Within MBS software: modeling the mechanical device (including bodies, 
joints, actuating elements, other force generating elements), analyzing-simu-
lating the MBS model, modeling the input (I) and output (O) plants in/from 
the MBS model, and exporting the MBS model for DFC
2. Within DFC software: importing the mechanical model, synthesizing the 
desired trajectories of the mechatronic system and modeling the input block 
diagram (reference signals synthesis), designing the control system block 
diagram, synthesizing the controller and the electrical interfacing circuits, and 
simulating the mechatronic system
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The so described simulation process creates a closed loop, in which the con-
trolled inputs of the control application affect the simulation in the MBS environ-
ment, while the outputs from the MBS simulation affect the level of the controlled 
signals in DFC.
3. The virtual prototyping process
A complete virtual prototyping process is defined by the following five stages 
(see also the workflow schematic representation in Figure 2): modeling, analysis, 
validation, refining, and optimization. During the modeling stage, the specific 
components of the mechanical or mechatronic system (such as bodies, connections 
between bodies, actuating elements, and other force generating elements) are 
created by using the software solutions shown in Figure 1. The output from model-
ing is the initial virtual model, which is then analyzed (simulated/tested) with 
the purpose to determine the behavior of the mechanical or mechatronic system, 
in terms of movement (linear or angular positions, velocities, and accelerations, 
by case) and reaction force states. The results obtained through the simulation in 
virtual environment (which are the analysis outputs) are then compared with the 
corresponding experimental results obtained by physical prototyping, in order to 
validate the virtual model. It should be mentioned that the physical prototyping is 
not a stage in itself of virtual prototyping, but a supporting process for this. By the 
comparative analysis of the virtual and experimental results, one of the following 
two cases can be reached: valid virtual model (when the virtual results fit with the 
experimental ones) and invalid virtual model (when the results obtained through 
the simulation in virtual environment do not match the experimental ones). In the 
first case, the last step of the virtual prototyping process will be the optimization, 
which aims to determine the optimal design of mechanical or mechatronic system 
(in terms of functionality, efficiency-energetic, or economic, by case). On the other 
hand, if the validation output is expressed by an invalid virtual model, the refining 
stage must be accomplished with the purpose to improve the fidelity of the virtual 
model by reference to the physical one. The refined virtual model is then analyzed 
(by simulation in virtual environment), followed by a new validation. In this way, 
Figure 2. 
The virtual prototyping workflow.
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The so described simulation process creates a closed loop, in which the con-
trolled inputs of the control application affect the simulation in the MBS environ-
ment, while the outputs from the MBS simulation affect the level of the controlled 
signals in DFC.
3. The virtual prototyping process
A complete virtual prototyping process is defined by the following five stages 
(see also the workflow schematic representation in Figure 2): modeling, analysis, 
validation, refining, and optimization. During the modeling stage, the specific 
components of the mechanical or mechatronic system (such as bodies, connections 
between bodies, actuating elements, and other force generating elements) are 
created by using the software solutions shown in Figure 1. The output from model-
ing is the initial virtual model, which is then analyzed (simulated/tested) with 
the purpose to determine the behavior of the mechanical or mechatronic system, 
in terms of movement (linear or angular positions, velocities, and accelerations, 
by case) and reaction force states. The results obtained through the simulation in 
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two cases can be reached: valid virtual model (when the virtual results fit with the 
experimental ones) and invalid virtual model (when the results obtained through 
the simulation in virtual environment do not match the experimental ones). In the 
first case, the last step of the virtual prototyping process will be the optimization, 
which aims to determine the optimal design of mechanical or mechatronic system 
(in terms of functionality, efficiency-energetic, or economic, by case). On the other 
hand, if the validation output is expressed by an invalid virtual model, the refining 
stage must be accomplished with the purpose to improve the fidelity of the virtual 
model by reference to the physical one. The refined virtual model is then analyzed 
(by simulation in virtual environment), followed by a new validation. In this way, 
Figure 2. 
The virtual prototyping workflow.
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an iterative process (refining—analysis—validation) is carried out until a valid 
virtual prototype is obtained, which will be then the subject for optimization.
The basic principle for a successful virtual prototyping process can be formu-
lated as follows: as complex as necessary and as simple as possible. This is in compli-
ance with Einstein’s statement: “A scientific theory should be as simple as possible, 
but no simpler.” The idea is to manipulate the simplifying assumptions in a way 
that reduces the complexity of the virtual model (in order to make the real-time 
simulation), but without affecting/altering the precision of the results. In other 
words, a useful virtual prototype should be a trade-off between simplicity and 
realism. In the following, the implementation of this basic principle regarding the 
modeling and refining will be discussed for the basic components of a mechanical 
or mechatronic system, namely, bodies, connections between bodies, and actuat-
ing elements. For each of them, the real modeling case and the specific simplifying 
assumptions (hypotheses) are presented in Table 2.
In the real case, all the bodies are flexible (deformable), more or less, depend-
ing on the state of loading to which they are subjected, having constant mass (in 
most cases) and variable inertia properties (by changing the geometric shape). The 
simplifying assumptions for the modeling of the bodies are obtained from the real 
case by successively neglecting certain properties, as follows:
1. Rigid bodies: the shape of the bodies does not change during the analysis, so 
their inertial properties become constant.
2. Point masses: the shape is neglected by considering that the whole body mass is 
concentrated in a point (the center of mass), and in this way the inertia prop-
erties are not taken into account.
3. Bodies without mass (massless bodies): both the mass and the inertia proper-
ties are neglected as a consequence of the fact that the bodies are modeled by 
2D elements/objects (such as lines, polylines, plane curves).
4. Composed restrictions: this is a special modeling case in which certain bodies 
are modeled as constraints between other bodies, such as constant distance or 
area constraints.
Components Real case Simplifying assumptions
Bodies • Deformable (flexible) bodies • Rigid bodies
• Point masses





• Deformable (flexible) contacts • Rigid contacts
• Joints
• Constraint equations
Actuating elements • Motors/actuators
• Human operators
• External factors
• Motor forces or torques
• Motion restrictions
Table 2. 
The modeling of the basic components.
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The modeling of the bodies by composed restrictions is not possible for all the 
bodies in a mechanical or mechatronic system, but only in the following cases:
• The body is a mobile one, and not the fixed part of the system (which must 
remain the reference part to which the global reference frame is attached).
• The body is not input (by which movement is introduced into the system) or 
output part (from which the movement is collected), and this is because the 
movement can be introduced/collected only through/from bodies.
• No external forces or torques are applied to the body, or no force generating 
elements are connected to the body, and this is because the forces can only act 
on bodies.
A more detailed discussion on the modeling of the bodies as composed restric-
tions can be performed in correlation with the MBS models of the four-bar mecha-
nism is schematically represented in Figure 3. So, the model shown in Figure 3a 
is a general one, with four bodies (three mobile parts, 1, 2, and 3, and the fixed 
part/ground, 0). Then, in Figure 3b and c, there models shown with three bodies 
(two mobile parts, 1 and 2 or 3, and the fixed part, 0) and one composed restric-
tion (constant distance between the corresponding ends of the rod 2 and ground, 
respectively, of the crank 1 and rocker 3). Finally, in Figure 3d, the model is shown 
with a minimum number of bodies (the rod 2 and the fixed part) and two com-
posed restrictions between the two bodies. The model with a minimum number 
of bodies is valid one only if the mobile body is at the same time input and output 
of the system, and this is possible because the body has three movements (two 
translations along the two axes of the representation plane and one rotation around 
the axis normal to this plane). The four MBS models shown in Figure 3 are defined 
by the following numbers of generalized coordinates (movement parameters—6 
per each mobile body): 18 (a), 12, (b and c), and 6 (d). Therefore, the model with 
a minimum number of bodies is the most convenient from the point of view of 
the complexity, which depends on the number of equations for determining the 
behavior of the system.
The connections between bodies (excepting the previously discussed com-
posed restrictions, which are not connections with a physical equivalent) are 
nothing else than contacts between the geometric forms/shapes of the bodies. 
These contacts can be classified in two groups, with representative examples in 
Figure 4, as follows:
• Stationary (permanent) contacts (Figure 4a), where the connection between 
bodies is kept as in the initial state during the entire analysis range (throughout 
the system operation)
• Nonstationary contacts (Figure 4b), where the connection between bodies 
changes during the analysis, either the contact is lost or it occurs or the type of 
contact changes (e.g., from surface contact to linear or point contact)
Given that the real modeling case of the bodies is flexible (deformable) bodies, 
the real modeling case for the connections between bodies will be contacts between 
flexible bodies (or briefly, flexible contacts). Then, the first simplifying assump-
tion for the modeling of the bodies (rigid bodies) is automatically transferred to 
the modeling of the connections, resulting rigid contacts (contacts between rigid 
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The modeling of the bodies by composed restrictions is not possible for all the 
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• The body is a mobile one, and not the fixed part of the system (which must 
remain the reference part to which the global reference frame is attached).
• The body is not input (by which movement is introduced into the system) or 
output part (from which the movement is collected), and this is because the 
movement can be introduced/collected only through/from bodies.
• No external forces or torques are applied to the body, or no force generating 
elements are connected to the body, and this is because the forces can only act 
on bodies.
A more detailed discussion on the modeling of the bodies as composed restric-
tions can be performed in correlation with the MBS models of the four-bar mecha-
nism is schematically represented in Figure 3. So, the model shown in Figure 3a 
is a general one, with four bodies (three mobile parts, 1, 2, and 3, and the fixed 
part/ground, 0). Then, in Figure 3b and c, there models shown with three bodies 
(two mobile parts, 1 and 2 or 3, and the fixed part, 0) and one composed restric-
tion (constant distance between the corresponding ends of the rod 2 and ground, 
respectively, of the crank 1 and rocker 3). Finally, in Figure 3d, the model is shown 
with a minimum number of bodies (the rod 2 and the fixed part) and two com-
posed restrictions between the two bodies. The model with a minimum number 
of bodies is valid one only if the mobile body is at the same time input and output 
of the system, and this is possible because the body has three movements (two 
translations along the two axes of the representation plane and one rotation around 
the axis normal to this plane). The four MBS models shown in Figure 3 are defined 
by the following numbers of generalized coordinates (movement parameters—6 
per each mobile body): 18 (a), 12, (b and c), and 6 (d). Therefore, the model with 
a minimum number of bodies is the most convenient from the point of view of 
the complexity, which depends on the number of equations for determining the 
behavior of the system.
The connections between bodies (excepting the previously discussed com-
posed restrictions, which are not connections with a physical equivalent) are 
nothing else than contacts between the geometric forms/shapes of the bodies. 
These contacts can be classified in two groups, with representative examples in 
Figure 4, as follows:
• Stationary (permanent) contacts (Figure 4a), where the connection between 
bodies is kept as in the initial state during the entire analysis range (throughout 
the system operation)
• Nonstationary contacts (Figure 4b), where the connection between bodies 
changes during the analysis, either the contact is lost or it occurs or the type of 
contact changes (e.g., from surface contact to linear or point contact)
Given that the real modeling case of the bodies is flexible (deformable) bodies, 
the real modeling case for the connections between bodies will be contacts between 
flexible bodies (or briefly, flexible contacts). Then, the first simplifying assump-
tion for the modeling of the bodies (rigid bodies) is automatically transferred to 
the modeling of the connections, resulting rigid contacts (contacts between rigid 
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bodies). Both in the case of flexible contacts and for rigid contacts, the connections 
do not restrict movements, but they introduce reaction forces and torques. The 
other simplifying assumptions for the modeling of the connections are the ones that 
restrict movements, namely, joints and constraint equations, which can be used 
only for the stationary connections (such as that shown in Figure 4a, where the 
contact between the two bodies of the hinge can be modeled as a revolute joint). It 
should be mentioned that the joint is a symbolical representation (like a modeling 
shortcut) in the software of the constraint equations, which can be classified in two 
categories: constraint equations generated by the software (through user-modeled 
joints), and constraint equations created by the user.
The actuating elements of the mechanical/mechatronic systems are usu-
ally found in the following categories (Figure 5): (a) rotary or linear motors/
actuators, (b) external factors (such as the wind action for a wind turbine or the 
road irregularities for a vehicle suspension system), and (c) human operators. 
Whatever the case, the actuating elements generate mechanical power, which is 
defined by two components: force and movement. In these terms, the actuating 
element can be modeled by one of the two mentioned components: motor force/
torque and motion restriction. The latter, by which the movement of the actuated 
(input) bodies is controlled, can be applied at the position, velocity or accelera-
tion (linear or angular, by case) level, usually as in time variation laws. On the 
other hand, the motion restrictions can be applied in joints (thus controlling the 
relative motion between the adjacent bodies, as in the case of the jack mechanism 
shown in Figure 5c, where the relative motion between the crank and the fixed 
support can be controlled in the revolute joint between the two) or in points 
(thus controlling the spatial or planar positions of certain points of interest on 
the body, for example the point located in the end-effector extremity of the 
industrial robot shown in Figure 5a).
Figure 4. 
Types of contacts (connections) between bodies: (a) stationary and (b) nonstationary.
Figure 3. 
MBS models for the four-bar mechanism: (a) 4-body model, (b, c) 3-body models and (d) 2-body model.
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4. The analysis flowchart
As it results from the ones presented in the second section of the paper, the central 
component of the virtual prototyping platform is the MBS software solution, which is 
the integrative solution used to simulate and optimize the behavior of the mechanical 
and mechatronic systems [11–15]. The analysis flowchart in MBS environment is sche-
matically represented in Figure 6. The types of analysis can be performed separately or 
coupled in a certain sequence depending on the degree of freedom (DOF) of the mecha-
nism, which expresses the number of uncontrolled (independent) movements, which 
take place under forces action. The basic components of a mechanical/mechatronic 
system can be structured in the following way: components that bring movement → 
mobile bodies; components that eliminate motion → connections between bodies (when 
they are modeled by joints or constraint equations); components that control motion → 
actuating elements (when they are modeled by motion restrictions). Thus, the number 
of degrees of freedom is given by the following equation (Gruebler’s count) [16]:
  DOF  =  6n–Σ (r +  r m ) (1)
where n is the number of mobile bodies, Σr is the sum of geometric restrictions 
(joints and/or composed restrictions), and Σrm is the sum of motion restrictions.
To better understand the above, Figure 7 shows three modeling cases for an open-
loop system formed by two bodies (the mobile part and the ground) connected by a 
revolute joint, with the following particularities: (a) there is no actuating element; (b) 
the actuating element is modeled by a motion restriction, controlling in this way the 
angular position of the rotating body/crank; and (c) the actuating element is modeled 
by a motor torque applied on the rotating body. For the three cases, the following 
numbers of degrees of freedom are corresponding: (a) DOF = 6–5 = 1; (b) DOF = 6 − 
(5 + 1) = 0; (c) DOF = 6 − 5 = 1. Therefore, the second model (b) has no independent 
motion, the angular positions of the crank being controlled (imposed) by the motion 
restriction regardless of the mass and the inertial properties of the body. In the first 
(a) and the third (c) case, respectively, the model has one uncontrolled motion (the 
rotation of the crank), which is influenced by the action of the forces (mass and 
inertia forces in the both cases, and in addition the motor torque in the third case). 
Thus, the motion restrictions remove degrees of freedom, by controlling the motion, 
while the motor forces/torques do not remove degrees of freedom.
Figure 5. 
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The four types of analysis shown in Figure 6 are defined by the following:
• Dynamics: inputs, the assembled configuration (bodies and connections), and 
the loads through forces and/or torques (all of them) outputs, the time histo-
ries of motion and reaction states
• Kinematics: inputs, the assembled configuration and motion restrictions  
(no forces/torques), and outputs, the time histories of motion
• Statics: inputs, the assembled configuration and the loads through forces 
and/or torques (excepting the forces that depend on velocity and accelera-
tion, such as damping and inertia forces), and output, the equilibrium 
configuration
• Inverse dynamics: inputs, the same as in dynamics, but with the actuating 
elements as in kinematics, and outputs, the motor forces/torques
Considering the particularities of the simplifying assumptions for the modeling 
or refining of the basic components of the mechanical/mechatronic systems (as pre-
sented in the 3rd section of the paper) and those of the types of analysis mentioned 
above, Table 3 shows the correlations between the simplifying assumptions and the 
analyses, which can be interpreted as validity fields for hypotheses (i.e., analyzss 
where the use of hypotheses does not generate errors).
Figure 6. 
Analysis flowchart of the mechanical/mechatronic systems.
Figure 7. 
(b) Controlled vs. (a, c) uncontrolled movement.
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The analysis methodology of the mechanical/mechatronic systems by using MBS 
software environment (ADAMS in this case) involves three stages: pre-processing 
(system modeling), processing (model running), and post-processing (processing 
results). The pre-processing stage involves indicating the input data, as follows: 
specifying information regarding the calculations to be performed, such as the 
type of analysis to be carried out, the units of measurement, the type of coordinate 
system (e.g., Cartesian), the gravitational acceleration vector, and the analysis 
time interval and modeling the components of the mechanical/mechatronic 
system (bodies, connections between bodies, actuating elements, and other force 
generating elements, such as springs or dampers, by case). The processing stage is 
performed automatically by the program, and consists from generating and solving 
the algebraic and differential equations that mathematically describe the system. 
The post-processing stage consists of processing the analysis results, by drawing 
variation diagrams/charts, generating tables with numerical values, and creating 
graphical animations, all of which providing an overview of how the mechanical/
mechatronic system behaves.
5. Case study
Based on the above, a case study corresponding to a high complexity system, 
namely, a suspension system for motor vehicles, is presented below. The virtual 
model contains the front and rear wheel suspension subsystems, as well as the 
actuating subsystem. The prototype is used for simulating the passing over bumps 
dynamic regime under laboratory conditions, through the use of a virtual test-
ing bench (Figure 8). The approach is a mechatronic one, in the sense that the 
actuating subsystem, containing four linear actuators that sustain/support and 
move the wheels, is controlled in such a way as to ensure the desired running path 
profile by the vertical displacements that apply to the wheels. The virtual model 
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The validity fields of the simplifying assumptions.
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The front wheels suspension subsystem.
of the mechanical device (including the two suspension subsystems, the car body, 
and the testing bench) was developed by using the MBS software environment 
ADAMS. The 3D solid model was developed with the help of the CAD software 
environment CATIA, the transfer to ADAMS being performed as described in the 
second section of the chapter.
The front wheels suspension subsystem (Figure 9) contains two independent 
Short-Long Arm (SLA) mechanisms, also called double-wishbone. The lower 
(long) and upper (short) arms of the mechanism are double-hinged to the car body 
by using bushings (compliant joints), while the other ends (outward) of the arms 
are connected to the wheel carriers by spherical joints. The same type of joints was 
used for the connections of the steering rods to the adjacent parts (wheel carriers 
and car body). The rear wheels suspension subsystem (Figure 10) ensures the 
guiding of the whole axle in the relative movement to the car body by a so-called 4S 
Figure 8. 
The MBS virtual model of the vehicle.
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suspension mechanism, with four longitudinal arms that are connected to the adja-
cent bodies by bushings. In the case of the front suspension, the spring and damper 
groups are mounted between upper arms and car body, while for the rear suspen-
sion, these elastic and damping elements are arranged between axle and car body. 
For the both suspension systems, the bumpers limiting the run (extension, and 
respectively compression), which are nonstationary elastic elements, are disposed 
inside the dampers, thus limiting the relative displacement between the two parts of 
the damper (cylinder and piston).
The connections between the wheels and the upper platters of the actuators were 
modeled by contact forces between the corresponding geometries, which allow 
considering the stiffness and damping properties of the tires, as well as the fric-
tion between the bodies. As mentioned, the vertical displacement of the actuator 
plates is controlled so as to simulate the passing of the vehicle over various types of 
obstacles (road irregularities), the movement being transmitted to the wheels and 
then, through the suspension mechanisms, to the car body. The control system for 
the actuating elements (Figure 11) was designed with the help of the DFC software 
solution engineering analysis systems (EASY5). In this model, the MBS mechanical 
device is referred by the ADAMS Mechanism block. It should be mentioned that 
ADAMS and EASY5 software solutions are produced—marketed by MSC Software 
Corp., so the compatibility between them (in terms of facilities for data transfer for 
the purpose of co-simulation) is very good.
The modeling of the actuation and control system was carried out in mecha-
tronic concept, by integrating the mechanical model (Figures 8–10) and the control 
system model (Figure 11) at the virtual prototype level. Thus, the two models (MBS 
and DFC) are being tested—verified simultaneously, minimizing the risk that the 
control law not to be followed by the mechanical model. In this case, the mechanical 
and control models are connected and communicate one with other through the 
use of ADAMS/Controls. The communication scheme between the MBS model and 
the control system is shown in Figure 12. The inputs into the mechanical model 
(outputs from the control system) are the motor forces developed by the four linear 
actuators, while the outputs from ADAMS (inputs into EASY5) are the vertical 
positions of the wheel actuator plates.
The input and output plants were defined by using a set of ADAMS state vari-
ables. The input state variables (the motor forces) are defined in ADAMS by null 
values, going to receive their values from the control application. The input variable 
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is called by using the predefined function VARVAL (variable), which returns the 
value of the variable. For the output state variables, the time functions return the 
linear displacements along the vertical axis (Y). The output variables are modeled 
by using the predefined function DY (To Marker, From Marker), where the markers 
represent coordinate systems belonging to the adjacent parts (actuator cylinder and 
piston respectively), placed in the translational joint between the two parts of the 
actuator. The input variables are reported by plant input, PIN1–4, and the output 
variables by plant output, POU1–4. Information related to the input and output 
plants are saved in a specific file for EASY5 (*.inf); at the same time, a command 
file (*.cmd) and a data file (*.adm) are generated for the subsequent co-simulation. 
In the ADAMS Mechanism interface block, the execution mode is then defined; in 
this case co-simulation, specifying also the interval with which ADAMS/Controls, 
writes the results to files and adapts the animation and the communication range 
between ADAMS and EASY5 [17].
As mentioned, the vertical positions of the wheel actuator plates are imposed to 
simulate the passing of the wheels over bumps (road irregularities). For the study 
presented in this work, it was considered the road profile shown in Figure 13, which 
includes four speed bumps with a height of 20 mm. The delays between the excita-
tions of the wheels (front-rear and left-right, respectively) correspond to a vehicle 
speed of 20 km/h (the vehicle has the wheelbase, i.e., the distance between the front 
and rear axles, of 2.4 m). In the DFC (control system) model shown in Figure 11, 
the imposed movement laws were defined by using the step function generator 
blocks SF1–SF4. This type of input data block is defined by the time at initiation of 
step input (To_SF) and the step input value (STP_SF). The step is triggered when 
Figure 12. 
The input and output plants.
Figure 11. 
The DFC model of the control system.
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time equals T0_SF and steps to a value of STP_SF, in accordance with the following 
conditional function:
 IF (TIME < T0 _ SF) THEN S _ Out _ SF  =  0 ELSE S _ Out _ SF  =  STP _ SF,    (2)
where S_Out_SF is the step signal output, which is compared (by using a sum-
ming junction block) with the current position provided by the MBS model.
For each of the four linear actuators, PID controller was used as a control ele-
ment. This controller corrects the difference between the imposed (desired) and 
current (measured) values of a specific parameter by computing and applying a 
compensatory measure that adapts the system properly [18, 19]. The optimal design 
of the controller can be achieved both by methods specific to the control theory 
(e.g., root locus, frequency methods), as well as by optimal parametric design 
techniques [20–22]. For this work, the optimization was performed by using the 
scripting capabilities integrated in EASY5 Matrix Algebra Tool (MAT), the control 
system model being managed as an EMX function. The optimization procedure is 
similar with that presented in [23]. The optimization goal is to minimize the differ-
ence between the imposed and current values of the actuator plate vertical position, 
while the design variables are the proportional (P), integral, (I) and derivative (D) 
factors of the controller.
In the conditions specified above, the time history variations of the vertical 
positions of the front and rear actuator plates are shown in Figure 14. The mechan-
ical powers developed by the four linear actuators for generating the predefined 
Figure 13. 
The road profile simulated by the virtual test bench.
Figure 14. 
The vertical displacements of the front (a) and rear (b) actuator plates.
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movement laws, which were determined by multiplying the motor forces by 
the linear velocities of the actuator plates, are the ones shown in Figure 15. 
Some results that describe the dynamic behavior of the vehicle are presented in 
Figure 15. 
The power developed by the front (a) and rear (b) linear actuators.
Figure 16. 
The main linear (a) and angular (b) oscillations of the car body.
Figure 17. 
Example of conversion from solid body to flexible body.
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Figure 16, namely, the vertical displacement of the car body (a), which is mea-
sured in its center of mass and the roll and pitch oscillations/angles (b).
Further, the guiding arms of the front and rear suspension mechanisms, which 
were initially modeled as rigid bodies, were discretized into finite elements, for 
studying their deformability and stress state. The conversion from solid to flexible 
was achieved by using ADAMS/AutoFlex. For example, Figure 17 shows the conver-
sion window for the rear upper right arm, while in Figure 18 the finite element 
model of this body, along with its first three vibration modes. It should be men-
tioned that ADAMS/AutoFlex allows viewing 18 vibration modes per flexible body, 
each mode of vibration being characterized by a modal frequency and a mode shape 
[24]. A dynamic simulation graphical frame for the compliant model (with flexible 
bodies), focused on the rear axle guiding mechanism, is shown in Figure 19, reveal-
ing the stress state of the guiding arms.
Many other results can be extracted from the simulations in virtual environ-
ment, for all the objects—components of the virtual model (e.g., bodies, connec-
tions between bodies, actuating elements, elastic and damping elements) and for 
any type of parameter (e.g., motion, force, energy), including results that cannot 
be measured experimentally for various reasons (such as lack of adequate sensors, 
hard to reach areas, high temperatures in the measuring area, and others). At the 
same time, by studying the influence of the various parameters that define the 
model (such as the global coordinates of the joint locations or the elastic and damp-
ing coefficients of the spring and damper assemblies) on the vehicle behavior, its 
kinematic and dynamic optimization can be simplified, by selecting the parameters 
which significantly influences the comfort, stability, or maneuverability of the 
vehicle.
Figure 18. 
The FEA model of the rear upper right arm.
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The use of virtual prototyping software platforms in the analysis and optimiza-
tion of the mechanical and mechatronic systems offers important benefits, which 
focus on reducing the costs, as well as the design and development time while 
increasing the quality (operational performances of the products). The virtual 
prototypes are not made from real materials (such as steel, aluminum or wood) 
that are generally expensive, but from bits, with which any type of material can 
be simulated. Other significant cost reductions result from the fact that virtual 
prototyping does not involve destroying prototypes during testing (e.g., in the real 
car crash tests), the virtual prototype being restored to its original state by a simple 
mouse click. Multiple design variations (in various parameter combinations) can 
be explored early, without going through expensive (and often superficial) physi-
cal prototyping cycles. The virtual prototyping technique allows the replication on 
computer of both the product itself and the specific operating (working) environ-
ment. Among the critical success factors regarding the successful implementation 
of the virtual prototyping platforms, we can point to well-defined process, system-
level orientation, efficient setting of the goal, rapid dynamics of the simulation, 
and high-quality infrastructure (hardware and software).
Figure 19. 
Dynamic simulation graphical frame.
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Chapter 5
Renovation and Reuse of 
Waste Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment in the Direction of 
Eco-Design
Panagiotis Sinioros, Abas Amir Haidari, Nikolaos Manousakis, 
Michael Lasithiotakis and Ourania Tzoraki
Abstract
Nowadays there is a higher need of strict and broader legislation in waste 
electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) recycling industry to reduce environ-
mental effects of WEEE. Environmental challenges include pollution, exhaustion 
of natural resources, waste management and reduction of landfills. High speed in 
technological development in many sectors puts many products in great challenge 
of obsoleting almost immediately after their purchase. In particular, this is the fate 
for electrical and electronic equipment (EEE). They are forever-improving and 
incorporate state of the art innovations. This provide many benefits; however, at the 
same time, its expansion results in rapidly growing waste stream of WEEE. WEEE 
contains a combination of all these situations, including for example, batteries, 
plastics of quality, precious metals and toxic soldering metals. The reuse and 
renovation of WEEE are therefore very critical because of its significant ecological 
environmental impacts. Sustainable development is not a static situation, but a 
state of dynamic balance between human and environmental system. The current 
chapter explores sustainability planning and strategies such as eco-design, and 
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avoiding future financial crisis is possible, while scientists predict no regulation will 
save the planet from devastating consequences. Climate change further than envi-
ronmental issues has serious social implications, from displacing people from areas 
they lived for generation to rising food prices. In addition, it will create economic 
threats in many countries that are comparable in size to world wars [5].
There is a third serious crisis that we are already facing: the exhaustion of limited 
natural resources. Finishing mineral oils is well known, but other natural resources 
too, for example, rare earths and precious metals. Nowadays, the objectives of wars 
and conflicts are land, water, food and mineral resources, and it is a proof that 
production and consumption have reached saturation point that cannot be a model 
of growth for a planet that will reach 9 billion in 2050. Despite efforts, industrial-
ized countries consume 70% of global resources and host only 20% of world’s 
population. Three sectors of consumption are primarily responsible for this: food/
agriculture, transport/tourism, housing/energy consumption in buildings. These 
sectors account for about 80% of environmental impact of EU countries [6].
Brundtland Commission formulated “Sustainable Development” model in 
1987 [7] as a development that meets needs of present living generations, without 
compressing the ability of future generations to meet their needs. In 1992, more 
than 170 countries agreed to fight for sustainable development as set out in Agenda 
21 [8], where specific work on production, consumption and policy is formulated, 
and possible meters are proposed. Despite the breadth and complexity of the issue, 
these six key principles describe how a viable community should interact with other 
communities and nature:
• Protection of the environment: Protection of resources and life support 
systems needed to maintain human well-being and life.
• Development: Improving “quality of life,” whose economic growth is a part of 
it, not a single objective!
• Future: It takes into account the interests of future generations in relation to 
what we leave behind.
• Equality: Fair distribution of resources, between developed, developing and 
even least developing countries (as each has a role to play and a cost to pay) in 
transition to sustainability. In particular, the most vulnerable (least developed 
countries) should be top priorities.
• Diversity: Different environmental, social and economic systems are generally 
more powerful and less vulnerable to irreversible or catastrophic damage. It is 
also a choice to more sustainable choices.
• Participation: Sustainability is not imposable; it requires support and involve-
ment of all society’s sectors and communities. This requires ensuring opportu-
nities for participation in decision-making process.
1.1 Characteristics of sustainable development
• Conservation of resources
• Respect for the views of all interested parties
• Cooperation and partnership
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• Follow-up to the precautionary principle
• Encourage subsidiarity: make decisions at the lowest achievable level
• Promoting personal freedom: satisfying needs without harming the environ-
ment or people
• Esthetic treatment: protect and create beauty spots and items
The term “sustainability” has been introduced by Victor Papanek in his publica-
tions [9, 10]. Already significant networks, including the environmentally friendly-
designing international O2 network (www. o2.org), established as early as 1988 
[11] and, even more lately, the biggest networks and design establishments, have 
been effecting to introduce sustainability-design practices (DFS). Although there 
is still a lot of surface debate and some initiatives, especially from big companies, 
can be detected as green “laundering” (false or excessive green claims in advertising 
without real action), the current trend with DFS is constantly increasing.
With small efforts in research, it is apparently lagging behind in current devel-
opment and market demands of DFS professions, and the few available programs 
for the growing number of young and enthusiastic students who they want to 
engage in DFS. Designers in broadest sense, including engineers and commercial 
creators, are still very often part of the current sovereign economic system, aim-
ing at quantitative development as the sole objective of encouraging growing 
consumerism and wastage due to disposable products. These cause massive flows 
of resources from nature to waste disposal areas within a shockingly short period 
of time and the sale, through advertising and communication, of “goods” that you 
do not need but promote a modern useless lifestyle as the only desirable model of 
world prosperity.
Furthermore, engineers and scientists are not often strategic decision-makers 
and operate just at the bottom of the command structure. Sustainable development 
managers need to sit at the decision-making desks to push a real change. They need 
to be “loaded” with expertise of sustainability-based research and evidence, but also 
methods for evaluating and directing development and evidence-based planning 
decisions. They need to know about the history, problems and motivations of DFS 
theory and practice, and should adopt a more participatory practical design by first 
listening to stakeholders, understanding their problems and motivations, and then 
trying to develop more sustainable solutions [12].
2. Sustainability and eco-design of EEE with reuse of parts and materials
2.1 Reuse of parts and materials
Generic reuse strategies (include recycling, repair, rehabilitation and rebuild-
ing) all are important strategies for sustainable production, because they help 
reduce landfill and the need for new material to be used in production. Rebuild, 
reconstruction and restoration (also referred to as recycling of products, com-
modity recuperation or resale market functions) are the various manufacturing 
techniques that use elements from used materials and are advantageous for 
recycling (recovery/reuse of content). Recycling defines the number of activities 
that gather, identify, process and use recycled materials in the manufacture of 
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• Reconstruction is a practice of “addition,” whereas recycling is just a method 
of “lowering,” so restoration of the material increases the value to the waste 
by converting it to functional condition. But at the other hand, recycling 
decreases the commodity to its raw resources.
• Reduction (which was) used in the manufacturing of the original material 
will be wasted after recycling it. The objective of this is to restore as complete 
as feasible the consumer goods, thus keeping energy and incoming resources 
of their first construction. However, recycling loses most of this energy and 
resources through reduction in raw materials. And this loss is even greater if 
energy used to extract raw materials and transport them is taken into account.
• Using the raw material recovery strategy, the waste of energy and assets to 
extract a marketable product from the waste product is greater. This may be 
because twice resources are expended on the processing of raw materials. 
Essentially, the product is “reduced” to resources (e.g., pouring smelting) but 
also, afterward, the resurrected materials are turned into goods.
• Engineers might be hesitant to using recycled materials since their perfor-
mance could be uncertain [15]. Reconstruction is typically much more efficient 
in bulk material restoration than recycling, particularly for structural and 
electromechanical massive and complex materials.
The decision to implement product recovery should be carefully considered, 
as it may in some cases be counterproductive to sustainable development, for 
example by helping ineffective products to remain in circulation longer than is 
desirable. This is the case when a newer generation of products tends to be more 
environmentally friendly and efficient in operation; for example, new technology 
washing machines usually require less water, detergent and electricity. It is better 
that ideal product recovery is being used when it is both profitable and beneficial 
to the environment. Other issues to consider include creating new business models 
that include an effective reverse logistics system and ensuring sufficient quantities 
of used products (cores) to support product recovery processes. This is particularly 
important as consumers will only buy recovered products if they are considerably 
less expensive than other new products [16]. In the example of residential com-
modities, guaranteeing sufficient distribution of product is especially challenging, 
as it cannot be defined when these consumer goods will complete their lifespan. 
Optimally, commodity recuperation operations must be focused on eliminating 
substantial greenhouse emissions from the conveyance, as sections of the cycle 
actually occur at separate locations or, worse, when the waste material is shipped for 
processing and afterward brought back for purchase into the home country. There 
is a ranking predominantly centered on quality within a material recuperation 
method. Restoration is at the peak of this ranking since it’s the only method of com-
modity recuperation that can return discarded goods in terms of quality, reliability 
and consistency to a standard competitive to that of new alternative commodities.
2.2 Sustainability and eco-design of EEE
Sustainability and eco-design of electrical and electronic equipment can be 
achieved by consumer awareness and the search for sustainable solutions, the 
requirement for legislation that ensures greater producer responsibility and green-
sustainable programs, ensuring a competitive advantage for companies leading such 
efforts, the development of social responsibility and the need for business owners 
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and consumers to invest their money and whatever that is reasonable and useful for 
people and the planet.
The EU’s most important legislative instruments on the design of electrical and 
electronic equipment aim to save energy, manage the end of life and resource effi-
ciency as key issues. The key legislative acts are Directive 2002/96/ EC on WEEE and 
Directive 2002/95/EC on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances 
in electrical and electronic equipment (RoHS). The WEEE and RoHS Directives are 
indicative of a policy strategy of boosting manufacturer accountability for recycling 
and management funding, reduce the environmental impact of electrical and 
electronic equipment and promote the recycling of valuable resources [17].
In conjunction with both the WEEE and RoHS Directives, Directive 2005/32/EC 
[18] laying down a guideline for establishing environmentally friendly design require-
ments for EUP is also significant because it spans the entire life cycle of energy-based 
products and the establishment of particular environmentally friendly design 
requirements for specific product groups through stakeholders involved in consulta-
tion processes. After end-of-life issues have been addressed with the WEEE and RoHS 
Directives, environmental significance of use phase due to energy consumption has 
also become evident in relation to increase in climate change threats. Thus, EUP 
Directive predicts energy efficiency of electrical and electronic products. However, 
additional design requirements for certain products (e.g., dishwashers and washing 
machines) that consume water and detergents during use phase are addressed in EUP 
reports and documents [19] and items with an impact on power consumption namely 
insulation, window frames, waterproof illumination, etc. The important regulatory 
platform is the current waste class division implemented in the European Waste 
Directive, which encourages waste reduction and preservation and whether products 
and resources are circulated. This would also influence design specifications, such 
as easy access to useful materials and competitive recycling capability, including 
recycling technologies. That package of all these four guidelines may be regarded as 
an attempt to achieve the European Integrated Policies Policy (IPP) goals.
Strong policy instruments to support sustainable planning activities also include 
the so-called green public procurement (GPP) or sustainable contracts. The public 
sector typically accounts for 10–20% of GDP, and annual investment from public 
procurement alone in the EU amounts to 72 trillion or 17% of GDP [20]. The “green 
procurement” has a growing importance in Europe. However, its pace of implemen-
tation varies considerably between various European countries. Current develop-
ments in EU policy and the EU 2020 strategy [21] further strengthen ambitions in 
the field of green public procurement and their implementation in practice. Most 
EU Member States have adopted national action plans for sustainable procure-
ment, including objectives and implementing measures. An important factor in 
eco-design is ecological and communication labels, which remains a useful tool for 
rapidly exchanging information along the supply chain and between consumers. 
The most eco-labels for electronic products include the Nordic Swan, the Blue Angel 
(Blaue Engel) and the American Energy Star Label, the EU eco-label or the vari-
ous energy efficiency labels defined in the EU Member States for specific product 
categories, such as large household appliances [22].
Simultaneously, policymakers, manufacturing firms, customer groups, journal-
ists and also investors are increasingly seeking data from end-users, manufacturers 
and retailers regarding environmental consequences and sustainable development. 
Therefore, it is very significant to be able to track the products and their compo-
nents to the original source throughout the entire supply chain. It is compulsory for 
those who import consumables into the EU market and their suppliers to provide 
data on adherence to EUP specifications. Across the USA, government requires 
corporations to use industry consultants to guarantee that their raw materials are 
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not troublesome [23]. The problematic metals are widely used in electrical and 
electronic equipment (e.g., tantalum, gold, tungsten and derivatives). This requires 
the management of information along the supply chain, the standardization and 
digitization of relevant information, and respect for the confidentiality and com-
petitive advantage of this information.
With regard to the standardization of EEE products, many national and 
international standards relate to sustainable design. International Organization 
for Standardization (ISO) published in 2002 a technical report ISO/TR 14062 [24]. 
This report refers to methods, tools and best practices for integrating environmen-
tal aspects into product design and development. It is currently being transported 
to ISO 14006 for the implementation of eco-design in Environmental Management 
Systems under the ISO 14000 series (ISO 14006 [25]). Although neither the 
technical report nor the new standard is intended to be used as standards for 
certification and recording purposes, certification bodies and companies have 
already used them for labeling activities, for example, environmental statements 
for cars, such as KIA [26] and Daimler [27]. As consumer demand for sustainable 
products is constantly increasing, new research bodies with ecological and social 
consciousness, for example, the Sinus Institute Heidelberg [28], describe con-
sumer behavior.
3.  Comparing reuse options; reconstruction, renovation and repair, 
including planning principles for sustainability
These three major recycling possibilities aren’t in fact equal, but rather 
a ranking exists among them, with reconstruction at the highest level, then 
restoration, and finally repair. Reconstruction is a practice of upgrading a used 
commodity to a minimum to the new product quality requirements and provid-
ing the resulting product a warranty that would be at least on par with that of 
the new produced alternative [29]. At present, reconstructing is typically profit-
able for large and complex mechanical and electromechanical products that 
follow an extremely stable technological process and for materials and compo-
nents that are expensive to manufacture or can become expensive in the future. 
The value of component reuse in relation to dismantling costs makes manually 
dismantling these products worthwhile, allowing the reconstruction of profit-
able products. Reconstruction can be differentiated from repair and renovation, 
at four key points:
• Reconstructed products have a guarantee equal to that of new alternatives, 
while repaired and renovated have lower guarantees. Typically, with the 
renovation, the warranty applies to all important parts that are damaged, and 
the repair is only applicable to the repaired part.
• Reconstruction requires more effort than the other two methods, with the out-
come that the standard and efficiency of its commodities appear to be greater.
• Reproduced devices lose their identities when rebuilt and refurbished maintain 
their own as all parts of a commodity are recycled in the reconstruction and 
new ones are replaced by people who can no longer at minimum return to their 
initial standards.
• Reconstructing may include upgrading the product used beyond its original 
specifications, which is not the case for repair and renovation.
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The main advantage of reconstruction is that it allows to combine the low price and 
good quality of the products, especially when the reconstruction also involves increasing 
the performance and quality of the products used beyond their original standards when 
these were new. Xerox is a typical example of successful reconstruction since its copi-
ers are typically subjected to seven life cycles. This means that seven revenue streams 
are generated from the construction of a single product, and materials are diverted 
from landfill or recycling at least six times [30]. The disadvantage of reconstruction 
with regard to smaller product recovery processes is its higher cost because of the more 
resources used and most of the work required to get the reconstructed product.
Thus, there are many products where the reconstruction would have a prohibi-
tive cost given the current reconstruction technology and the basic knowledge 
required. Major home appliance manufacturers, such as Lec Refrigeration and 
Merloni, implicitly suggest that rebuilding of household appliances has a prohibi-
tive cost, at least within EU. The main reason is cost of manual labor involved in 
reconstructing and additional costs, such as costs for testing with safety standards 
that are accurate. Cost of these tests in new production can be limited by “run” per 
batch, but in reconstruction, tests have to be done individually.
3.1 Planning principles for sustainability
Several basic rules of sustainability management can be enforced to all types of 
commodities, including electrical and electronic equipment. These can be illus-
trated as follows:
• A real issue, originating from an actual problem and working on solutions that 
are culturally, ecologically and financially advantageous
• Research, specifically, of processes and facilities, not commodities, such as not 
beginning with the development of a washer and dryer, with the air to satisfy 
consumers but finding environmentally friendly ways of cleaning clothes
• Participation of users, operators and various experts in design process as much 
as possible
• Attempting to investigate all the different dimensions and criteria, as well as 
prioritizing hierarchies according to the timing and scope of the project
3.2 Life cycle consideration
Considering that the lifespan is an integral and absolutely essential aspect of DFS, 
this covers all aspects of the lifespan of a product, from resource extraction to the 
phases of use and end of life. In this sense, policies for reuse and recycling including 
biodegradation, incineration and final disposal are being introduced. DFS seeks to 
continually improve the sustainability of the entire system at all levels of the lifespan 
of the commodity, such as removing harmful chemicals, improving efficiency and 
performance, promoting reuse and recycling. In addition, DFS analyzes the context 
of use and the systems in which products and services are added to the life cycle with 
the prospect of a sustainable product-service-system design [31]. When designing 
sustainable product service system, the whole mentioned system will be considered.
3.3 EEE usage phase
The minimization of energy during the use of electronic products is the main 
objective of the EUP Directive. The EUP criteria for the different product categories 
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not troublesome [23]. The problematic metals are widely used in electrical and 
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specifications, which is not the case for repair and renovation.
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objective of the EUP Directive. The EUP criteria for the different product categories 
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cover for example the energy consumption during the use of the appliances and the 
standby power consumption. Although energy consumption thresholds are manda-
tory for all products covered by the Directive, no design strategies or additional 
measures to encourage the so-called sustainable user behavior are defined.
Therefore, the use process consists of several phases, such as commodity acqui-
sition, start-up, utilization, maintenance restoration and recycling, and consumer 
attitudes at any stage that is hard to anticipate. During the engineering process, 
extra effort should be undertaken to influence customer behavior, for example, 
to provide characteristics and data through the packaging in the commodity and 
customer information to cultivate customer’s economically viable attitude.
Design strategies for optimizing the use phase include the following:
• Knowledge delivery, support infrastructure and possibilities for environmen-
tally responsible use and recovery after use
• Maintenance operations architecture
• Incorporation of functionalities to reduce power expenditure (e.g., the display 
of vacuum cleaner effectiveness data—indication signal in case a filter change 
is required)
• Inspiring and persuading buyers to reconsider their practices, such as not using 
dryers and drying clothes outside, laundering only under maximum load and 
at lower temperatures, etc., and additionally marketing them in an enjoyable 
and pleasurable manner, or issuing customer and group rewards [32].
4. Repair of products in industry; tools and rules for sustainable design
4.1 Repair of products in industry
One of the most typical product repair applications, which will be discussed 
in this section, is that of computers. The repair of computers and other office 
products, such as printers, has been going on for over 20 years and is not guided 
by the original manufacturers but by independent experts who have identified 
a commercial opportunity. Most manufacturers do not yet have the repair as a 
priority for serving their customers or the market, so demand is still met mainly by 
independent providers. Reopenable computers and print products can generally be 
categorized into three categories: repaired, renovated and reconstructed. There are 
currently a growing number of manufacturers who have put in place procedures to 
provide second-hand equipment to their customers, with some using “home-based” 
services and others involving independent experts as service providers. In the 
absence of legislation and standards, acceptable practices will be different among 
all suppliers of second-hand equipment (whether manufacturers or specialists), but 
the following descriptions provide a guide to product expectations within the three 
categories and throughout the computer market.
4.2 Tools and rules for sustainable design
To facilitate sustainability planners, there is already a wealth of tools and 
methods available to help integrate the environmental, social and economic aspects 
of planning processes. The most complex tool is Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), and 
the simplest are the rules of thumb that experts have formulated to give guidance 
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to the design process. Through cumulative knowledge acquired for decades, various 
thumb rules have been developed concerning the following:
• Longer-lived products that consume significant amounts of energy, fuel, water, 
and other consumables that, during their lifetimes, very often, have significant 
environmental impacts occurring during use phase (making the reduction in 
consumption during use phase)
• Longer-lived moving products, for example, energy-consuming vehicles in 
practice, where the weight and other effects on energy consumption in the 
active/in-use phase are usually more important and consumables, for example, 
products with a very short life span that are lost or dissolved during use, where 
it is important to be non-toxic and biodegradable
5. Reusability and after that
5.1 Repair
Any fault or damage intervention, identification and correction is called repair. 
A mechanical or electrical repair will return a commodity to a working state, while 
a decorative repair can inflict cosmetic damage to the outside appearance and/
or spots (e.g., crack, stain, scratch or rupture). A certified technician or a service 
center could restore a commodity regionally of the manufacturer or specialist. 
The test is only performed to ensure that the repair has eliminated or corrected the 
particular defect identified. Repairs are inherent activities in more extensive repair 
or rebuild processes.
5.2 Renovation
Renovation is one of the two processes associated with most reused products. 
It is carried out in a factory with functional specifications, involving a larger set of 
tools, cleaning solutions, solvents, paints and other surface treatment options. The 
upgrade is described as the return of a used product to a performance or quality 
greater than it was when it was brand new. While the refurbishment process does 
not seek to increase the original manufacturing capacity of the product, larger spare 
parts may be added if genuine spare parts are no longer available, or later higher-
capacity components are of comparable cost. A refurbished product generally has a 
limited warranty, depending on the supplier (original manufacturer or independent 
specialist).
5.3 Reconstruction
Reconstruction is more complex than refurbishment and is a thorough, complete 
dismantling and reassembly process that returns a used product at least to the 
originally determined state. Depending on the processes of the remanufacturer 
(either original manufacturer or independent specialist), the disassembly process 
can either preserve the identity of the original product (through serial number) 
or provide a completely new identification system (supported by a new serial 
number).
Reconstruction includes detailed cleaning, testing and diagnosis of all dis-
mantled parts. Components, depending on their commercial viability, are either 
repaired or replaced. Repairs to components or sub-assemblies are performed by 
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tory for all products covered by the Directive, no design strategies or additional 
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services and others involving independent experts as service providers. In the 
absence of legislation and standards, acceptable practices will be different among 
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the following descriptions provide a guide to product expectations within the three 
categories and throughout the computer market.
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To facilitate sustainability planners, there is already a wealth of tools and 
methods available to help integrate the environmental, social and economic aspects 
of planning processes. The most complex tool is Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), and 
the simplest are the rules of thumb that experts have formulated to give guidance 
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to the design process. Through cumulative knowledge acquired for decades, various 
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environmental impacts occurring during use phase (making the reduction in 
consumption during use phase)
• Longer-lived moving products, for example, energy-consuming vehicles in 
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active/in-use phase are usually more important and consumables, for example, 
products with a very short life span that are lost or dissolved during use, where 
it is important to be non-toxic and biodegradable
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Any fault or damage intervention, identification and correction is called repair. 
A mechanical or electrical repair will return a commodity to a working state, while 
a decorative repair can inflict cosmetic damage to the outside appearance and/
or spots (e.g., crack, stain, scratch or rupture). A certified technician or a service 
center could restore a commodity regionally of the manufacturer or specialist. 
The test is only performed to ensure that the repair has eliminated or corrected the 
particular defect identified. Repairs are inherent activities in more extensive repair 
or rebuild processes.
5.2 Renovation
Renovation is one of the two processes associated with most reused products. 
It is carried out in a factory with functional specifications, involving a larger set of 
tools, cleaning solutions, solvents, paints and other surface treatment options. The 
upgrade is described as the return of a used product to a performance or quality 
greater than it was when it was brand new. While the refurbishment process does 
not seek to increase the original manufacturing capacity of the product, larger spare 
parts may be added if genuine spare parts are no longer available, or later higher-
capacity components are of comparable cost. A refurbished product generally has a 
limited warranty, depending on the supplier (original manufacturer or independent 
specialist).
5.3 Reconstruction
Reconstruction is more complex than refurbishment and is a thorough, complete 
dismantling and reassembly process that returns a used product at least to the 
originally determined state. Depending on the processes of the remanufacturer 
(either original manufacturer or independent specialist), the disassembly process 
can either preserve the identity of the original product (through serial number) 
or provide a completely new identification system (supported by a new serial 
number).
Reconstruction includes detailed cleaning, testing and diagnosis of all dis-
mantled parts. Components, depending on their commercial viability, are either 
repaired or replaced. Repairs to components or sub-assemblies are performed by 
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the remanufacturer or shipped to a specialist on the product. Upgrades are also 
provided for parts of the hardware when commercially available, and any other 
changes to the software or logistics infrastructure should also be included in the 
rebuilding process.
Restoration is conducted at a factory location with appropriate sets of equipment 
and measurements similar to that used in initial production with guidance found 
in the method of audit documentation. Due to the complete removal of the items, 
the factory default configuration must be deleted or modified. Furthermore, new 
additions and improvements can be introduced in order to provide commodities 
with the latest available innovations compared to standard prototypes. Refurbished 
commodities can, therefore, be identical to current production versions, checked 
at the same standard, and commonly sold as “new” with a complete or revised 
insurance.
It has to be mentioned that the standard engineering term of reconstruction in 
the field of information technology is more like rebuilding, as very few are actu-
ally reconstructed in the same way a component was originally constructed. Most 
computer and printer vendors will use specialized manufacturers to build key 
components and subsystems (such as processors, memories, optical drives, and 
hard drives), and the cost of replacing with a modern component is generally lower 
than repairing older defective product.
5.4 Upgrading
Repair can be part of the renovation or rebuild process. Upgrades can be devel-
oped to meet customer-related issues, or programmed events in the product life 
cycle, especially when the product is complex and designed for long service life. 
Improvement tends to increase or boosts the efficiency of the device by upgrading 
its capabilities or performance, along with changing or incorporating components 
or modules to enhance the capabilities of the original model. Just like the repair, the 
examination is minimal and then only to ensure proper implementation and opera-
tion of the improvement.
Several adjustments may improve the item’s capability further than the level 
of initial manufacturing processes, and some may even push a commodity to the 
latest model standards. It is dependent on an item’s evolutionary interoperability 
that relies on the prototype technical adaptability and the ability to improve a model 
throughout its lifespan.
Improvements could also emerge from the absence of the initial product, which 
may result in improvements caused by a lack of option in repair and refurbishment.
5.5 The secondary product market
While the reconstruction of electrical equipment cannot mitigate ecological 
advantages and competitiveness, it can be accepted regarding social aspects such 
as addressing inequality, unemployment and absence of qualifications. The policy 
choice to be decided throughout the context of second-hand trade functions for 
some types of commodities such as home equipment should be whether or not 
ecological issues and their decreased productivity can be overcome by their tre-
mendous social gains and re-operating ecological gains. Therefore, the ecological 
risks are likely to overshadow the significant social benefits. Some socioeconomic 
positive effects of resale business operations comprise employment advancement, 
improving the overall professional career for the regional society and individuals 
reselling second-hand consumer commodities, supplying basic goods to disadvan-
taged people who would otherwise be unable to access them, and providing with 
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employment access to unqualified individuals. The socioeconomic consequences 
of resale business procedures may be defined via the efforts of several associa tions 
working with homeless people and several marginalized communities (https://
emmaus.org.uk/) [33]. Organizations get donated products that are re-running and 
help the homeless to reopen them under their supervision. Their key advantages 
include the following:
• The homeless benefit from having a roof above their heads, paid employment, 
self-confidence and new skills that will help them start over.
• Organizations continue their various charitable goals.
• Jobs are created for the technical staff that oversees former homeless people.
• Poor people benefit because they can afford the purchase of goods.
• Jobs are being created.
5.6 Variability of standards and quality of renovation and reuse
Despite the fact that there is EU legislation for processing commodities that have 
reached the end of the lifespan stage, EU legislation does not exist today. Neither 
are other wealthy nations or areas motivated toward refurbishment or reconstruc-
tion to recycle IT commodities. Existing WEEE regulations include obligations and 
standards for optimal material recycling after it has been marked as scrap, but still 
there is very little to direct consumers as well as producers on reuse or prolonged 
utilization.
Without the regulations, the system of manufacturing requirements is very 
minimal and there are variations in the rate of re-operation and production qual-
ity with almost all of the construction in the control of autonomous professionals. 
Autonomous dealers, motivated by market opportunities, may very well typically 
try relatively cost-effective options to bring a device to function because then they 
can take advantage of a secondary efficient lifespan, resulting in competitive and 
dynamic business availability. Certain industry associations representing manufac-
turers and independent suppliers have tried to clarify the process, but are currently 
not developed in recognized national or international standards that can be inde-
pendently controlled to provide recognized levels of accreditation.
5.7 Qualitative criteria for reuse and certification of reuse centers
As previously stated, in the sector of discarded IT appliances, there is little 
legislation, so specifications and standard requirements differ for all vendors on the 
sector of old IT hardware. The simpler present legal system applies to the purchase 
of goods, acknowledging that a commodity should not be altered and needs to 
be in line with the specific intent and characterization. Most of the items sold in 
stores are therefore defined as being partly “used,” yet without more explanation. 
By identifying their commodities as former-approved, certain vendors would only 
further distinguish their offers formerly-declared, formerly-borrowed, etc. This is 
generally the case for the newest used equipment below 12 months. Occasionally, 
some manufacturers sell excess product or product inventory through their used 
product channels and at lower prices, even if they are not open or new.
Some suppliers and broader individual distributors can mark their commodity 
rebuild procedures with some other industry certifications, such as international 
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self-confidence and new skills that will help them start over.
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of goods, acknowledging that a commodity should not be altered and needs to 
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standards ISO, CEN, or national standards such as BSI or DIN. In particular, in the 
UK, BSI offers a protocol that includes descriptions and guidelines for the repair 
and future sales of used IT appliances [34]. This template has the acronym MADE 
(made for assembly, disassembly and end of life). This includes descriptions of 
procedures for re-assembly levels and re-launch of the equipment back to the 
market. At present, this standard serves as a voluntary industry guide without any 
certification or accreditation procedure that will confirm the correct practice by the 
supplier (be it manufacturer or independent).
Many of the suppliers of used equipment also have a waste permit for their 
reprocessing facilities to ensure compliance with legislation and to properly dispose 
of the waste generated in the re-operational processes. As with some repair work, 
some suppliers of used equipment may outsource the recycling operations to third 
parties.
6. Design issues in reconstruction and for reuse and recycling of EEE
6.1 Design issues in reconstruction
Improvement of refinancing and refurbishment would require changes in the 
architecture of the product as the architecture is the lifespan characteristic of 
the commodity that has the greatest influence on ecological burden [35] and also 
defines the commodity’s capacity. That is, it will immediately raise the particular 
product cost and it will initially be costly but it will lead to long-term sustainability, 
bearing in mind the relative cost of waste management and many other environ-
mental requirements. One major problem at this point is the lack of know-how of 
designers for designing products for reuse. A key issue in product design for reuse 
is to avoid features that prevent the product or component from being returned at 
least in its original state of operation. These include the following:
• Non-lasting component that may result in rupture during reconstruction 
(construction, maintenance or upgrade) as well as a limitation during use to 
the degree that the commodity is inadequate for “refurbishment”
• Involvement of techniques that prohibit element isolation or are likely to result 
in element destruction during separation: epoxy resin welding, for example, 
can be used to promote fast assembly but will prohibit disassembly without 
harm, leading to an increase of even further innovation in recycling or reuse
• Characteristics involving banned elements or techniques of storage or anything 
that might constitute the process costs unviable economically
Several of these main refurbishments and reuse considerations, though, bypass 
the influence of the manufacturer. The most critical of these are the rules, demands 
and restriction procedures of factories. Laws and regulations will have a significant 
impact as they allow businesses to raise the value added of their commodities 
and increase the cost of disposal. This can also motivate companies to produce 
refurbished commodities. Furthermore, if laws prevent the use of a chemical, the 
products that contain it cannot be re-imported into the marketplace and thus will 
not be reused. Refurbishment and reuse are only acceptable if the revived item has 
a demand. Fashion-affected goods are improper since consumers may choose the 
latest offering irrespective of the refurbished’s price and quality. Many consumers 
demand modern goods as fashion options, so goods are usually less attractive in 
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terms of renovation and reuse, particularly those that require a fairly low prelimi-
nary cost or are in prestigious positions in residences. Manufacturers’ prohibitive 
practices, such as patents, property rights and anti-competitive processing, also 
prevent refurbishment and reuse. For example, some printer manufacturers have 
designed the ink cartridges to self-destruct when they are empty, thus preventing 
their rebuilding. However, if the old products do not exist to get rid of them or take 
good aspects of existing second-hand products, then the technology to produce new 
parts becomes obsolete, and therefore refurbishing the product will be impossible.
6.2 Design for reuse and recycling of EEE
According to the EU waste hierarchy, the mandatory priorities for EEE are 
prevention, reuse, recycling and other forms of recovery and finally disposal, if 
economically and environmentally feasible.
WEEE regulations also contain a strict requirement to promote consumer reuse 
and recycling pursuant to Section 4: Product Design. Member states are obliged 
to take action to stop manufacturers from the use of particular design character-
istics or particular production processes unless such characteristics or processes 
are legally required or the actual advantages are immensely beneficial. In product 
design, to consider whether any of these approaches is most effective, the options 
for reuse of an item should be analyzed and correlated to raw recycling and disman-
tling policies.
The concept of reuse may include either individual components or the whole 
of the product, depending on its age and condition. Reuse can take place for the 
same purpose in the same system or to serve another purpose. During the design 








• Criteria for the compatibility of reusable devices with the standards of new EEE
• Other criteria, for example, market behavior, obligations, patents and property 
rights. Design strategies that support reuse and recycling include:
• Structured design and standardization of components
• Longevity design
• Design for recycling. Selection of recyclable materials, low material diversity, 
low toxicity, marking of materials and ease of dismantling:
• Recovery of valuable materials in electronic products
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standards ISO, CEN, or national standards such as BSI or DIN. In particular, in the 
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• Disassembly of components containing dangerous substances
• Disassembling components that obstruct recycling technologies upgrade plan-
ning. It includes technical upgrade
• Design dismantling and assembly
• Design concepts that make wear and tear of parts detectable and visible.
• Provision of instructions and information on recyclers and disposal instruc-
tions for end users
• Design of product-service systems. Maintenance, recovery and repair, lease 
upgrading, leasing, exchange, centralized services
All these strategies have as a common feature that they are very dependent on 
the systems around them. Waste, waste management and logistics systems affect 
recovery and reuse rates, while end-of-life design requires real planning elements 
and communication with the end-of-life industry.
Recycling is usually the ecological goal as it preserves the assets (materials and 
energy) expended in the commodity throughout production. This is accompanied 
by the recovery cycle recycling of parts and components. Such techniques include 
dismantling that is non-destructive. The most standard procedure at the moment, 
however, is product recycling whereby resources are acquired and structural specif-
ics are destroyed. This technique makes catastrophic modification feasible and is a 
standard procedure for retrieving precious materials, for example, platinum and 
gold.
The life cycle reuse and recycling methods of a material can be applied as 
follows:
• Improve consumer recycling alternatives, namely recycling and end-of-life 
management, item recycle and recycling solutions (prolonged service life via 
simple and rapid substitute of broken parts) and recyclable pieces; consumable 
parts and materials throughout usage cycle.
• Improve after-life recycling involving recovery/exchange programs, second-
hand sales, non-destructive dismantlement and refurbishment recycling of the 
item and minimizing the components used in the commodity.
Financial factors are important in the design and analysis of reuse and recycling 
approaches, the market price of recycling versus the price of new products. Luckily, 
increasing resource international market costs advantage reuse and recycling. 
However, we must also be interested in the effects of reuse, for example, when 
much better effective and eco-friendly new technologies and services become acces-
sible, the replacement of obsolete goods might be environmentally less harmful.
7. Effects on renovation and reuse
Traditionally, safety, performance and cost were the key factors in the decision 
to build a product. However, globally changing business conditions force organiza-
tions to re-analyze their strategic decisions. Thus, additional factors such as raw 
material costs and environmental legislation are taken into account in planning 
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and construction decisions. This leads to a shift in factors that affect reuse and 
refurbishment. Two key factors are the shift from the sale of the product to the sale 
of capacity (shifting to ‘product-service’ systems [37]) and the shifting of some 
companies away from production to the assembly or redemption of segments. As 
for the first, traditionally, manufacturers sell the products to their customers, so 
that there is a transfer of ownership from the manufacturer to the customer. Today, 
some manufacturers choose to retain the ownership of their product and instead 
sell the product’s capability to the customer. One such example is the “provision 
with time” in the aerospace industry. The manufacturer acts as a service provider 
and assumes any risks associated with the failure of the product. As the consumer 
buys only the capacity guarantee, the interest is focused on customer satisfaction 
with the provided capacity, and so the product age (number of life cycles) becomes 
less important. Renovation and reuse reduce the costs of organizations that adopt 
the business model of service, for example, maintenance costs are reduced through 
the use of refurbished and reused components, and whole remanufactured or 
refurbished machines can be used instead of more expensive new ones. In the latter 
case, some producers, in order to reduce costs, buy components from countries with 
lower labor costs and simply assemble these parts. This however, leads to the loss of 
the required engineering skills for the reconstruction.
8.  Availability of information on components, materials and methods 
of repairing products (including influence of scarce resources on 
sustainable EEE design)
There is a clear difference between the position of the original manufacturer and 
the independent specialist. The original manufacturer will have access to all original 
manufacturing information as well as subsequent mechanical changes throughout 
the product’s production path. Most manufacturers provide a dedicated production 
line to keep their interest in producing new products, but some companies such as 
Ricoh are running re-operational products on the same lines as new products.
The required detailed info usually provided by the company would assign 
the opening to an associated operator who can work on-site at the location of the 
producer or at one’s own venue. The producer could also have links to authentic 
products of spare parts and distributors, and perhaps provide new and existing 
parts to update the re-launched devices.
Autonomous repair professionals are far more constrained to restart because 
they work without the initial producer license. They have no links to method or 
item suppliers’ information and therefore need to gain substantial technological 
capabilities in other manners. Necessary parts are bought from the open market, 
whether new or even used, and often specifically from licensed and autonomous 
service suppliers, or from the distribution channel of the supplier or its associate. 
In certain situations, full systems for parts acquisition should be acquired to allow 
components to be replaced for products to be re-operated. Product knowledge and 
experience may be acquired through the recruitment of staff previously employed 
by the original manufacturer or their authorized sales and repair partners.
Depending on the size of independent experts, resumption capabilities vary 
with the size and depth of the process, but even larger independent companies 
cannot invest in full reproduction of the original maker’s production or restart 
environment. Repair and restoration methods will generally be similar between 
the manufacturer, the authorized representative or the independent specialist, to 
test the product, re-operate at the required level and prepare for use. Independent 
experts may generally have the most efficient line to bring a used product back into 
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a repaired or refurbished mode, while the manufacturer may choose to invest more 
in time and cost of re-operation to provide a good quality of used product with a 
similar warranty.
All participants are responsible through decision-making phases, which assess 
the product’s re-launch at different stages to guarantee an environmentally friendly 
degree of re-operation is selected that facilitates second-hand market at a gain 
rather than a loss. Many producers will not pursue the high secondary market 
revenue of used appliances since they are willing to give independent companies 
the first and most favorable deal to provide as much customer service as feasibly 
possible.
8.1 Selection of sustainable materials and processes
The choice of materials and processes is another important element of 
DFS. There are eight key criteria for these purposes: (1) consumption of resources, 
(2) energy consumption, (3) dangerous substances emissions, (4) origin and trans-
port, (5) aspects of life span, (6) waste generation, (7) biodiversity and protection 
of natural areas, and (8) social aspects.
9. Conclusions
Currently, in the sector of recycling of waste electrical and electronic equip-
ment, there is a growing need for rigorous and comprehensive policies to reduce 
the ecological effects of WEEE. Challenges and opportunities involve ecological 
pollution, mineral resources scarcity, waste treatment, and landfill deterioration. 
Thus, WEEE’s regeneration and reconstruction are rather essential owing to its 
huge environmental consequences. Sustainability is not a stationary condition, but 
a system of dynamic equilibrium between the human environment and the ecosys-
tem. Cofactors that play an influential role is sustainability strategy and environ-
mentally friendly design techniques, dismantlement and reuse architecture, and 
what they indicate for home appliances. Policies and regulations as well as standards 
should be identified in the light of opportunities, techniques and equipment for 
environmentally friendly architecture of consumer electronics, with specific focus 
on reuse, recycling, choice of environmentally friendly new materials, and finally 
limited resources.
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Technology Transfer in 
Construction Site Management
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Abstract
This book chapter presents the results from a series of studies which explored 
the use of the technology transfer (TT) subconcept of adaptation to explain 
the uptake of recent information and communication technologies (ICT) in the 
construction industry. The specific focus is the management of construction site 
processes. The studies explored the need for management process enhancement, 
availability of relevant information and communication technologies, occurrence 
of such technologies in construction site management (CSM), influencing factors, 
and challenges to their adoption in construction site management. Results from 
stages in the phased methodology are used to generate certain hypotheses that are 
based on analysis of primary and secondary data. Insights from testing the hypoth-
eses and findings from the series of studies are used to model an adaptation-based 
understanding of the transfer of information and communication technologies in 
construction site management. While using site management as the specific focus, 
the study contributes an understanding that is relevant to the construction industry 
and other project-related environments.
Keywords: adaptation, adoption, construction, management, ICT, IT,  
site management, technology transfer
1. Introduction
The focus of this chapter is the use of the concept of adaptation [1], which is 
a subconcept of technology transfer (TT) [2, 3], to explain the uptake of recent 
digital and automation technologies, here classified as information and com-
munication technologies (ICT), in the built environment. The chapter looks at 
management functions, specifically focusing on construction site management 
(CSM) and its process. The chapter is based on a series of studies within a doctoral 
research project. The following themes were explored: the construction industry 
in a continuously changing environment, implications of changes and increasing 
complexities of construction sites, challenges and strains to site management, 
human weakness and limitations in managing construction sites, and technology 
in an evolving construction industry. It was possible to highlight the realities being 
faced by the building and construction sectors, and the use of ICT to enhance the 
site management process, in the face of attendant challenges and limitations.
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The construction sector is arguably a big role player in every economy, and the 
CSM process is strategic in the construction process, being the management of 
physical delivery of the construction product. The term product refers to any type of 
physical facility, structure, and infrastructure. Despite appreciable research, tech-
nology uptake in the construction industry has been regarded as slower than other 
sectors. While there is increasing uptake of ICT in construction, there is a persistent 
shortfall in the exploitation of benefits offered in recent outputs of such technolo-
gies. This is especially true in developing countries such as South Africa, which was 
used as context for the research project, where studies such as [4, 5] suggest the need 
for more ICT uptake. Without an increase in utilisation of ICT, potential benefits for 
various aspects of construction, including CSM, remain untapped. The situation is 
undesirable, considering the sector’s need for performance in the face of persistent 
demand for more development. The construction sector is commonly used by 
governments, as a vehicle for physical and social development, thereby increasing 
the limitations and pressures experienced in managing projects. The implications 
for CSM, the need for management process enhancement, and the relevance and 
potential of recent ICT and its slow uptake in construction formed the research 
background. For scope, three focus areas were chosen: site materials management 
(SMM), site health and safety management (H&S), and site information manage-
ment and communication (IM&C). The research problem was articulated as follows: 
Exploitation of the adaptability of recent ICT developments to improve the site man-
agement process is suboptimal, resulting in lost opportunities that manifest as lapses 
in information management and communication, H&S, and materials management.
Thus, the broad research aim was to investigate the exploitation of the adapt-
ability of recent ICT developments to improve CSM and to build an understanding 
of the nature of this exploitation through the lens of adaptation, in order to ulti-
mately generate propositions for addressing the suboptimality.
1.1 Initial theoretical studies in the research project
The research project included an extensive literature review and a multistage 
investigation strategy, set in South Africa, spanning an initial time frame from 
2008 to 2013. From 2014 to 2019, more research was carried out, generating papers 
and articles, extending the literature, and addressing the many sub-objectives of 
the wider research project. Between 2008 and 2019, the research project resulted in 
14 research papers, of which 2 were based on extensions of the research, by super-
vised students, 4 (4) journal articles, and a doctoral thesis. A historical perspective 
of publications from the initial studies is presented in Table 1.
Except for publications in 2010, all papers in Table 1 are theoretical. This period 
saw an extensive theoretical exploration of various areas deemed relevant to the 
research, using secondary data and limited primary data. Results of [6–8] substan-
tiated the need for an improved CSM and the need to use ICT for that purpose. 
This was followed by substantiation of CSM needs in relevant aspects such as SMM 
and IM&C [10, 11]. The need for user-centredness, in terms of usability, accept-
ability, ICT readiness, and/or skills issues, was substantiated in [9, 12]. In 2010, the 
relevance of contextual and compatibility issues such as the developing country 
context, local ICT education, and indigenous technology cultures was addressed, 
with empirical data in [13, 15]. From the studies in Table 1, it was determined that 
in the face of unparalleled pace of output from the ICT sector, it was reasonable to 
query the noted slow pace of ICT adoption in construction. In order to explain the 
situation within the scenario of CSM, various useful subconcepts of innovation [16] 
and technology transfer were considered, as discussed in section 2.
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2. Summary of theoretical basis for the research
In the research, information was accessed from historical and more contempo-
rary literature. An appreciable effort was made to understand the relevant and key 
concepts and theories, including theory of reasoned action (TRA) and theory of 
planned behaviour (TPB) [12, 13]; technology acceptance model (TAM) [14, 15]; 
unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) [12]; technology-
organisation-environment (TOE) framework [16]; MIT90 model of organisational 
information system innovation [17]; business process adaptation models, referred 
to as business process automation (BPA) [18, 19]; structural equivalence theory 
[20]; threshold innovation theory [21]; and the process theory, among others [22]. 
Considering the research focus, technology (i.e. ICT) and its transfer were deter-
mined as key issues. The research inherently centred around the parent concept of 
technology transfer. Hence, relevant theories and concepts were explored, including 
technology and technology culture [23, 24]; TT [2, 3, 25]; innovation [11, 26]; diffu-
sion [27, 28]; diffusion of innovations [27, 29, 30]; adoption theory [29, 31]; adoption 
and user acceptance [29, 31]; the function of knowledge in adoption and innovation 
diffusion [29]; and adoption model based on the contagion concept, social influ-
ence, and social learning [32]. Going through the plethora of relevant concepts and 
theories, none adequately or fully explained the interaction of people and ICT in the 
unique area of CSM. Further deliberation led to the concept of adaptation [33, 34], 
which was employed as the main perspective for understanding the results.
2.1 The adaptation concept
The word adaptation appeared as a borrowed term, originating from Latin in the 
thirteenth century. The term was used in both the tangible and the abstract sense. 
The modern use of the term began in the sixteenth century [33]. It is derived from 
Reference Publication Year
[6] Improving site management process through ICT 2008
[7] Achieving ubiquity in the site management process: a theoretical study of the 
potential for innovative ICT solutions
2008
[8] Improving materials management through utilisation of information and 
communication technology
2008
[9] Balancing site information and communication technology systems with available 
ICT skills
2009
[10] Information and communication technology – based application of ‘just-in-time’ 
(JIT) to internal logistics on site
2009
[11] Enhancing on-site communications by adaptation of multimedia systems: looking 
into the future of construction
2009
[12] Improving people-centeredness in H&S risk management through ICT 2009
[13] Cutting-edge technology for construction
ICT in a developing country
2010
[14] Information and communication Technology education within South African 
built environment schools
2010
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a Latin root apt or apt-us, which refers to something that is appropriate, or suited 
for purpose, or the context, which is in turn derived from the root ap-ere, meaning 
to fasten, affix, clip onto, or attach. It can be defined as the process or the product 
of these actions [34]. Adaptation is also described as making fit, and it will involve 
more than simply imposing something into a different setting [35]. The definitions 
allude to adaptation being purpose-driven [34]. Adaptation as a generic concept 
has expressions in disciplines such as psychology, biology, anthropology, sociology, 
and geography [33]. By extension it has been used to explain certain patterns of TT. 
While many authors allude to the concept in defining and describing TT, there are 
others such as Brooks in [25] ‘…explicitly theorizing adaptation as a sub-concept of…’ 
TT, being a process of moving technology, ‘…from more basic scientific knowledge 
into technology or adaptation of an existing technology to a new use’. Furthermore, 
in [36] TT is described as having two possible routes: by means of imitation and 
through an analogy, which means that ‘…the technology must be adapted before it can 
be adopted…someone must see an analogy between the characteristics of the original 
invention or innovation and the requirements of the new situation’. The outline of the 
TT process in [25] shows that the receiver of technology will either repair and main-
tain; modify and adapt; or design and produce new equipment or products, based on 
the technology. Adaptation is also described as a fundamental concept in technology 
transfer in [37]. Here it highlights the significant movement of technology between 
different sets of users and the movement of technology for the purpose of applica-
tion towards addressing another problem apart from that for which it is originally 
designed. Furthermore, it is arguable that the process of diffusion in some cases may 
produce a profoundly different result from the original technology. There could be a 
case of slight modifications which may be a ‘fine-tuning’ requirement. The technique 
of applying the technology could also be addressed differently in varying degrees.
With TT as the parent concept, and the subconcept of adaptation as the lens for  
the research, key assumptions held in the research include the following: While dif-
fusion and innovation exist in their own rights, they also manifest in technology and 
its transfer; technology and its transfer embody innovation in thought, process, 
and activity; diffusion is the spread component of the transfer process; technology 
and TT, innovation, diffusion, and innovation diffusion all share a close relationship; 
technology could be described as innovation; TT involves innovative practices which 
generate more innovations and practices through which innovations spread or diffuse 
into society; technology is more than the artefact; and technology is made up of dif-
ferent bodies of knowledge and their related techniques, contraptions, contrivances, 
machines, and material and immaterial things, among others. As a subconcept of 
technology transfer, which is viewed here as a systemic concept, adaptation borrows 
from the concepts of innovation and diffusion. Furthermore, due to the breadth of 
applicability of the adaptation concept, it manifests some features and attributes 
of other concepts and theories that are relevant to TT. In this case, adaptation is 
framed by technology innovation, technology diffusion, and diffusion of innova-
tions. Moreover, innovation and diffusion exist in other knowledge areas apart from 
technology. As such they are not only defined within TT alone. However, they frame 
adaptation within TT, as presented in Figure 1.
In the research, analogies were drawn from most of the intellectual traditions 
of the adaptation concept. The psychology dimension relates to issues of percep-
tion of CSM level participants in construction. Such perceptions result from 
interaction with ICT, with other humans through ICT, and with other humans 
who use ICT. There is also the issue of perception of CSM process needs and 
utility in the ICT. The biology and anthropology traditions relate to the need to 
survive, remain competitive, and be technologically advanced for CSM people 
and construction industry organisations. It also speaks to the mutual adaptation 
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that occurs in the engagement with technology, especially ICT. The sociology and 
geography traditions relate to the influencing environments, which would impact 
on the nature of adaptation of ICT in CSM. Following the analogies, the adapta-
tion concept identifies ‘structural or functional similarities in otherwise dissimilar 
situation of things’ [36]. This description refers to the identification of opportuni-
ties in recent ICT, for weaknesses/inefficiencies/lapses in the dissimilar situation 
of CSM process. Hence, attributes of the research concept include that in recent 
ICT, there are utility, structural, and functional characteristics, and features, 
which are referred to as ICT potential utility. The exploitation of ICT potential 
utility for CSM through adaptation involves specific steps. Recent ICT is assessed 
to identify potential utility for possible process enhancement in CSM. The relevant 
application of such potential utility could be via direct usage, through a degree of 
modification, or integration of features into a hybrid system. It could be used as 
a component of other innovative products, and in areas of relevant application. 
CSM is investigated to compare the available ICT and its transfer. The areas of 
need in the CSM process, which could be improved by exploitation of ICT poten-
tial utility, are determined.
Following the preceding discussion, constructs generated from the study include 
time frame, which refers to the time frame to complete the adaptation process; unit 
of adaptation, which is about the key agency in the adaptation; type, which refers 
to the extent, aspect, and depth of adaptation; pathway, which refers to the natural 
route of adaptation based on the nature of required/initiated adaptation; and pro-
cess, which is focused on the source, pattern, end point, and location of adaptation. 
These were reduced to measurable attributes or variables and examined through a 
bespoke research methodology.
3. Research design for the chapter
The overall methodological dimensions for the wider research project could 
be described as a mixed method [39] and multistage research design [40], which 
utilised quantitative and qualitative data. A fundamentally descriptive purpose was 
adopted, which started with an exploratory approach and ended with an evaluation. 
Figure 1. 
Framing of the adaptation subconcept of technology transfer [38].
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of other concepts and theories that are relevant to TT. In this case, adaptation is 
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tion of CSM level participants in construction. Such perceptions result from 
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that occurs in the engagement with technology, especially ICT. The sociology and 
geography traditions relate to the influencing environments, which would impact 
on the nature of adaptation of ICT in CSM. Following the analogies, the adapta-
tion concept identifies ‘structural or functional similarities in otherwise dissimilar 
situation of things’ [36]. This description refers to the identification of opportuni-
ties in recent ICT, for weaknesses/inefficiencies/lapses in the dissimilar situation 
of CSM process. Hence, attributes of the research concept include that in recent 
ICT, there are utility, structural, and functional characteristics, and features, 
which are referred to as ICT potential utility. The exploitation of ICT potential 
utility for CSM through adaptation involves specific steps. Recent ICT is assessed 
to identify potential utility for possible process enhancement in CSM. The relevant 
application of such potential utility could be via direct usage, through a degree of 
modification, or integration of features into a hybrid system. It could be used as 
a component of other innovative products, and in areas of relevant application. 
CSM is investigated to compare the available ICT and its transfer. The areas of 
need in the CSM process, which could be improved by exploitation of ICT poten-
tial utility, are determined.
Following the preceding discussion, constructs generated from the study include 
time frame, which refers to the time frame to complete the adaptation process; unit 
of adaptation, which is about the key agency in the adaptation; type, which refers 
to the extent, aspect, and depth of adaptation; pathway, which refers to the natural 
route of adaptation based on the nature of required/initiated adaptation; and pro-
cess, which is focused on the source, pattern, end point, and location of adaptation. 
These were reduced to measurable attributes or variables and examined through a 
bespoke research methodology.
3. Research design for the chapter
The overall methodological dimensions for the wider research project could 
be described as a mixed method [39] and multistage research design [40], which 
utilised quantitative and qualitative data. A fundamentally descriptive purpose was 
adopted, which started with an exploratory approach and ended with an evaluation. 
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Essentially, the subject was explored, to describe it in full; then further exploration 
led to confirmations, evaluations, and, ultimately, a final description. Multiple 
sources were used, according to the stages in the research design and in compliance 
with the research concepts and the constructs. Based on the research as determined 
through preliminary studies, a complex set of units were studied: construction sites, 
practitioners, manufacturers, and products. The main unit of analysis in each case 
was ICT in CSM, though the outcomes were different for each stage.
Investigations in the research project started with an exploratory single project, 
multisite case study. This was followed by a global survey of relevant ICT, a national 
survey of practitioners in South Africa, a case study of multiple project sites, and 
a final ICT product analysis. Purposive samples of construction sites, ICT-based 
products, and construction project management practitioners were chosen. The 
tools used include observation and interview schedules, content analysis schedules, 
and questionnaires. MS Excel was used in the initial data analysis. Other analytical 
tools were employed subsequently.
4. Summary of results and findings and evaluation of hypotheses
In the research project, the first stage was a case study of a highly critical single 
project with multiple sites, presenting rich baseline information for the research. 
The highly limited occurrence of ICT, appreciable occurrence of weaknesses in 
CSM, and apparent lack of awareness of some opportunities in recent in ICT were 
indicated [38]. The global ICT survey results showed a significant indication of 
a continuously growing list of ICT products, which are relevant to CSM. There is 
variety for adequate choice to be made for relevant needs. The products exist locally 
and internationally. They are accessible through the Internet, physical representa-
tion by various manufacturers, and a large population of local vendors. This stage 
was used in [41]. Product types which are well adapted for CSM, such as mobile 
hand-held devices and geographic surveillances, have appreciable variety. Such 
significant adaptation and variety highlight the possible influence of usability and 
user acceptance, which is a function of the extent of adaptation of the product. 
Such products would continue to experience further adaptations, towards user 
demands. It would also follow that the more use an ICT product line experiences, 
the more transformation the product would experience towards user requirements. 
In comparison, the national practitioner survey indicated a very low degree of 
innovativeness in the exploitation of ICT potential utility among practitioners. 
Results showed that while digital surveying equipment was highly utilised, laser 
ranger and measurer which are directly related to surveying were not comparatively 
utilised by site managers on site. High usage of mobile hand-held devices occurred 
with very low usage of wireless technologies and services. This stage was used as 
empirical basis for [42]. There was appreciable contrast between knowledge and 
awareness and utilisation of various ICT types. Apparently, knowledge and aware-
ness of ICT did not necessarily translate into usage within CSM. Similarly, self-
assessment of skills for such ICT and some depth of utilisation did not translate to 
utility of the same ICT in SM by practitioners.
The practitioner survey was also used to explore the experience of barriers to 
ICT uptake from participants. Network service problem was the highest indica-
tion. Results of comparative analysis with findings from the literature review 
showed adequate correlation in terms of the severity of barriers. Essentially, 
major challenges seem to emanate from technology and management support and 
the knowledge adequacy of the practitioners. This stage was used as empirical 
basis for the study presented in [43]. The fourth stage was a case study of four 
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purposively selected construction sites. Content analyses, walk-through observa-
tions, and informal interviews and evaluations were used for collecting data. The 
occurrence of lapses in CSM and occurrence of relevant ICT, and its utilisation, 
were the areas of exploration. This stage was used in [44]. Findings indicated 
appreciable occurrence of management shortcomings or lapses on sites, largely 
due to human limitations, general management strains and inefficiencies, and 
the human factor. The observed lapses demonstrate strains on site management, 
which constitute process need areas [38, 44], that can be addressed by adapting 
potential utility in available ICT. The issue of knowledge was also highlighted. 
The last stage was the ICT product study. While determining the existence of 
ICT with such adaptability was central to the research, the main counterpart was 
assessing the utility of this adaptability for CSM. Therefore, a purposive sample 
of ICT products was analysed, through physical observation and content analysis 
of manufacturer’s technical documents and online reviews. This stage was used 
to further substantiate the existence of potential utility in recent ICT that are 
relevant to CSM.
4.1 Findings and discussion
Findings from the multistage research project were articulated into publications 
and additional research and publication of more research papers and articles. The 
output includes publications based on core empirical data from the research, except 
for [38], which is the unpublished thesis, and [45–47], which are co-authored with 
research students. In the latter case, the work was based on the focus, theoretical 
support, and supervisory guideline, from this research project. See Table 2.
Between 2012 and 2013, the first set of core empirical data was used, looking at 
user awareness and user perception of challenges and effectiveness of ICT [45, 48, 
49]. Results highlighted limited knowledge and technology support, but a perceived 
process improvement and better project experience from adoption of ICT. Extant 
Reference Research output year
[48] ICT in site management process in South Africa 2012
[38] Main research report (unpublished Thesis) 2012–2013
[49] Investigating barriers to ICT adoption in Site management: a pilot study in 
South Africa
2013
[45] Participants’ perceptions on investment in ICT and project outcomes in 
South Africa
2013
[42] Exploring the knowledge function in the adoption of ICT in site 
management in South Africa
2014
[46] Use of ICT-based systems in site security management: a South African 
study
2014
[41] Market availability of information and communication technologies and 
their adoption in site management in South Africa
2017
[47] ICT in the training of South African bricklaying operatives: a pilot in the 
Greater Johannesburg area
2017
[43] Exploring challenges to ICT utilisation in construction site management 2018
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Essentially, the subject was explored, to describe it in full; then further exploration 
led to confirmations, evaluations, and, ultimately, a final description. Multiple 
sources were used, according to the stages in the research design and in compliance 
with the research concepts and the constructs. Based on the research as determined 
through preliminary studies, a complex set of units were studied: construction sites, 
practitioners, manufacturers, and products. The main unit of analysis in each case 
was ICT in CSM, though the outcomes were different for each stage.
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a final ICT product analysis. Purposive samples of construction sites, ICT-based 
products, and construction project management practitioners were chosen. The 
tools used include observation and interview schedules, content analysis schedules, 
and questionnaires. MS Excel was used in the initial data analysis. Other analytical 
tools were employed subsequently.
4. Summary of results and findings and evaluation of hypotheses
In the research project, the first stage was a case study of a highly critical single 
project with multiple sites, presenting rich baseline information for the research. 
The highly limited occurrence of ICT, appreciable occurrence of weaknesses in 
CSM, and apparent lack of awareness of some opportunities in recent in ICT were 
indicated [38]. The global ICT survey results showed a significant indication of 
a continuously growing list of ICT products, which are relevant to CSM. There is 
variety for adequate choice to be made for relevant needs. The products exist locally 
and internationally. They are accessible through the Internet, physical representa-
tion by various manufacturers, and a large population of local vendors. This stage 
was used in [41]. Product types which are well adapted for CSM, such as mobile 
hand-held devices and geographic surveillances, have appreciable variety. Such 
significant adaptation and variety highlight the possible influence of usability and 
user acceptance, which is a function of the extent of adaptation of the product. 
Such products would continue to experience further adaptations, towards user 
demands. It would also follow that the more use an ICT product line experiences, 
the more transformation the product would experience towards user requirements. 
In comparison, the national practitioner survey indicated a very low degree of 
innovativeness in the exploitation of ICT potential utility among practitioners. 
Results showed that while digital surveying equipment was highly utilised, laser 
ranger and measurer which are directly related to surveying were not comparatively 
utilised by site managers on site. High usage of mobile hand-held devices occurred 
with very low usage of wireless technologies and services. This stage was used as 
empirical basis for [42]. There was appreciable contrast between knowledge and 
awareness and utilisation of various ICT types. Apparently, knowledge and aware-
ness of ICT did not necessarily translate into usage within CSM. Similarly, self-
assessment of skills for such ICT and some depth of utilisation did not translate to 
utility of the same ICT in SM by practitioners.
The practitioner survey was also used to explore the experience of barriers to 
ICT uptake from participants. Network service problem was the highest indica-
tion. Results of comparative analysis with findings from the literature review 
showed adequate correlation in terms of the severity of barriers. Essentially, 
major challenges seem to emanate from technology and management support and 
the knowledge adequacy of the practitioners. This stage was used as empirical 
basis for the study presented in [43]. The fourth stage was a case study of four 
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purposively selected construction sites. Content analyses, walk-through observa-
tions, and informal interviews and evaluations were used for collecting data. The 
occurrence of lapses in CSM and occurrence of relevant ICT, and its utilisation, 
were the areas of exploration. This stage was used in [44]. Findings indicated 
appreciable occurrence of management shortcomings or lapses on sites, largely 
due to human limitations, general management strains and inefficiencies, and 
the human factor. The observed lapses demonstrate strains on site management, 
which constitute process need areas [38, 44], that can be addressed by adapting 
potential utility in available ICT. The issue of knowledge was also highlighted. 
The last stage was the ICT product study. While determining the existence of 
ICT with such adaptability was central to the research, the main counterpart was 
assessing the utility of this adaptability for CSM. Therefore, a purposive sample 
of ICT products was analysed, through physical observation and content analysis 
of manufacturer’s technical documents and online reviews. This stage was used 
to further substantiate the existence of potential utility in recent ICT that are 
relevant to CSM.
4.1 Findings and discussion
Findings from the multistage research project were articulated into publications 
and additional research and publication of more research papers and articles. The 
output includes publications based on core empirical data from the research, except 
for [38], which is the unpublished thesis, and [45–47], which are co-authored with 
research students. In the latter case, the work was based on the focus, theoretical 
support, and supervisory guideline, from this research project. See Table 2.
Between 2012 and 2013, the first set of core empirical data was used, looking at 
user awareness and user perception of challenges and effectiveness of ICT [45, 48, 
49]. Results highlighted limited knowledge and technology support, but a perceived 
process improvement and better project experience from adoption of ICT. Extant 
Reference Research output year
[48] ICT in site management process in South Africa 2012
[38] Main research report (unpublished Thesis) 2012–2013
[49] Investigating barriers to ICT adoption in Site management: a pilot study in 
South Africa
2013
[45] Participants’ perceptions on investment in ICT and project outcomes in 
South Africa
2013
[42] Exploring the knowledge function in the adoption of ICT in site 
management in South Africa
2014
[46] Use of ICT-based systems in site security management: a South African 
study
2014
[41] Market availability of information and communication technologies and 
their adoption in site management in South Africa
2017
[47] ICT in the training of South African bricklaying operatives: a pilot in the 
Greater Johannesburg area
2017
[43] Exploring challenges to ICT utilisation in construction site management 2018
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literature in [50] also indicated the quality of the technology as a strong determi-
nant of ICT use. A causal relationship between ICT use and project performance 
was also established. In [42], the function of knowledge [29] was explored further 
and [46] was focused on site security management as an aspect of CSM. From 
the results, it was determined that knowledge-related factors could be indirectly 
influencing other challenges, such as lack of management support and ICT require-
ment analysis and input in contracts. There were indications of possible patterns 
according to age group and experience. In [42] it was concluded that ‘…the extent 
of awareness, skills and working knowledge has not approached the adequacy level 
to increase adoption of ICT in site management appreciably’. The need for more 
awareness is highlighted in the recent literature such as [51]. Skills and training, 
which are knowledge-based, were also highlighted in [52]. However, one significant 
finding was that knowledge did not translate to adoption and use in every case. In 
2017, the global ICT survey data was compared to data on awareness and utilisation 
of relevant ICT in CSM [41]. In addition, a unique area, training of bricklayers, was 
used to collect and test current data in terms of market availability of ICT and its 
occurrence [47]. Results show proof of local availability and access to recent ICT but 
a relatively poor level of awareness among practitioners and training providers for 
building trades. The impact of knowledge-related factors was further highlighted. 
In 2018, the studies on barriers to ICT utilisation were taken forward in [43]. 
Existing studies, various groupings, and different terms of framing were explored 
internationally and locally. Results generated the current framework for naming, 
categorising, and understanding challenges to ICT in CSM, which is supported by 
literature such as [53, 54]. The possible compounding effects of knowledge, tech-
nology, and management support factors were highlighted. In extant literature such 
as [53], the need for management support and increased availability of technology 
was highlighted. In [43] emergent patterns of identification of challenges according 
to age and work were indicated. End user response was identified as highly critical 
for success, highlighting user acceptance, usability, ergonomics, ease of use, and 
‘adaptability of the ICT to different related uses’ [43], among others. Such issues are 
supported in literature such as [54, 55]. In 2019, the construct of process need areas 
[38, 44] derived from the research was also taken forward. Recent literatures and 
relevant concepts and theories were examined and applied. A pluralistic approach 
of using five theories/concepts was employed to explain the results, highlighting 
the need for a more comprehensive framework. It was again noted that acquisition 
of technology and utility of the technology’s adaptability are different issues with 
varying impacts. While technology was embraced, the exploitation of inherent 
potential utility was not necessarily occurring in the final use. Results highlighted 
the need for process improvements in CSM, the limitations and inefficiencies in 
CSM, and the benefits of ICT for CSM. Findings are supported in extant literature 
such as [56, 57].
4.2 Summary of the evaluation of the research hypotheses
Following the discussion of findings from the research, five hypotheses were 
generated, to test the emergent ideas. The hypothesis evaluation process was tailored 
to the research methodology. Thus, a corresponding multistage approach was used. 
The process involved breaking down each hypothesis into subhypotheses, and they 
were evaluated individually, using data from various stages in the research method-
ology. Results were then outlined in summary as evidence for evaluating the main 
hypothesis, using the rules of evidence for evaluating the hypotheses. Essentially 
the null hypothesis in each case is rejected if the summary of evidence significantly 
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supports the claim in the corresponding hypothesis. Otherwise, the null hypothesis 
is not rejected. To analyse the data sets for evaluation of the hypotheses, the fol-
lowing were used: descriptive statistics, inferential statistics, content analysis, and 
narratives. The procedures included Z test of proportions [58, 59] and chi-square 
test of goodness of fit [58]. Initially MS Excel was used as the main analytical tool. 
Subsequently, other tools such as Stata, ATLAS.ti, NVivo, WordStat, and Qualtrics 
were added. Frequency and contingency tables, means and proportions, and chi-
square tests were used for most of the analysis. In addition, the Z test of proportions 
was used for the ICT and practitioner surveys.
The first hypothesis, HP1, states that there is limited knowledge of recent ICT-
based goods and services that are commercially available, due to lack of awareness 
and usage in CSM. HP1 was broken down into two subhypotheses, HP1-a (assessing 
the commercial availability of recent ICT which are relevant to the SMP) and HP1-b 
(addressing the issue of limited knowledge of recent ICT among practitioners in 
the SMP). Inferential statistics applied to test availability of recent ICT products 
indicated that majority of products (above 75%) are available locally and interna-
tionally, at 5% level of significance with a minimal 2% risk of error. Secondly the 
identified ICT types have variety in terms of 85 brands and 439 subbrands, making 
up a total of 1635 products. Thirdly out of a total possible availability value of 2, all 
product types had values of 1.8 or above. Similarly, significant occurrence of limited 
awareness of recent ICT was established from the stage 3 practitioner survey data. 
Less than 50% of respondents indicated awareness for up to 8 out of the 17 original 
ICT types considered. Less than 50% awareness values were indicated for the major-
ity of the products (18 out of the 34 types). Furthermore, stage 1 case study indi-
cated that only 3 out of the 35 ICT types under consideration were observed for the 
3 sites visited. Moreover, in stage 4 case studies, less than 50% of ICT types under 
consideration were observed for the 4 sites visited. The evidence supported the 
commercial availability and range of choice in the majority of recent ICT, for CSM; 
significantly limited awareness and usage of recent ICT among CSM practitioners; 
and lack of on-site usage of recent ICT in CSM. Therefore, HP1 is supported.
The second hypothesis (HP2) was stated as follows: The adaptation of recent 
ICT for the SMP is suboptimal due in part to limited knowledge and management 
and technology support. HP2 was evaluated through two lenses, namely, HP2-a 
(suboptimal adaptation) and HP2-b (stated barriers to ICT in the SMP). The 
summary of evidence showed that the evaluation of HP1 established the limited 
knowledge of recent ICT for CSM. In terms of adaptation, descriptive analysis of 
practitioner survey data showed the highest indication of ICT awareness as less than 
50% of the highest possible value. Other attributes/variables of ICT adaptation such 
as use, skills, and on-site use were all under 23% of their highest possible values. 
Aggregated values indicated a grand mean of 75.35 out of a possible 290. Thus, 
suboptimal adaptation of recent ICT in CSM was evidenced. Inferential statistics 
indicated a lack of adaptation of ICT in CSM at a statistical significance of more 
than 65% or 0.65 of the highest possible sample mean. The case studies evaluated in 
HP1 and their emergent narratives confirm the low occurrence of ICT in CSM. The 
narratives also show a strong indication of limited management support. In addi-
tion, results from exploring the challenges to ICT in CSM support the hypothesis 
claim of the relatively higher severity of limitations in technology and management 
support. Moreover, narratives from stage 4 case studies show strong indications of 
limited knowledge of potential utility in recent ICT. As such within the research 
scope, adaptation of recent ICT for CSM was found to be suboptimal, due in part 




literature in [50] also indicated the quality of the technology as a strong determi-
nant of ICT use. A causal relationship between ICT use and project performance 
was also established. In [42], the function of knowledge [29] was explored further 
and [46] was focused on site security management as an aspect of CSM. From 
the results, it was determined that knowledge-related factors could be indirectly 
influencing other challenges, such as lack of management support and ICT require-
ment analysis and input in contracts. There were indications of possible patterns 
according to age group and experience. In [42] it was concluded that ‘…the extent 
of awareness, skills and working knowledge has not approached the adequacy level 
to increase adoption of ICT in site management appreciably’. The need for more 
awareness is highlighted in the recent literature such as [51]. Skills and training, 
which are knowledge-based, were also highlighted in [52]. However, one significant 
finding was that knowledge did not translate to adoption and use in every case. In 
2017, the global ICT survey data was compared to data on awareness and utilisation 
of relevant ICT in CSM [41]. In addition, a unique area, training of bricklayers, was 
used to collect and test current data in terms of market availability of ICT and its 
occurrence [47]. Results show proof of local availability and access to recent ICT but 
a relatively poor level of awareness among practitioners and training providers for 
building trades. The impact of knowledge-related factors was further highlighted. 
In 2018, the studies on barriers to ICT utilisation were taken forward in [43]. 
Existing studies, various groupings, and different terms of framing were explored 
internationally and locally. Results generated the current framework for naming, 
categorising, and understanding challenges to ICT in CSM, which is supported by 
literature such as [53, 54]. The possible compounding effects of knowledge, tech-
nology, and management support factors were highlighted. In extant literature such 
as [53], the need for management support and increased availability of technology 
was highlighted. In [43] emergent patterns of identification of challenges according 
to age and work were indicated. End user response was identified as highly critical 
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‘adaptability of the ICT to different related uses’ [43], among others. Such issues are 
supported in literature such as [54, 55]. In 2019, the construct of process need areas 
[38, 44] derived from the research was also taken forward. Recent literatures and 
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supports the claim in the corresponding hypothesis. Otherwise, the null hypothesis 
is not rejected. To analyse the data sets for evaluation of the hypotheses, the fol-
lowing were used: descriptive statistics, inferential statistics, content analysis, and 
narratives. The procedures included Z test of proportions [58, 59] and chi-square 
test of goodness of fit [58]. Initially MS Excel was used as the main analytical tool. 
Subsequently, other tools such as Stata, ATLAS.ti, NVivo, WordStat, and Qualtrics 
were added. Frequency and contingency tables, means and proportions, and chi-
square tests were used for most of the analysis. In addition, the Z test of proportions 
was used for the ICT and practitioner surveys.
The first hypothesis, HP1, states that there is limited knowledge of recent ICT-
based goods and services that are commercially available, due to lack of awareness 
and usage in CSM. HP1 was broken down into two subhypotheses, HP1-a (assessing 
the commercial availability of recent ICT which are relevant to the SMP) and HP1-b 
(addressing the issue of limited knowledge of recent ICT among practitioners in 
the SMP). Inferential statistics applied to test availability of recent ICT products 
indicated that majority of products (above 75%) are available locally and interna-
tionally, at 5% level of significance with a minimal 2% risk of error. Secondly the 
identified ICT types have variety in terms of 85 brands and 439 subbrands, making 
up a total of 1635 products. Thirdly out of a total possible availability value of 2, all 
product types had values of 1.8 or above. Similarly, significant occurrence of limited 
awareness of recent ICT was established from the stage 3 practitioner survey data. 
Less than 50% of respondents indicated awareness for up to 8 out of the 17 original 
ICT types considered. Less than 50% awareness values were indicated for the major-
ity of the products (18 out of the 34 types). Furthermore, stage 1 case study indi-
cated that only 3 out of the 35 ICT types under consideration were observed for the 
3 sites visited. Moreover, in stage 4 case studies, less than 50% of ICT types under 
consideration were observed for the 4 sites visited. The evidence supported the 
commercial availability and range of choice in the majority of recent ICT, for CSM; 
significantly limited awareness and usage of recent ICT among CSM practitioners; 
and lack of on-site usage of recent ICT in CSM. Therefore, HP1 is supported.
The second hypothesis (HP2) was stated as follows: The adaptation of recent 
ICT for the SMP is suboptimal due in part to limited knowledge and management 
and technology support. HP2 was evaluated through two lenses, namely, HP2-a 
(suboptimal adaptation) and HP2-b (stated barriers to ICT in the SMP). The 
summary of evidence showed that the evaluation of HP1 established the limited 
knowledge of recent ICT for CSM. In terms of adaptation, descriptive analysis of 
practitioner survey data showed the highest indication of ICT awareness as less than 
50% of the highest possible value. Other attributes/variables of ICT adaptation such 
as use, skills, and on-site use were all under 23% of their highest possible values. 
Aggregated values indicated a grand mean of 75.35 out of a possible 290. Thus, 
suboptimal adaptation of recent ICT in CSM was evidenced. Inferential statistics 
indicated a lack of adaptation of ICT in CSM at a statistical significance of more 
than 65% or 0.65 of the highest possible sample mean. The case studies evaluated in 
HP1 and their emergent narratives confirm the low occurrence of ICT in CSM. The 
narratives also show a strong indication of limited management support. In addi-
tion, results from exploring the challenges to ICT in CSM support the hypothesis 
claim of the relatively higher severity of limitations in technology and management 
support. Moreover, narratives from stage 4 case studies show strong indications of 
limited knowledge of potential utility in recent ICT. As such within the research 
scope, adaptation of recent ICT for CSM was found to be suboptimal, due in part 




The third hypothesis (HP3) was stated as follows: Increased adaptation of 
recent ICT could enable ubiquity and real-time operation of the site information 
management and communication system. HP3 was evaluated through HP3-a 
(availability of recent ICT and their relevance to information management and 
communication in the CSM) and HP3-b (occurrence of lapses in the SMP due to 
poor information management and communication, which could be addressed 
through the utility of recent ICT). For the summary of evidence, evaluation of 
HP1 and HP2 established the availability of recent and relevant ICT products in 
HP1. The global ICT survey, final product study, and mapping of utility for CSM 
performed in the research were used to confirm that the majority of the identified 
ICT are relevant to IM&C. Evaluation of HP2 established the lack of occurrence 
and suboptimal utilisation of ICT in case study sites and also linked the indicators 
to suboptimal adaptation of ICT in CSM. Furthermore, the case studies highlighted 
lapses in site IM&C. This is supported by inferential statistics from the practitioner 
survey data. The evidence supports the notion of appreciable availability of recent 
ICT which are relevant to IM&C; the occurrence of lapses in site IM&C; and the 
occurrence of suboptimal adaptation of relevant ICT to site IM&C. Therefore, HP3 
is supported.
The fourth hypothesis (HP4) was stated as follows: Increased adaptation of 
recent ICT for site H&S management could improve real-time monitoring and 
reporting. The evaluation of HP4 was broken into three areas, namely, availability 
of recent ICT and their relevance to site H&S; lapses in site H&S; and suboptimal 
utilisation of recent ICT in CSM. In terms of evidence, HP1 established the avail-
ability of recent and relevant ICT products in HP1. HP3 established the primary 
relevance of up to 20 ICT items to site H&S and the relevance of recent ICT to site 
IM&C, which form the basis for HP4. HP2 established the lack of occurrence and 
utilisation of ICT in case study sites. The same evaluation also linked the two indica-
tors to suboptimal adaptation of ICT in the SMP. Furthermore, results of the case 
studies provide evidence of lapses in site H&S and lack of occurrence of relevant 
ICT and their utilisation. HP1, HP2, and HP3 strongly support the claim of subopti-
mal adaptation of relevant ICT in site H&S. The evidence supports the existence of 
appreciable availability of recent ICT which are relevant to site H&S management; 
occurrence of lapses in site H&S; and suboptimal adaptation of relevant ICT to site 
H&S. Therefore, HP4 is supported.
The fifth hypothesis (HP5) was stated as follows: Increased adaptation of recent 
ICT for on-site materials logistics could result in efficient and dynamic logistics 
management. HP5 was also broken into three areas, namely, availability of recent 
ICT and their relevance to site materials logistics; lapses in site materials logistics; 
and suboptimal utilisation of recent and relevant ICT for site materials manage-
ment. In terms of evidence, HP1 and HP3 were used to establish the availability 
of recent ICT products and their relevance to site IM&C, which forms the basis 
for HP5. HP3 and further mapping of ICT potential utility established that an 
appreciable proportion (22/34) of recent ICT is relevant to site materials logistics. 
HP2 established the lack of occurrence and utilisation of ICT on case study sites 
and linked the indicators to suboptimal adaptation of ICT in CSM. The case studies 
also present an evidence of lapses in site materials logistics and lack of occurrence 
of relevant ICT and their limited utilisation SMM. This is supported by HP1 and 
HP2, on the claim of suboptimal adaptation of relevant ICT in SMM. As such HP5 is 
supported.
Following the derivation of findings, synthesis with literature, and evaluation of 
generated hypotheses, it was possible to build appreciable understanding of various 
attributes/features of the adaptation concept of ICT transfer to CSM. The under-
standing is presented in the next section.
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5.  An understanding of the adaptation concept of technology transfer of 
ICT in construction site management
Part of the aim of this research was to build an adaptation-based understanding of 
the transfer of ICT to the CSM. This section presents an exploration of the attributes, 
constructs, and concepts, the development of their frameworks, and the articulation 
of a basic flow model and a detailed conceptual model to explain the nature of the 
adaptation concept of TT, as it applies to ICT in CSM, and construction in general. 
In addition to process need areas and ICT potential utility, other derived constructs 
include time frame of adaptation, unit of adaptation, type of adaptation, pathways, 
and process of adaptation.
5.1 Concepts/constructs generated from the research
The construct of time frame is based on the time factor in diffusion of innova-
tion theory and the innovation decision process. For any outcome and process of 
adaptation, there is a time frame. The time frame could be immediate in the case 
where the technology’s usefulness is identified simultaneously with awareness of it. 
Then, the identified potential utility is immediately exploited. There could however 
be a considerable time lapse of short term or long term. Short term would occur 
within one construction project event. Long term would occur during multiple 
project events and probably at an organisational scope or level.
Unit of adaptation as a construct refers to the key agent of the adaptation. 
Basically, it asks the question: Who is implementing the innovation? The answer 
could be the individual end user, the work group within a project, the project team/
group, or the project organisation. There is also a possible third case where it is initi-
ated by the individual, work group, or project team but adopted and powered by 
the organisation, all within one process of adaptation. A further possible scenario 
is the case of adaptation by a project stakeholder other than the contractor, such as 
client, design team, or major supplier. However, they are viewed as being within 
the project team or organisation. The unit could also be an external party, while the 
outcome is meant for construction.
The type of adaptation is comparable to the concept of hard and soft technolo-
gies, which has found popularity in the climate change remediation discourse. It 
refers to the mode taken in adapting technology. Hard adaptation mode is the type 
that requires modification or fine tuning of technology prior to its usage in the 
intended environment. The example would refer to physical hardware modification 
and software re-engineering. Soft adaptation mode refers to a degree of minimal 
alteration, but it relates more to idea components in innovation diffusion. It would 
therefore not involve any re-engineering of hardware or software. The innovation 
is on ideas, not involving physical things. It could also be on an idea on which a 
product is based. Such adaptations may eventually result in hard adaptation.
The pathway construct is related to the type construct, in that it traces the routes 
for hard and soft types of adaptation. For pathways, hard adaptation involves 
hardware adaptation and software adaptation. Soft adaptation could be by ready 
adaptation, usage adaptation, or context adaptation. Ready adaptation (adoption 
and use of a well-adapted innovation) is based on the view that adaptation is both 
a process and an outcome. Therefore, activating the process and acquiring an 
outcome of the process both fall within the description of adaptation. An example 
would be the need for remote communication with someone on site and the task-
technology fit [60] of the mobile phone which is essentially obvious. Usage adapta-
tion means adapting to a different use from the originally intended use. In one of 
the case studies in the project, a service provider used a laboratory acidity tester 
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of relevant ICT and their limited utilisation SMM. This is supported by HP1 and 
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Then, the identified potential utility is immediately exploited. There could however 
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within one construction project event. Long term would occur during multiple 
project events and probably at an organisational scope or level.
Unit of adaptation as a construct refers to the key agent of the adaptation. 
Basically, it asks the question: Who is implementing the innovation? The answer 
could be the individual end user, the work group within a project, the project team/
group, or the project organisation. There is also a possible third case where it is initi-
ated by the individual, work group, or project team but adopted and powered by 
the organisation, all within one process of adaptation. A further possible scenario 
is the case of adaptation by a project stakeholder other than the contractor, such as 
client, design team, or major supplier. However, they are viewed as being within 
the project team or organisation. The unit could also be an external party, while the 
outcome is meant for construction.
The type of adaptation is comparable to the concept of hard and soft technolo-
gies, which has found popularity in the climate change remediation discourse. It 
refers to the mode taken in adapting technology. Hard adaptation mode is the type 
that requires modification or fine tuning of technology prior to its usage in the 
intended environment. The example would refer to physical hardware modification 
and software re-engineering. Soft adaptation mode refers to a degree of minimal 
alteration, but it relates more to idea components in innovation diffusion. It would 
therefore not involve any re-engineering of hardware or software. The innovation 
is on ideas, not involving physical things. It could also be on an idea on which a 
product is based. Such adaptations may eventually result in hard adaptation.
The pathway construct is related to the type construct, in that it traces the routes 
for hard and soft types of adaptation. For pathways, hard adaptation involves 
hardware adaptation and software adaptation. Soft adaptation could be by ready 
adaptation, usage adaptation, or context adaptation. Ready adaptation (adoption 
and use of a well-adapted innovation) is based on the view that adaptation is both 
a process and an outcome. Therefore, activating the process and acquiring an 
outcome of the process both fall within the description of adaptation. An example 
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technology fit [60] of the mobile phone which is essentially obvious. Usage adapta-
tion means adapting to a different use from the originally intended use. In one of 
the case studies in the project, a service provider used a laboratory acidity tester 
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to check the identified groundwater in order to determine if it was portable water 
leakage or otherwise, using the acidity level. Context adaptation involves adapting 
from a different intended/primary usage environment to another. The preceding 
example is also relevant in this case. This category includes adaptation from one 
sphere, or discipline of origin, to another. The use of laser and infrared scanner in 
construction and the use of telepresence would be good examples.
Process construct refers to the process of ICT adaptation. It could be completely 
internal, where it is initiated and completed within a project site/event (internal 
process). It could also be internally initiated but completed externally in another 
sector, due to capacity requirements (internal-to-external). In this case the external 
sphere may be beyond the CSM situation, beyond the immediate project organisa-
tion, and at an industry or sectoral level.
To further understand the application of the adaptation concept in this context, 
the time frame matrix of ICT adaptation is presented in Table 3. The time frame 
construct is used as a categorisation frame, to understand the dynamics of their 
systemic relationships. While the table is not exhaustive of all possibilities, it gives 
a clearer sense of what occurs in ICT transfer in construction, from the adaptation 
perspective, according to time frame.
From Table 3, hard adaptation refers to physical or software modification of 
product, while soft adaptation refers to adaptation without physical adjustment to 
the product specifications. Hard adaptation could be minor or major. For pathways, 
there are hardware adaptation and software adaptation, specific to ICT. For pro-
cess, there is also the case of externally initiated and completed adaptation by an 
external party, but within the CSM (external process). An example would be where 
a relatively temporal participant who is external to a project identifies a need and 
adapts technology to address the need, due to the very limited project exposure. 
Adaptation could also be initiated by an external party but assumed and completed 
by site management within CSM (external-to-internal). An example would be 
where a known need in CSM is addressed through adaptation of technology, by an 
interested party, who is external to the project, or industry.
Long-term adaptation processes would be the domain of the industry 
and organisation system levels. This is the realm of strategic alignment and 
Adaptation 
construct
Immediate Short term Long term
Unit Individual Organisation Industry level
Work group Project level Organisation
Type Hard adaptation 
(minor)
Hard adaptation (major) Hard adaptation (major)
Soft adaptation Soft adaptation Soft adaptation
Pathway Ready adaptation Ready adaptation Ready adaptation
Context adaptation Context adaptation Hardware adaptation
Usage adaptation Usage adaptation Software adaptation
Software adaptation
Process Internal process Internal process Internal process
External process Internal-to-external Internal-to-external
External-to-internal External-to-internal
Table 3. 
Time frame matrix of ICT adaptation in CSM [38].
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organisational management decisions and implementation. The organisational 
level transcends the short term and long term and enables effective translation 
of strategy into implementation. Between short term and immediate occurrence, 
the division could have grey areas because there are more individuals influencing 
the dynamics of adaptation in these divisions. However, hard adaptation would 
not occur in the immediate as it requires some degree of preconditioning of the 
ICT before use. It is argued that soft adaptation could occur within the short term 
and long term, depending on how sensitive management is to their needs and 
relevant opportunities. Similarly, usage adaptation could occur in the short term, 
but context adaptation pathway and internal-to-external adaptation process would 
typically fall into short term and long term. Ready adaptation could also be long 
term, in the case of management taking considerable time to make decisions. 
Furthermore, protracted implementation processes would inevitably result in 
long-term adaptation. Moreover, it is possible that some forms of adaptation could 
outlive a project and continue in other projects, at an organisational level. A basic 
conceptual model of the dynamics of adaptation of ICT in CSM is shown in  
Figure 2, using the cluster of constructs and attributes in their subenvironments 
and the flow of the adaption process within this context.
Time is used as one major environment of the adaptation process, to emphasise 
the feature of duration. However, there are other environmental factors such as 
compatibility requirements [61], which influence the adaptation of technology gen-
erally. Arguably, compatibility requirements would include monetary compatibility, 
which refers to the financial demands of transferring the technology; materials 
compatibility, which refers to the receiver being able to provide compatible material 
resources for the functioning and maintenance of the technology; production level 
compatibility, which refers to the technology being able to function productively 
and/or being replicated in the receiving environment; infrastructure compatibility, 
which refers to the availability and reliability of the enabling infrastructural envi-
ronment; social and political compatibility, which refers to factors such as culture, 
national, and political interests and skills; and ecological compatibility, which refers 
to the environmental impact of the technology. It also refers to the technology being 
transferable in an environment [61].
From the findings and discussions thus far, and developments in Table 3 and 
Figure 2, a detailed conceptual model of the nature of ICT adaptation in CSM, and 
in the construction projects, is proposed in Figure 3.
The attributes are organised in their subsystemic relationships, and their systemic 
relationships, using the unit, time, process, type, and pathway constructs as bases. 
The unit construct is primary, followed by time. The type of adaptation and its pro-
cess and pathway then emerge. The project-related situation, which is the unit, could 
be an individual, work group, project team, firm or organisation, or the industry.
Figure 2. 
Basic conceptual model of the dynamics of adaptation of ICT in CSM [38].
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This chapter presented a research on the uptake of ICT to enhance construction 
site management process, using the South African context, through the lens of the 
adaptation subconcept of TT. Essentially, the exploitation of the adaptability of 
recent ICT to improve CSM was investigated. Through the series of studies leading 
to the chapter, the common thread has been defined by a collection of concepts/
constructs, which embody the essence of the research: information and communi-
cation technology; technology; technology transfer; diffusion; the site management 
process; and adaptation. A deeper understanding of innovation [62], technology 
acceptance and adoption [63], moderating effects on adoption [64], and the nexus 
between user-centeredness and technology acceptance [65], was derived. The 
central discussion is the exploitation of adaptability in recent ICT, as opposed to the 
adaptability itself, which is established in extant literature. This approach addresses 
a management problem rather than an application problem.
6.1 Overview of the research
The research is predicated on the problem of suboptimal adaptation of potential 
utility in recent ICT to improve the CSM. Three aspects of CSM were focused, 
namely, H&S, SMM, and IM&C. Though various research methods have inherent 
weaknesses, a robust methodology with adequate rigour was developed to address 
such weaknesses. The research was conducted through a mixed method, and 
multistage research design, which generated results and hypothetical statements. 
The hypotheses alleged suboptimality in the exploitations of ICT potential utility to 
improve CSM in the focus areas, limited knowledge of available relevant ICT, and 
the existence of some key challenges to uptake of ICT in CSM. The literature review 
on technology, ICT, and the construction industry pointed to the sheer capacity 
of modern technology, especially ICT. It also highlighted the applicability, scal-
ability, and pervasive nature of ICT. These attributes substantiate the adaptability 
Figure 3. 
Model of adaptation dynamics of technology transfer in CSM [38].
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of recent ICT, which could be usefully exploited to achieve far-reaching advantages 
in construction, especially CSM. Following the deductions from literature review 
and conceptual basis for the methodology, the analysis of data showed a strong 
evidence of the existence of gaps identified in the literature. It also presented more 
telling indications in the local context. Suboptimal exploitation of the adaptability 
of recent ICT for CSM was highlighted. Issues of limited awareness, limited work-
ing knowledge, and limited management and technology support were highlighted. 
The gravity of these specific issues and their synergistic impact on ICT adoption in 
CSM was strongly supported by the evaluation of the hypotheses. The overarching 
deduction with regard to the research problem is that the hypotheses as stated are 
supported. Within the limits of the research project, the results strongly substanti-
ate the claim that the exploitation of the adaptability in recent ICT to improve the 
CSM is suboptimal. This flies in the face of the proliferation and availability of such 
technologies and the performance of other industries in that regard.
6.2 General conclusion to the research
Findings from the literature review are that ICT adoption in CSM is inadequate 
and inexpedient, falling short of potential benefits for construction. The literature 
review for this research revealed the need of humans for technology to enhance 
their natural processes and take full advantage of their natural environment. This 
need has evolved and extended to every aspect of human life including construction 
and CSM. Literature also revealed that construction has developed largely through 
technological innovations. Particularly the industry in recent history has grown by 
exploiting the adaptability of technology originating from other sectors such as ICT. 
Through innovation, rather than reinvention, many technologies have been success-
fully adapted to construction in areas such as CSM. Literature revealed the capacity 
and pervasiveness of ICT in modern life and its relevance to the enhancement of 
CSM. Nevertheless, adaptation of ICT to construction and CSM depends appre-
ciably on factors including awareness and working knowledge and technology and 
management support. CSM contends with challenges of limited human capacity, 
overstretching of management, and blind spots in overseeing the site constitutions 
and activities. This leads to lapses in various areas of CSM such as IM&C, H&S, and 
SMM. Thus, the SMP has many potential beneficiary areas for adaptation of recent 
ICT. However, literature from the study has also shown that the construction indus-
try in general falls behind other industries in adapting potential utility of recent 
ICT to improve CSM. While not entirely resulting from the lack of adequate ICT, 
lapses observed in CSM case studies demonstrate weaknesses in site management, 
which cannot be effectively addressed through increase in personnel as observed. In 
practice, not all designated personnel are on site at the same time, due to unsustain-
ability of such measures. Furthermore, there is currently no known substitute to 
ICT in addressing requirements of ubiquity and real-time capacity.
Field research results pointed to underutilisation of innovations located in recent 
technology. The main causative factors include inadequate knowledge of potential 
utility of recent ICT and a lack of effective approaches to technology integration 
and management support. Results highlight the fact that all possible units of adap-
tation agency can initiate and drive the required innovation. Beyond the primary 
usage of products, there is more utility offered in their designs and specifications. It 
is therefore important that usage of ICT goes beyond what is immediately discern-
ible as practical usage. Exploiting potential utility in recent ICT requires innovative 
thinking and approach in their use. The need identified here applies to the indi-
vidual, group, project team, organisation, and industry. Thus, while the demand for 
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pressure, the ICT sector continues to produce relevant products, services, and ideas 
which can be usefully exploited by construction. Useful exploitation of such output 
would enhance construction performance in many areas.
Through a customised approach, the research established foundational under-
standing of the adaptation of ICT in CSM. Contributions from the research include 
the time frame matrix of adaptation of ICT in CSM, the basic flow model of adapta-
tion of ICT in CSM, and the detailed conceptual model of adaptation of ICT in 
CSM. Thus, the research contributes to the following bodies of knowledge: technol-
ogy transfer, innovation, ICT in construction, user experience of ICT in construc-
tion, adaptation of ICT in construction, and construction project management. The 
proposed model is arguably relevant to the exploitation of the adaptability of ICT in 
other project-based systems and environments, beyond CSM, construction project 
management, and the construction industry.
The work presented in this chapter is the conclusion to a research project which 
was first proposed in 2007 and essentially started in 2008, generated a doctoral 
report in 2013 and additional publications up to December 2019. Through 19 publi-
cations, the attributes and dynamics of the adaptation concept for TT of ICT in the 
CSM have been derived, framed, and modelled. The outcomes at this stage are still 
not exhaustive of all possible scenarios. Future studies should therefore focus on 
the uptake of ICT/IT in other aspects of construction, user experience (UX) issues, 
other levels of construction project management, and comparison of the adaptation 
concept with other relevant concepts, and the use of contributions from the current 
study, to work on ICT based solutions for various needs in construction. Such stud-
ies should also aim to develop a deliberate/formalised approach to the transfer of 
ICT in construction, using the natural patterns discovered in the research, empha-
sizing user centeredness and user experience.
© 2020 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Abstract
To develop efficient and lower emission heating and cooling systems, this book 
chapter focuses on interests for the innovative combination of a heat pump (HP) 
and organic Rankine cycle (ORC) for building applications. In this state-of-the-art 
survey, the potentials and advantages of combined HP-ORC systems have been 
investigated and discussed. Past works have examined various combinations, com-
prising indirectly-combined as series and parallel, directly-combined units, as well 
as reversible combination configurations. Following describing such arrangements, 
their performance is discussed. Considerations for optimising the overall architec-
ture of these combined energy systems are pinpointed using these same sources, 
taking into account heat source and sink selection, expander/compressor units, 
selection of working fluids, control strategies, operating temperatures, thermal 
energy storage and managing more variable seasonal temperatures. Furthermore, 
experimental works present further functional problems and matters needing 
additional research, and assist to emphasise experimental techniques that can be 
utilised in this field of research. Finally, from the studies surveyed, some areas for 
future research were recommended.
Keywords: heat pump (HP), organic Rankine cycle (ORC), energy systems, 
microgeneration, design, performance, buildings
1. Introduction
Overall, the building sector represents approximately 40% of the final 
utilisation of energy and 36% of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs). For meeting 
international emission targets, there is a requirement for more efficient heating 
and cooling systems in order to decrease electricity needs while improving sys-
tem efficiency as well as reliability; this is because such systems involve over 80% 
of residential heating usage in many nations and particularly in countries with 
colder climates, such as Canada [1]. In buildings, advanced heating and cooling 
as well as micro cogeneration technologies can possibly decrease electricity and 
fossil fuel-derived use via increased usage of renewable energy sources, thermal 
storage, micro-cogeneration as well as systems with better efficient energy 
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systems. A thermodynamic-based, the organic Rankine cycle (ORC) is a remark-
able system that is appropriate for recovering low-temperature heat from differ-
ent heat sources, such as solar, geothermal or low-grade thermal power sources 
for cogenerating heat and power. Of noteworthy relevance is its combination 
with a heat pump (HP), with which it would be able to more efficiently supply 
heating and cooling, hence decreasing electricity utilisation and generation of 
pollutant emissions.
The thermodynamic organic Rankine cycle is characterised as a heat and power 
generation system, which is labelled as organic due to it utilising working fluids and 
this allows it to operate at lower temperatures, contrastingly to a steam Rankine 
cycle. This is positive as it allows the system temperatures to operate efficiently at 
lower temperatures, in this manner permitting small-scale applications.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical ORC cycle. Advanced ORC systems can include addi-
tional units such as a regenerator and recuperator units or extra heat exchanger/tur-
bine, alike to the assortment of potential components for a steam Rankine cycle. In the 
evaporator, the heat source transfers heat to the working fluid, which evaporates and 
is hereafter pressurised. This working fluid is sent to the expander turbine unit, which 
converts the high-pressure gas to low pressure gas, converting the work produced 
from this process into electricity. The low-pressure gas moves in the condenser, where 
surplus heat that has not been converted into electricity is dissipated to the heat sink, 
raising the heat sink fluid’s temperature and condensing the working fluid. Ultimately, 
a pump is employed for circulating the working fluid flow in the cycle [2, 3]. Detailed 
principle and research works on ORC systems can be found in [2–13].
A heat pump has an analogous working operation to that of an organic Rankine 
cycle, apart from it just supplying heat rather of generating of power. As its name 
indicates, it finally receives heat from the heat source and transfers it to the heat 
sink, reducing the heat source temperature and rising the heat sink temperature. 
A compressor and a throttling valve are employed for aiding drive and enhance 
the performance of this process, which can, on typical manner, operate in either 
heating or cooling mode, and this is where both the heat sink and source are 
interchanged. The efficiency of the heat pump is denoted by its coefficient of 
performance (COP), defined as the ratio of total heat delivered by the heat pump 
to the amount of electricity needed to drive the heat pump. An example of the 
unit’s schematic is illustrated in Figure 2. One main benefit of this cycle is that it 
is able of removing heat from a heat source versus a temperature gradient with a 
Figure 1. 
Schematic of the ORC without (left) and with (right) recuperator.
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higher temperature heat sink, enabling it to get to low-grade thermal sources. A 
heat pump has an assortment of arrangements and configurations available, which 
are generally out of the extent of this review. Representative heat pumps viable, 
incorporate a water-source heat pump (WSHP) that include a liquid–liquid heat 
exchange; a ground-source heat pump (GSHP), and this is fundamentally the same 
as a WSHP, however the heat source liquid works as a heat transfer medium for geo-
thermal heat exchangers as well; and an air-source heat pump (ASHP) that includes 
an air-liquid heat exchange, with performance reliant on ambient conditions. 
Moreover, there are likewise absorption as well as adsorption heat pumps that have 
increasingly complex operation. For the motivations behind this paper, the heat 
pump arrangements are optional as against to the overall system arrangement, and 
thus, will not be examined thoroughly. More detailed works regarding HP systems 
can be found in [14–29].
In spite of there being various surveys addressing HPs and an ORC system’s 
design, performance and technical-economic studies, there are a lack of reviews 
focusing on the combined HP and ORC systems for low-temperature and micro co/
trigeneration applications. Hence, building upon and extending the work of the 
authors [30], the aim of the present chapter is to focus on innovative combination 
of a HP and ORC for use in buildings. In this overview survey, the potentials and 
advantages of combined HP-ORC systems will be investigated and discussed.
With these objectives in mind, the remaining part of this chapter is organised as 
follows: Section 2 presents the various types of combined HP-ORC systems. Section 
3 elaborates the performance results from the configurations in the Section 2. 
Section 4 presents further thorough on specific design considerations for optimisa-
tion purposes found in important works reviewed. Section 5 summarises findings 
from experimental works. This later section is followed by a brief overview of 
Figure 2. 
Schematic of the heat pump.
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systems. A thermodynamic-based, the organic Rankine cycle (ORC) is a remark-
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principle and research works on ORC systems can be found in [2–13].
A heat pump has an analogous working operation to that of an organic Rankine 
cycle, apart from it just supplying heat rather of generating of power. As its name 
indicates, it finally receives heat from the heat source and transfers it to the heat 
sink, reducing the heat source temperature and rising the heat sink temperature. 
A compressor and a throttling valve are employed for aiding drive and enhance 
the performance of this process, which can, on typical manner, operate in either 
heating or cooling mode, and this is where both the heat sink and source are 
interchanged. The efficiency of the heat pump is denoted by its coefficient of 
performance (COP), defined as the ratio of total heat delivered by the heat pump 
to the amount of electricity needed to drive the heat pump. An example of the 
unit’s schematic is illustrated in Figure 2. One main benefit of this cycle is that it 
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Figure 1. 
Schematic of the ORC without (left) and with (right) recuperator.
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higher temperature heat sink, enabling it to get to low-grade thermal sources. A 
heat pump has an assortment of arrangements and configurations available, which 
are generally out of the extent of this review. Representative heat pumps viable, 
incorporate a water-source heat pump (WSHP) that include a liquid–liquid heat 
exchange; a ground-source heat pump (GSHP), and this is fundamentally the same 
as a WSHP, however the heat source liquid works as a heat transfer medium for geo-
thermal heat exchangers as well; and an air-source heat pump (ASHP) that includes 
an air-liquid heat exchange, with performance reliant on ambient conditions. 
Moreover, there are likewise absorption as well as adsorption heat pumps that have 
increasingly complex operation. For the motivations behind this paper, the heat 
pump arrangements are optional as against to the overall system arrangement, and 
thus, will not be examined thoroughly. More detailed works regarding HP systems 
can be found in [14–29].
In spite of there being various surveys addressing HPs and an ORC system’s 
design, performance and technical-economic studies, there are a lack of reviews 
focusing on the combined HP and ORC systems for low-temperature and micro co/
trigeneration applications. Hence, building upon and extending the work of the 
authors [30], the aim of the present chapter is to focus on innovative combination 
of a HP and ORC for use in buildings. In this overview survey, the potentials and 
advantages of combined HP-ORC systems will be investigated and discussed.
With these objectives in mind, the remaining part of this chapter is organised as 
follows: Section 2 presents the various types of combined HP-ORC systems. Section 
3 elaborates the performance results from the configurations in the Section 2. 
Section 4 presents further thorough on specific design considerations for optimisa-
tion purposes found in important works reviewed. Section 5 summarises findings 
from experimental works. This later section is followed by a brief overview of 
Figure 2. 
Schematic of the heat pump.
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some studies on the economic analysis. Finally, the main conclusions drawn in this 
chapter are provided in the last section.
2. Types of combined HP-ORC systems
This section will give a general overview of various types of HP-ORC systems 
and discuss related works that are resulted with them.
2.1 Indirectly-combined HP-ORC system
These systems are not directly combined, which will be considered later on in 
this section. Series HP-ORC systems have comparable connection points to those 
that are directly coupled, however they have an intermediary loop or device amidst 
them. An illustration here is a gas-engine HP-ORC system that recuperates engine 
exhaust gas as ORC heat source as shown in Figure 3 [31].
Parallel systems provide additional versatility in their mode of operation and are 
appropriate to be better for regions that have varying temperatures during the year. 
A study by Li et al. [32] summarised a parallel system to deliver heat, heat storage, 
as well as power for continental climates, with this system displayed in Figure 4. 
This system included an ORC and a HP, both being able to generate sufficient heat 
for one household during the cold, or heating, season. A ground heat exchanger 
(GHE) was utilised as thermal storage, being the hot source that the HP extracted 
heat from during the heating season and the ORC recharged it during the non-
heating season annually.
2.2 Directly-combined HP-ORC system
As the name implies, a directly-combined HP-ORC system is one where the same 
process unit is shared by the separate HP and ORC units. From the literature, which 
has been analysed, this takes the arrangement of either a common heat exchanger 
Figure 3. 
Schematic of the gas engine HP with the ORC unit for exhaust waste heat recovery.
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where the process streams transfer energy to each other with one being the heat 
source and the other functioning as the sink or serving of a coupled expander/
compressor set. An example of the joint heat exchanger HP-ORC system, which 
was examined by Yu et al. [33] is illustrated in Figure 5. The HP unit shares its 
condenser that is also the evaporator of the ORC. This design is particular where the 
recovery of waste heat from another process takes place from the ORC evaporator to 
the HP evaporator and in return to the preheater.
The design from Roumpedakis’ work [34] takes a very analogous technique, 
although this system is constructed in the opposed manner, with the sorption HP 
obtaining waste heat from the ORC and the heat source for the ORC being a solar 
thermal loop that underwent assessment for Amsterdam and Athens.
A comparable system to the previously mentioned one can be found in a 
work by Bellos and Tzivanidis [35], where the absorption HP with working fluid 
LiBr-H2O, harnesses the rejected heat from the ORC that is solar parabolic trough 
thermal based.
Figure 4. 
Schematic of the parallel HP-ORC system with GHE thermal storage capability.
Figure 5. 
Schematic of the directly-combined HP-ORC system: (left) HP; (right): ORC.
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(GHE) was utilised as thermal storage, being the hot source that the HP extracted 
heat from during the heating season and the ORC recharged it during the non-
heating season annually.
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where the process streams transfer energy to each other with one being the heat 
source and the other functioning as the sink or serving of a coupled expander/
compressor set. An example of the joint heat exchanger HP-ORC system, which 
was examined by Yu et al. [33] is illustrated in Figure 5. The HP unit shares its 
condenser that is also the evaporator of the ORC. This design is particular where the 
recovery of waste heat from another process takes place from the ORC evaporator to 
the HP evaporator and in return to the preheater.
The design from Roumpedakis’ work [34] takes a very analogous technique, 
although this system is constructed in the opposed manner, with the sorption HP 
obtaining waste heat from the ORC and the heat source for the ORC being a solar 
thermal loop that underwent assessment for Amsterdam and Athens.
A comparable system to the previously mentioned one can be found in a 
work by Bellos and Tzivanidis [35], where the absorption HP with working fluid 
LiBr-H2O, harnesses the rejected heat from the ORC that is solar parabolic trough 
thermal based.
Figure 4. 
Schematic of the parallel HP-ORC system with GHE thermal storage capability.
Figure 5. 
Schematic of the directly-combined HP-ORC system: (left) HP; (right): ORC.
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Research carried out by Mounier [36] investigated ORC-driven HPs also, 
with the compressor-turbine unit (CTU) being directly coupled the same as the 
heat exchanger unit shared between the HP and ORC, as depicted in Figure 6. A 
research paper by Collings et al. [37] assessed an identical system with a combined 
compressor-turbine unit and an air-source HP.
2.3 Reversible HP-ORC systems
A reversible HP-ORC unit is almost identical essentially to a parallel HP-ORC 
system, where there is versatility within the operations in what is currently per-
forming, except that it integrates the ORC and HP into one unit that can operate in 
ORC or HP mode conditional on the need. This unit is favourable as it enables for 
the re-usage of components between these two modes. It additionally makes the use 
of thermal storage easier, wherein surplus heat can be utilised by the ORC mode 
to generate electricity with the residual heat stored for use by the HP to utilise for 
heating as well as hot water intents.
A reversible HP-ORC system has been suggested by Dumont et al. [38, 39], 
where the reversible unit is coupled with a solar absorber on one side, with the 
GHE and thermal storage tank being on the other, for ORC mode and HP mode 
separately. It is interesting to note that this unit moves heat one way, i.e. from the 
solar-based absorbers toward thermal energy storage. This system additionally gives 
the ability to the solar powered absorber to directly heat the thermal storage tank in 
the event that it can give an adequately high temperature; if not, the HP can extract 
more when necessary.
The system developed by Schimpf and Span [40, 41] was more basic, with the 
reversible unit being attached to a GHE on one side, and either the solar absorber 
array or storage tank on the other part as shown in Figure 7. In this system, the 
reversible unit alters path contingent upon the situation, with the ORC mode 
Figure 6. 
Schematic of the directly-combined HP-ORC system showing the connected compressor-turbine unit.
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transferring heat from the solar panels to the GHE and the HP mode moving heat 
from the heat exchanger to the storage tank, and in this circumstance, the collector 
panels directly heat the storage tank too.
3. Performance
The following section on how the combined HP-ORC systems perform will go 
into details about configurations and results including challenges from the same 
literature.
3.1 Key performance metrics
As seen before, the essential duty of HP and ORC systems are to supply heating 
and power, with a considerable lot of these systems moreover performing capaci-
ties to supply cooling and domestic hot water. Accordingly, the main performance 
metrics referenced in these works are aimed at accomplishing these purposes.
There are two central methods to move toward such examination; a subsystem 
perspective wherein the emphasis is on the effectiveness of the HP-ORC itself, or 
a whole system point of view where the system’s whole capacity is investigated, 
habitually on a yearly basis. The last is explicitly common when the heat sources and 
heat loads are transient. The main key performance metrics are listed in Table 1. 
Note that this list is not inclusive, rather only typical of commonly applied metrics.
3.2 Indirectly-combined series
As stated earlier on, these varieties of systems are usually designed for facilitating 
a greater level of heat recovery from the system, reusing waste heat via processes. In 
that capacity, numerous systems applicable in this class are from industrial processes 
and not appropriate for residential utilisation. However, one possibly applicable 
investigation by Liu et al. [31] recommended a gas engine-powered HP and ORC 
Figure 7. 
Schematic of the reversible HP-ORC system: (left) the HP mode; (right) the ORC mode.
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Research carried out by Mounier [36] investigated ORC-driven HPs also, 
with the compressor-turbine unit (CTU) being directly coupled the same as the 
heat exchanger unit shared between the HP and ORC, as depicted in Figure 6. A 
research paper by Collings et al. [37] assessed an identical system with a combined 
compressor-turbine unit and an air-source HP.
2.3 Reversible HP-ORC systems
A reversible HP-ORC unit is almost identical essentially to a parallel HP-ORC 
system, where there is versatility within the operations in what is currently per-
forming, except that it integrates the ORC and HP into one unit that can operate in 
ORC or HP mode conditional on the need. This unit is favourable as it enables for 
the re-usage of components between these two modes. It additionally makes the use 
of thermal storage easier, wherein surplus heat can be utilised by the ORC mode 
to generate electricity with the residual heat stored for use by the HP to utilise for 
heating as well as hot water intents.
A reversible HP-ORC system has been suggested by Dumont et al. [38, 39], 
where the reversible unit is coupled with a solar absorber on one side, with the 
GHE and thermal storage tank being on the other, for ORC mode and HP mode 
separately. It is interesting to note that this unit moves heat one way, i.e. from the 
solar-based absorbers toward thermal energy storage. This system additionally gives 
the ability to the solar powered absorber to directly heat the thermal storage tank in 
the event that it can give an adequately high temperature; if not, the HP can extract 
more when necessary.
The system developed by Schimpf and Span [40, 41] was more basic, with the 
reversible unit being attached to a GHE on one side, and either the solar absorber 
array or storage tank on the other part as shown in Figure 7. In this system, the 
reversible unit alters path contingent upon the situation, with the ORC mode 
Figure 6. 
Schematic of the directly-combined HP-ORC system showing the connected compressor-turbine unit.
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transferring heat from the solar panels to the GHE and the HP mode moving heat 
from the heat exchanger to the storage tank, and in this circumstance, the collector 
panels directly heat the storage tank too.
3. Performance
The following section on how the combined HP-ORC systems perform will go 
into details about configurations and results including challenges from the same 
literature.
3.1 Key performance metrics
As seen before, the essential duty of HP and ORC systems are to supply heating 
and power, with a considerable lot of these systems moreover performing capaci-
ties to supply cooling and domestic hot water. Accordingly, the main performance 
metrics referenced in these works are aimed at accomplishing these purposes.
There are two central methods to move toward such examination; a subsystem 
perspective wherein the emphasis is on the effectiveness of the HP-ORC itself, or 
a whole system point of view where the system’s whole capacity is investigated, 
habitually on a yearly basis. The last is explicitly common when the heat sources and 
heat loads are transient. The main key performance metrics are listed in Table 1. 
Note that this list is not inclusive, rather only typical of commonly applied metrics.
3.2 Indirectly-combined series
As stated earlier on, these varieties of systems are usually designed for facilitating 
a greater level of heat recovery from the system, reusing waste heat via processes. In 
that capacity, numerous systems applicable in this class are from industrial processes 
and not appropriate for residential utilisation. However, one possibly applicable 
investigation by Liu et al. [31] recommended a gas engine-powered HP and ORC 
Figure 7. 
Schematic of the reversible HP-ORC system: (left) the HP mode; (right) the ORC mode.
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system utilising this waste heat recover as shown in Figure 3. Experiments of this 
system confirmed a waste heat recovery of over 55% and have possibility for residen-
tial buildings. The total cooling capacity ran between 25 and 48 kW, expanding with 
higher gas engine speeds. This setup found that as the water delta temperature varied 
in the range 11.8–24°C, the heat pump COP expanded, however the COP likewise 
reduced with higher gas engine speeds, running from an estimation of 6.5–10.
3.3 Indirectly-combined parallel
There are a number of potential designs within the parallel type of HP-ORC 
systems. Most of these arrangements have the HP and ORC units totally apart from 
each other, which do provide advantages, however, will not be explored here as they 
can be treated as separate, unintegrated systems. One exclusive parallel design is 
where the HP and ORC share the GHE, as represented in Figure 4 [32]. This ORC, 





performance (heat pump 
only)
— For heating:  COP =   Q H  _W
For cooling:  COP =   Q C  _W
 Q  H = heating provided 
 Q  C = cooling provided 
 W c = work consumed 
Thermal efficiency % For heat pump:  n th =  COP _ CO  P rev ,  CO  P rev =  
 T H  _  T H −  T C  
For ORC:  n th =  
 W p  _ Q H  
 W p = work produced 
 T C = heat sink temperature 
 T H = heat source temperature 
Exergetic efficiency %  n ex =   n th  _  n max ,  n max = 1 −  
 T C  _ T H 
 
Output power kW Derivative of work produced by the organic Rankine cycle
Output heat kW Derivative of heating provided by subsystem (HP or ORC) to 
house or another subsystem
Output cooling kW Derivative of cooling provided by subsystem (HP or ORC) to 




kWh Integral of net power generated by system
 Net power =  P ORC −  P con 
 P ORC = Power generated by ORC 
 P con = Power consumed  (pumps, etc.) 
Total heating provided kWh Integral of heat power output
Total cooling provided kWh Integral of cooling power output
Reduction in electricity % Difference between electricity consumed by one system 
compared to a baseline, divided by the baseline’s electricity 
usage
Reduction in emissions % Difference between emissions generated by one system 
compared to a baseline, divided by the baseline’s emissions
Total waste heat recovery %  Waste heat recovery =   Q C  _ Q H  
Table 1. 
Key performance metrics of HP-ORC systems.
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utilising R123 as a working fluid and a flowrate of 0.15 kg/s, generated around 
2.1–2.2 kW of electricity, rejecting around 19.4–20 kW for heating. The heat pump 
supplied 24.9–28.7 kW of heating, spending approximately 6.9 kW.
This seems to present further advantages compared to the ground-source 
HP on its own, through a reduction in power consumption per unit heating area 
of 2.2 * 103–3.3 * 102 kWh/m2, with the ORC unit supplying 55.6% of the total 
heating capacity, and balancing for 78.5% of the power utilisation of the HP. This 
more energetically efficient system was capable to better swap a standard GSHP 
system, decreasing the operation time of the GSHP whilst preserving sustainable 
ground temperatures that operate in colder climates.
3.4 Directly-combined series
For the directly-combined series systems, one study observed that for a system 
of this type to be beneficial, some prerequisites are required [33].
a. the evaporation temperature of the ORC is set correctly;
b. the working fluid of the ORC has a slight ratio of latent to sensible heat;
c. poor thermal match between working fluid and waste heat for standalone 
ORC; and
d. the COP of the HP is adequate.
Applying these settings and the optimisation of heat exchanger temperatures, 
their model, with an ORC evaporation temperature of 120°C, an ORC condensation 
temperature to the HP of 45°C and a HP condensation temperature of 130°C, stated 
an expansion in net power yield and level of waste heat recuperated by 9.37 and 
12.04% individually, when utilising n-Hexane as the HP refrigerant and R600a as 
the ORC working fluid [33]. This system had a power production of 400–800 kW 
when considering the working liquid, with waste heat recovery between 7000 and 
9000 kW.
In a same system utilising solar-based parabolic trough thermal as a heat source 
for an ORC unit associated with an absorption HP, the greatest power generation 
attained was 152.1 kW, with the most extreme cooling generation of 465.2 kW. This 
was accomplished with a working pair of LiBr-H2O, water/steam as the refrigerant, 
the heat pump absorber and condensers working at 50°C to provide usable heat in a 
sensible temperature level for space heating or DHW (domestic hot water) outputs, 
and the HP evaporator working at 10°C to feed the cooling load. The simulation 
outcomes recommend that the optimal arrangement has an ORC working fluid of 
toluene, giving heat source temperatures near the extent of 300°C, a greatest exer-
getic efficiency of 24.66%, pressure ratio of 0.7605 and a heat rejection temperature 
of 113.7°C [35].
3.5 Reversible HP-ORC
A few investigations have called attention to focal points to exploiting this 
system, explicitly because it enables for efficient operation in both cold and hot 
climate conditions using the reversible unit and thermal storage, just as diminishing 
initial capital expenses. One investigation found that contrasted with the HP solar 
thermal system employed as the reference, reversing the HP into an ORC unit had 
the option to diminish the net power request of the system by 2–10% [40]. In this 
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system utilising this waste heat recover as shown in Figure 3. Experiments of this 
system confirmed a waste heat recovery of over 55% and have possibility for residen-
tial buildings. The total cooling capacity ran between 25 and 48 kW, expanding with 
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reduced with higher gas engine speeds, running from an estimation of 6.5–10.
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systems. Most of these arrangements have the HP and ORC units totally apart from 
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can be treated as separate, unintegrated systems. One exclusive parallel design is 
where the HP and ORC share the GHE, as represented in Figure 4 [32]. This ORC, 
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utilising R123 as a working fluid and a flowrate of 0.15 kg/s, generated around 
2.1–2.2 kW of electricity, rejecting around 19.4–20 kW for heating. The heat pump 
supplied 24.9–28.7 kW of heating, spending approximately 6.9 kW.
This seems to present further advantages compared to the ground-source 
HP on its own, through a reduction in power consumption per unit heating area 
of 2.2 * 103–3.3 * 102 kWh/m2, with the ORC unit supplying 55.6% of the total 
heating capacity, and balancing for 78.5% of the power utilisation of the HP. This 
more energetically efficient system was capable to better swap a standard GSHP 
system, decreasing the operation time of the GSHP whilst preserving sustainable 
ground temperatures that operate in colder climates.
3.4 Directly-combined series
For the directly-combined series systems, one study observed that for a system 
of this type to be beneficial, some prerequisites are required [33].
a. the evaporation temperature of the ORC is set correctly;
b. the working fluid of the ORC has a slight ratio of latent to sensible heat;
c. poor thermal match between working fluid and waste heat for standalone 
ORC; and
d. the COP of the HP is adequate.
Applying these settings and the optimisation of heat exchanger temperatures, 
their model, with an ORC evaporation temperature of 120°C, an ORC condensation 
temperature to the HP of 45°C and a HP condensation temperature of 130°C, stated 
an expansion in net power yield and level of waste heat recuperated by 9.37 and 
12.04% individually, when utilising n-Hexane as the HP refrigerant and R600a as 
the ORC working fluid [33]. This system had a power production of 400–800 kW 
when considering the working liquid, with waste heat recovery between 7000 and 
9000 kW.
In a same system utilising solar-based parabolic trough thermal as a heat source 
for an ORC unit associated with an absorption HP, the greatest power generation 
attained was 152.1 kW, with the most extreme cooling generation of 465.2 kW. This 
was accomplished with a working pair of LiBr-H2O, water/steam as the refrigerant, 
the heat pump absorber and condensers working at 50°C to provide usable heat in a 
sensible temperature level for space heating or DHW (domestic hot water) outputs, 
and the HP evaporator working at 10°C to feed the cooling load. The simulation 
outcomes recommend that the optimal arrangement has an ORC working fluid of 
toluene, giving heat source temperatures near the extent of 300°C, a greatest exer-
getic efficiency of 24.66%, pressure ratio of 0.7605 and a heat rejection temperature 
of 113.7°C [35].
3.5 Reversible HP-ORC
A few investigations have called attention to focal points to exploiting this 
system, explicitly because it enables for efficient operation in both cold and hot 
climate conditions using the reversible unit and thermal storage, just as diminishing 
initial capital expenses. One investigation found that contrasted with the HP solar 
thermal system employed as the reference, reversing the HP into an ORC unit had 
the option to diminish the net power request of the system by 2–10% [40]. In this 
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configuration, the ORC mode, with a working fluid of R134a, produced a daily total 
of between 43.3 and 145.6 kWh, contingent upon the area for solar thermal and the 
collector type. This production and resulting decrease in net power demand was 
assisted with the heat pump power between 4.58 and 6.49 kW, 0.2 m3 of hot tem-
perature water demanded at 45°C and a tank volume of 0.9 m3.
Another model made established that in winter, the HP spent 17.28 kWh every 
day with a daily mean COP of 4.1 and throughout the summer, the ORC mode had 
a 5.5% effectiveness, attaining a peak power of 3.28 kW and producing 23.9 kWh 
the day it was attained [41]. The main difficulty of this recommended system is 
choosing the optimal control strategy and decreasing the overall thermal system 
loss as there are a couple of loss situations that ought to be reduced properly. For 
example, if the solar loop fluid temperature is adequately high, it may not be viable 
transmitting it for heating in the mid-year/summer since the house and storage are 
both at temperature; here the energy will rather be lost. As will be discussed in a 
later section, trial results founded on these designs are encouraging, showing results 
fundamentally the same as those simulated.
4. Design optimisation
This section will focus on elements for optimising the overall architecture of 
the combined energy systems, by considering HP and ORC components design, 
selection of working fluids, control strategies, and operating temperatures, and 
managing more variable seasonal temperatures.
4.1 HP and ORC components
From the viewpoint of single system and component optimisation, there are 
many studies concentrating on HPs or ORCs individually. Because of this, the 
extent of this section will be abridged where doable to considering studies including 
components in the framework of integrating HP and ORC into an overall combined 
heating and power system and their design concerns.
4.1.1 Heat source and sink selections
The differences in temperature between each evaporator and condenser pair 
is a significant factor in the effectiveness of individual cycle, because it closely 
influences the notional maximum generation and COP. Unfavourably, because of 
the residential or commercial uses of these systems, the accessible heat sources 
are habitually lower temperature, which implies the conceivable temperature 
differential and resulting effectiveness will be smaller. There are different strate-
gies to enhance or optimise the temperature differential, which will be examined 
beneath.
For a HP-ORC system combined at the HP condenser/ORC evaporator, a work 
process to upgrade the working states of the combined system was made [33]. This 
involves adjusting the combined heat exchanger temperature and computing the 
other temperatures appropriately, diminishing the combined heat exchanger tem-
perature until it either supplies an acceptable measure of waste heat recovery and 
expands the net power, or it is anything, but a productive combination. This operat-
ing procedure proposes that a diminished coupled heat exchanger temperature will 
expand the quantity of waste heat recuperated yet may not definitely influence the 
net power yield, which relies to a great extent upon the optimal or accessible heat 
source temperature.
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For the directly combined compressor-turbine unit design, one investigation 
established that at a hot source temperature of 120°C, the maximum COP attainable 
by the comparing HP-ORC framework is 1.66 [36]. For a hot source temperature 
of 180°C, the maximum COP attainable by this HP-ORC system is above 1.8, with 
exergetic efficiencies in surplus of half. This analogous analysis concluded that 
overall, the conventional sorption systems, for example, the single effect absorp-
tion HP, function well at low heat source temperatures under 120°C, whereas these 
rotor-coupled HP-ORC systems function greater at temperatures above 150°C.
While working fluids will be examined in a subsequent section, it should be 
pointed out that a working fluid that is chosen for use in the system should cor-
respond to the mix of source and sink temperatures for better thermodynamic 
maximisation.
The configuration of the system will aid prescribe the temperature differentials. 
Specifically, appropriate choice of a heat source is significant for defining the 
conceivable temperature from it, and will probably guide the configuration of the 
whole system.
Combustion heat sources, for example, natural gas and diesel, can normally give 
greater temperatures yet at a greater emissions generation. These emissions can be 
mostly decreased by the utilisation of biomass as alternative fuel. Moreover, the 
dissipated heat from these heat sources can be partly recuperated for additional heat 
transfer uses in the system as displayed in Figure 3 [31]. Thus, to the exhaust heat 
from conventional fuels, the exhaust heat from a SOFC (solid-state fuel cell) can 
be recovered in a HP-ORC system as the heat source as was investigated in [42] and 
shown in Figure 8, giving a 3–25% increase on exergy efficiency contrasted with 
the SOFC power cycle, as it stood alone.
One possibility to additionally decrease emissions in comparison with combus-
tion heat sources is via further renewable sources. Aside from electrically heated 
heat sources, which would have the option to consume power from the grid or 
nearby sustainable sources, both geothermal and solar thermal alternatives are 
frequently utilised to give a heat source, taking into consideration a progressively 
environmental activity, generally speaking. There are a broad assortment of designs 
Figure 8. 
Schematic flow diagram of the ORC-driven absorption HP system driven by waste heat from a SOFC.
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configuration, the ORC mode, with a working fluid of R134a, produced a daily total 
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process to upgrade the working states of the combined system was made [33]. This 
involves adjusting the combined heat exchanger temperature and computing the 
other temperatures appropriately, diminishing the combined heat exchanger tem-
perature until it either supplies an acceptable measure of waste heat recovery and 
expands the net power, or it is anything, but a productive combination. This operat-
ing procedure proposes that a diminished coupled heat exchanger temperature will 
expand the quantity of waste heat recuperated yet may not definitely influence the 
net power yield, which relies to a great extent upon the optimal or accessible heat 
source temperature.
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for both of these sources that will not be explored in the extent of this chapter, yet 
they eventually both go about as heat exchangers for a working fluid experiencing 
their piping components. Aside from the regional climate conditions, the design of 
the solar thermal collectors for the most part prescribe the workable heat transfer 
attainable, with further complex as well as costly designs allowing higher tempera-
tures. Because of their sporadic use, solar thermal heat sources frequently involve 
an intermediate storage between the ORC-HP circuit and the solar thermal collec-
tors, and may additionally require optional heating capacities if the collectors are 
not adequate for dependable function.
A number of systems exploit certain type of thermal storage, both for keeping 
up a required heat source or sink temperature and for saving surplus heat. One 
basic design is a liquid storage tank, which, if the liquid is water, has the additional 
capacity of giving residential hot water also. An investigation operating a reversible 
HP-ORC unit found that for sizing this water storage tank, with estimated tempera-
ture extends between 100 and 150°C, the required ORC power yield and release 
period had a definite correlation to the size of the storage tank, with the tempera-
ture differential, examined above, showing an opposite relationship to it [43].
Small-scale geothermal units have, for the most part, lower temperatures by 
design and as such needs a HP to separate the accessible heat. Even though it is 
accessible dependably, over the lifespan of the system, the quality of this source 
will deteriorate when more heat is removed. So to alleviate this, it is conceivable to 
utilise a geothermal heat exchanger as a type of thermal storage in situations when 
the heat at a given instant is not essential for the consumer, recovering the geother-
mal heat source.
This technique was applied in the parallel framework displayed in Figure 4. It 
was discovered that the recharging of the GHE by the ORC had advantages for the 
complete system when contrasted with just the ground-source HP system, keeping 
up a greater yearly average COP of 3.8 instead of 3.7 to 3.2 in 20 years, and an 85% 
decrease in total power utilisation [32].
4.1.2 Expander/compressor units
One exclusive arrangement of this component can be found when the compres-
sor of a HP and expander of the ORC are directly combined across their rotor. 
This provides the capacity of directly exploiting the mechanical energy from the 
ORC to power the compression in the HP, in spite of the fact that it represents 
some mechanical difficulties and involves the two units to be working reliably and 
dependably for suitable application. The most crucial piece of this system is the 
turbomachinery, which, in one investigation, when it was enhanced, provided 
efficiencies in surplus of 60%, a 20 point effectiveness increase compared to their 
proof of concept, featuring the requirement to limit fluid leak and turbomachinery 
tip clearances during the fabrication [36]. This work proposed a maximum HP COP 
amount of 1.8, and for the overall system, had 40 kW heating capacity.
Another research utilising this expander/compressor unit found that a fuel-
to-usable heat efficiency of 136–160% was attained, with the HP COP extending 
between 2.8 and 5.5 [37]. This investigation employed the condensers of the two units 
to heat up water for household hot water production with the ASHP rising the water 
temperature to 25–30°C, the ORC condenser expanding it up to 55°C and the exhaust 
gas from the natural gas combustion for the ORC evaporator expanding the water 
temperature to 60°C for use in DHW application. The natural gas combustion rises 
the ORC working fluid evaporator inlet temperature to 200°C, bringing about an 
ORC efficiency of 20%. Below 5°C of ambient air temperature, 3.9 kW of energy was 
generated from the ORC to water, compared with 3.8 kW heating from the HP.
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Another type of this unit is as a reversible compressor/expander that can work 
in either way in the event that HP mode or ORC mode is required. One investigation 
that attempted an assortment of small-scale below <5 kW, expander/compressor 
units observed that while the biggest isentropic effectiveness was 81% for the scroll 
expander, compared with 53% for the piston and screw expanders, the mechanical 
restrictions and working settings are essential for choosing the unit suitable for the 
application, and recommended an approach to precisely design these units [44].
4.2 Working fluids selection
The selection of working fluid is significant as it directly influences the thermal 
specificities of the system, for this reason it should be appropriately matched 
with the required functioning conditions. Working fluid selection is reliant to 
system arrangement and component sizing. One investigation testing the impact 
of working fluid choice on system performance concluded that working fluids that 
have greater decomposition temperatures have greater fuel-to-heat efficiency [45]. 
Frequently, there are a few working fluids that are comparable in performance of 
the system. Thus, some compromises must be done. For a rotor-coupled HP-ORC 
system, one research found that R134a and R152a were the ideal working fluids for 
this system, with the best selection eventually being an accommodation between 
the COP and capital expenses [46].
So also, the trade-off can likewise be between technical and environmental per-
formances. Similar to the case with testing of a gas-driven HP-ORC system, where 
R123 generated the greatest thermal efficiency and energy efficiency of 11.84 and 
54.24%, while trials of R245fa generated lower amounts of 11.42 and 52.25%, how-
ever showed lower ozone depletion potential and global warming potentials [31]. It 
ought to be noticed that the combination of an ejector directly into the evaporator 
subsystem of an ORC can possibly enhance the thermal performance of the whole 
system via efficient usage of working fluid phase transition [47–50]. In reference 
to Figure 9, a model of this system found that the cycle can generate 10.78% more 
power, and recover 19.04% more heat from the system [50].
Mixtures of working fluids can enhance the heat transfer capacities in a heat 
exchanger by giving a more thermodynamically efficient temperature glide, which 
can possibly intensify the power production and heat recuperation just as at the 
same time decreasing expenses and ecological effect contrasted with the more 
costly or higher effect fluid in the mixture.
There are various advantages to working with zeotropic mixtures of dry and wet 
working fluids, as exhibited by a modelling and simulation study by Zhu et al. [51], 
which found that inside an ORC combined with an ejector and HP, these blends 
brought about a higher temperature glide, power effectiveness, cooling efficiency 
and coefficient of performance. Worth mentioning was R141b/R134a (55:45), R123/
R152a (85:15), and R141b/R152a (80:20), which had, individually, the most power 
yield with a greatest power efficiency of 6%, the most elevated cooling impact with 
a maximum cooling efficiency of 20.3%, and the maximum COP of 1.18. An evalua-
tion of the relative net power output of working fluid mixtures compared to the best 
pure working fluids indicate that the potential rise from simulation, ranges from 
2.56 to 13.6% relying upon the approach utilised to evaluate this enhancement [52]. 
It likewise proposed that if big heat exchangers are possible to utilise, the benefits of 
mixtures will be further obvious.
Furthermore, mixtures of working fluids can be finely adjusted in climate-
reliant systems in accordance on the optimal composition for thermodynamic 
enhancement. A new investigation of an ORC system with composition modifica-
tion capabilities, has demonstrated this capacity to upgrade the working fluid 
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composition to best suit surrounding conditions, providing an improvement of 
yearly mean thermal efficiency by up to 23% over a traditional ORC at a heat source 
temperature of 100°C, at a rise in capital expense of under 7%, overall proposing 
smaller reimbursement terms, particularly in areas with big air temperature vari-
ances amongst winter and summer periods [53].
4.3 Control strategies
A rise in convolution of a combined HP-ORC system usually requires several 
control strategies for appropriate arrangements of components and process 
flow layouts. These control strategies are commonly consisted of thermocouples 
to check temperature at various positions in the system, choosing the optimal 
arrangement of components dependent on thermal accessibility and requirement. 
A variant of this can be found in the system delineated by Figure 4 where a duty 
cycle controls when it is supposed the heating season, when the red stream chan-
nels are operating, and non-heating season, when the green streams are effective 
[32]. During the heating season, a basic differential temperature controller controls 
if the HP is on or off.
Additionally, the reversible system displayed in Figure 7 exploit both solar 
thermal and ground-source HP to expand the temperature in a thermal storage 
tank. When the tank attains the required temperature, any surplus solar energy is 
transferred to the now-reversed HP in ORC mode, where it is consumed to generate 
power and recharge the GHE [40, 41].
While most of systems considered apply the temperature monitoring to recom-
mend system arrangement and system conditions, there are a couple of works that 
have tried further innovative control. One investigation examined the impacts 
strategies, for example, better space heating control when household hot water is 
needed, and the monitoring of occupancy to adjust set point temperatures, and at 
Figure 9. 
Schematic diagram of the coupled ejector-ORC. AE: adaptive heat exchanger; HTE: high-temperature heat 
exchanger; G: generator; LTE: low-temperature heat exchanger; SUP: super heater; cs: cold source; hs: hot 
source.
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last established that they are typically beneficial in enhancing thermal and electri-
cal efficiency and decreasing friction on the system parts [54]. Nonetheless, it was 
noticed that their exploitation and viability do differ dependent on the building 
properties and occupant schedule, and ought to be applied with attention.
4.4 Variable weather effect
Generally, if there were slight difference in the climate, both hot and cold 
temperature areas would not have to modify their combined HP-ORC system 
arrangement to satisfy seasonal conditions. Unfavourably, in areas that have much 
changeable climate (akin to a lot of Canada with cold winters and hot summers), 
seasonal prerequisites would prescribe an adjustment in the HP-ORC system 
arrangement. Therefore, both reversible HP-ORC systems and parallel units are best 
alternatives, as the adaptability in these systems take into account such modifica-
tions in arrangement, permitting indoor temperatures to be kept up during the time 
using thermal storage, and efficient component control.
A significant number of these suitable systems have been surveyed in earlier 
sections, and will just be referenced here. One investigation demonstrated an ORC 
with working fluid composition fine-tuning, permitting the system to be ther-
modynamically maximised dependent on the climate conditions [53]. A parallel 
system was simulated in an area of China with comparable temperature variances to 
Ottawa, Ontario, and incorporated a GHE thermal storage with recharging options 
within its design and control strategy [32]. At last, while not expressly examined in 
reference to big temperature differences, the investigations with reversible HP-ORC 
systems address the theme indirectly by their but milder areas of Belgium, Denmark 
and Germany [40, 41, 43, 44].
5. Experimental studies
Most of the studies done on these combined systems has been carried out by 
means of modelling and simulation studies, for example, the ones considered previ-
ously. Generally, this is reasonable, since several of the separable components in 
the system have validated models to achieve a specific understanding of the system 
dynamics and viability. There have been a couple of proofs of concept for a com-
bined HP-ORC framework. While it will not be provided directly, individual ORC 
systems have been investigated, validating past thermodynamic models compared 
to experimental ORC designs, for example, ORCmKit [55]. As ORC units are gener-
ally more recent products, the assembling and configuration needed will probably 
bring about some intrinsic changeability in results compared with the models.
Even though the performance outcomes were before addressed in detail, the 
work with gas engine-driven HP and ORC heat recovery unit introduced results 
on a test rig of the system, developing their thermodynamic model of the ORC. 
For their model of the system, it was discovered that the greatest uncertainty for 
cooling capacity was 1.23%, gas engine energy consumption was 0.57%, waste heat 
was 2.11%, COP was 3.42% and primary energy ratio was 3.56%, all proposing a 
reasonably high conformity amongst their created models and the experimental 
design [31].
For the heat exchanger-combined HP-ORC unit, when contrasting their created 
models to proof of concept experimental data, it was revealed that their proof of con-
cept has a 30% lesser COP and 43% greater expenses than simulated, recommending 
that these losses are because of not well optimised compressor-turbine units and heat 
exchangers and can be improved essentially with appropriate refinement [36].
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bined HP-ORC framework. While it will not be provided directly, individual ORC 
systems have been investigated, validating past thermodynamic models compared 
to experimental ORC designs, for example, ORCmKit [55]. As ORC units are gener-
ally more recent products, the assembling and configuration needed will probably 
bring about some intrinsic changeability in results compared with the models.
Even though the performance outcomes were before addressed in detail, the 
work with gas engine-driven HP and ORC heat recovery unit introduced results 
on a test rig of the system, developing their thermodynamic model of the ORC. 
For their model of the system, it was discovered that the greatest uncertainty for 
cooling capacity was 1.23%, gas engine energy consumption was 0.57%, waste heat 
was 2.11%, COP was 3.42% and primary energy ratio was 3.56%, all proposing a 
reasonably high conformity amongst their created models and the experimental 
design [31].
For the heat exchanger-combined HP-ORC unit, when contrasting their created 
models to proof of concept experimental data, it was revealed that their proof of con-
cept has a 30% lesser COP and 43% greater expenses than simulated, recommending 
that these losses are because of not well optimised compressor-turbine units and heat 
exchangers and can be improved essentially with appropriate refinement [36].
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While there have been works trying separate HPs or ORCs, an investigation 
regarding the reversible HP-ORC system analysed the experimental results from 
the system, finding different items for real application. This study established 
that a cycle efficiency of 4.2% is accomplished in ORC mode, from condensation 
and evaporation temperatures of 25 and 88°C individually, and a COP of 3.1 being 
acquired in HP mode from condensation and evaporation temperatures of 61 and 
21°C, respectively, demonstrating the viability of the concept [38]. One cause of 
efficiency loss happened at the expander/compressor, as it was not at first geometri-
cally intended for reversible application.
5.1 Experimental works
For model development, validation, and component optimisation intents, it is 
usual to disconnect or apart a subsystem to assist assessing its viability and use in 
the more extensive system preceding any bigger scale testing or demonstration. 
For these separate subsystems, a method known as the reconciliation method can 
be applied, which means to characterise the most likely physical condition of a 
system and modify every estimation as much as possible through information on 
its precision, duplications, restrictions, and solving mass and energy balances 
[56]. Through this investigation, exploiting this technique when implemented to 
a reversible HP-ORC unit allowed further effective data collection and validation, 
decreasing the error for example in the situation of the pinch-point calculation of 
an evaporator where its normalised root mean square deviation was diminished 
from 14.3 to 4.1%.
5.2 Deployment
There has not been any associated cases of combined HP-ORC systems beyond 
experimental facilities for building applications. From the past modelling and 
experimental studies, in any case, there are an assortment of concerns that ought 
to be examined once demonstrating these systems. One of these matters is the 
relative novelty of ORC units. These units, particularly at a small and micro scale, 
have not generally been adequately optimised in real-word use, and there is lesser 
data about it contrasted with well-known systems. This will in general reduce 
the possible advantages and rise the whole prices owing partly to maintenance 
necessities.
Another huge concern is the territorial changeability in climate and temperature. 
All together for the system to be monetarily attainable, the system must be designed 
explicitly to suit the consumers’ requirements and application needs, which will 
be affected by the climate existent in the area. There must likewise be an assurance 
on what capacities are wanted such as cooling, heating, domestic hot water, power, 
which will likewise determine the arrangement of the system.
6. Economic analysis
For economic analysis, the basic equations applied are from standard engineer-
ing economics. In HP-ORC projects, the determinants of costs comprise of the 
underlying initial capital for buying the equipment, the net power consumption, 
and the related overhaul and maintenance necessities. In light of these qualities, the 
yearly prices and savings can be viably decided, taking into consideration an income 
investigation, evaluation of return and also financial viability. These outcomes 
enable for concrete examination between potential systems.
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Numerous numbers of the studies realised concerning combined HP-ORC 
systems cover some financial analysis. Because of the intermittence of heating and 
power options, it is challenging to assess undeviating comparison amongst them 
accordingly. In contrast with a solar thermal system combined to a ground-source 
HP, one investigation assessed that the adaptation of this system to a reversible 
HP-ORC system for a residential system would just cost roughly $600, and follow-
ing 20 years of utilisation, presents benefits of $230 in Ankara and $110 in Denver 
[40, 41]. Moreover, it recommends that the primary factors for the viability of the 
system is the area, especially continental climate conditions, in addition to compo-
nents and pump expenses, including the working fluid choosing, which the pump is 
suitable with.
In view of the reversible HP-ORC system designed by Dumont [44], a compari-
son of this system with the further developed HP and PV (photovoltaic) system, 
indicates that as a whole, the reversible system is fewer beneficial, albeit an expan-
sion in heat demand for heating or domestic hot water, can possibly enhance the 
effectiveness of the reversible system over that of the HP and PV system. This is 
additionally established from temperature areas with similarly lower temperature 
deviations. It prescribes further investigation is performed to ascertain where the 
reversible system is financially cost-effective against the HP and PV system.
A few models created stated reimbursement periods for the PV-ORC-chiller 
arrangement to be 9 years and 6.5 years in Amsterdam and Athens, individually, 
and for the combined solar thermal-ORC-chiller to have return periods of 16.5 years 
and 49.5 years in similar areas [34]. Likewise, the greatest exergy efficiency of the 
described models, for the PV case is 2 and 6%, while the solar thermal case is 18 and 
37%. The sensitivity analysis performed with this work disclosed that if the energy 
cost increments by 10%, this could decrease the return period by 12.9–15.0%, 
besides it is the best effective factor on the financial outputs.
As shown, a portion of the bigger causes of changeability amongst implementa-
tion, are the power costs and areas climate, with the whole system design at last 
being advised by these factors. Improvement of this system will have some effect on 
the financial viability, albeit such changes ought to be assessed cautiously to guar-
antee some profit is achieved.
7. Conclusions
In conclusion, the combination of HP and ORC units have capacity for more 
energy efficiencies in various configurations. This survey provided some innovative 
concepts and designs to aid in prospect modelling and experimental studies alike, 
pinpointing various issues of more research. The main matters are:
• For improving the heat transfer, it is suggested to emphasise on maximising 
the temperature differential between the heat source and heat sink, similarly as 
suitably adjusting a working fluid for the specified ranges. Accounts of the heat 
sources and comprising thermal storage will be truly efficient at enhancing 
performance.
• Designs should be selected reliant on what is required from the system. 
Changing climate conditions across countries such as Canada, would need a 
variety of heating, cooling, and domestic hot water demands, in addition to 
being a concern itself for selection of heat sources, such as from air-source 
and ground-source HPs to solar thermal collectors. Some designs and arrange-
ments are just applicable for particular ambient air temperatures or weather 
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conditions, despite an improved optimal result is to have better control or 
resilience in the system if there is difference in seasons.
• Other optimisation approaches, for instance, advanced control strategies and 
individual component optimisation, will have certain influence on upgrading 
the system, regardless of the way this will not be as substantial as the alterna-
tives above and should be counted economically as it might not be feasible to 
implement for every circumstance.
• On defining the weather conditions, the area is fundamental at choosing 
energy costs. Both of these two elements are maybe the greatest influence on 
assessing economic feasibility and hence, cannot be neglected.
For future research, it is recommended to:
• Compare a variety of advanced designs to a standard to understand which 
systems are optimal for a range of cold climate (such as Canadian) areas.
• Explore the combination of these systems in newly designs and configurations 
to realise alternative solutions for utilisation options, for instance, for isolated 
locations.
• Evaluate relevant combined HP-ORC systems and their readiness for bench 
testing, demonstration, deployment, in addition to developing models founded 
on them to well design the systems.
• Perform a sensitivity analysis to understand main drivers in the design and 
optimisation of systems of interest.
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